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Zusammenfassung
Kernschalen Anregungen spielen eine Schlu¨sselrolle bei Ro¨ntgen Absorptions Strukturstu-
dien. Da ihre Lebensdauer ku¨rzer als 10 Femtosekunden (1fs = 10−15s) ist, sind zeitauf-
gelo¨ste Experimente an ihnen anspruchsvoll. Die Durchfu¨hrung von solchen Studien in
atomaren Gasen gelang erstmals Anfang dieses Jahrhunderts mittels Anrege-Abfrage Ex-
perimenten unter Einbindung von extrem ultravioletten (EUV) Attosekunden Pulsen (1
as = 10−18s) und nah-infraroten (NIR) Laser-Pulsen mit einer Pulsla¨nge von wenigen op-
tischen Zyklen [1]. Die Untersuchung von Festko¨rpersystemen ist mit dieser Methode nur
sehr eingeschra¨nkt mo¨glich, da sie auf Photoelektronenspektroskopie basiert und daher
fu¨r die Anwendung auf Volumenmaterial ungeeignet ist. Daru¨ber hinaus zerfallen Loch-
zusta¨nde in Festko¨rpern schneller als in Gasen, da hier zahlreiche Dekoha¨renzkana¨le exi-
stieren. Zusa¨tzlich war die zeitliche Auflo¨sung der Experimente bisher durch die Dauer
des NIR Pulses limitiert, welche typischerweise einige Femtosekunden betra¨gt. So konn-
te die kurze Pulsla¨nge im Attosekunden Bereich, die im EUV erreicht wurde, nicht voll
ausgenutzt werden.
Allerdings wurde dieser Weg ku¨rzlich dadurch geebnet, dass der Werkzeugkasten der
Attosekunden-Physik um dynamische Absorptionsmessungen erga¨nzt wurde [2]. Daru¨ber
hinaus trugen Fortschritte in der koha¨renten Lichtfeld-Synthese, die teilweise im Rahmen
der vorliegenden Dissertation erreicht wurden [3], zur Generierung von multi-Microjoule
optischen Attosekundentransienten bei [4]. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird u¨ber ein Ex-
periment mit EUV Attosekunden Anrege sowie sichtbaren Attosekunden Abfrage Pulsen
berichtet. Es basiert auf der Sto¨rung des EUV Absorptionsprozesses durch den Abfra-
ge Transienten. Diese Experimente stellen einen Machbarkeitsnachweis fu¨r die zeitliche
Auflo¨sung von sub-Femtosekunden Dekoha¨renz Pha¨nomenen in Festko¨rpern dar.
Unsere Methode wurde zuna¨chst in einem Experiment mit einem atomaren Gas (Kryp-
ton) angewendet um eine effiziente zeitliche Beschreibung des wenige Femtosekunden dau-
ernden Zerfalls von Kernschalen Anregungen zu demonstrieren. Zur Untersuchung die-
ses Prozesses wurde ein pha¨nomenologisches analytisches Modell erstellt. Bei diesem An-
satz wird beschrieben, wie die durch EUV Absorption erfassten elektronischen Zusta¨nde
durch den NIR Transienten zu dressed states gekoppelt und depopuliert werden. Unser
einfaches Model ermo¨glichte die Rekonstruktion von numerischen Daten aus komplexe-
ren Simulationen sowie von experimentellen Daten zur Erkundung der in Frage stehenden
Sto¨rungsmechanismen. Daru¨ber hinaus ergaben sich numerische Werte fu¨r die Lebenszeiten
sowie die Polarisierbarkeit der beteiligten Zusta¨nde.
Die entwickelten experimentellen Werkzeuge und Modelle wurden erfolgreich zur Unter-
suchung von Kernschalen Anregungen in du¨nnen SiO2 Schichten eingesetzt. Unsere Expe-
rimente und intuitiven Modellierungen ermo¨glichen die Beschreibung der Dekoha¨renzzeit
unserer Festko¨rperproben, die weniger als einer Femtosekunde betra¨gt. Weiterhin enthu¨llen
sie neue spektroskopische Informationen u¨ber das Verhalten von Kernschalen Anregungen
in kondensierter Materie.
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Abstract
Core-shell excitations play a key-role in structural studies based on X-ray absorption. They
decay faster than 10 femtoseconds (1 fs = 10−15s), which makes their investigation in the
time domain challenging. The first demonstration of such studies in atomic gases has been
made possible in the beginning of the 2000’s by pump-probe schemes involving Extreme
Ultraviolet (EUV) attosecond pulses (1 as = 10−18s) and few-cycle near infrared (NIR)
laser pulses [1]. However, solid-state systems have stayed out of the scope of such meth-
ods. Indeed, based on photoelectron spectroscopy, they are ill-adapted to bulk materials.
Moreover, hole states decay faster in solids than in gases, due to the ubiquity of decay
channels. Furthermore, the duration of the NIR laser pulse, usually several femtoseconds,
has prevented access to the ultimate temporal resolution allowed by the attosecond con-
finement of the EUV bursts.
The way has however recently opened, as the attosecond physics toolbox has been
enriched with dynamical absorption measurements [2], and advances in coherent light field
synthesis, partly realized in the framework of this thesis [3] have led to the generation
of multi-microjoule optical attosecond transients [4]. This work thus presents an EUV
attosecond pump - visible attosecond probe scheme. It is based on the perturbation of
the EUV absorption process by the probing transient. Proof-of-principle experiments are
presented, which allowed to temporally resolve subfemtosecond decoherence phenomena in
solid state systems.
Our method has first been applied in a benchmarking experiment on an atomic gas
(Krypton), to demonstrate the efficient temporal characterization of the few-femtosecond
decay of a core-shell excitation. A phenomenological analytical model has been developed
at this occasion, based on the sub-femtosecond dressing and depletion of the electronic
states involved in EUV absorption. This simple man model has allowed the analytical
reconstruction of state-of-the art numerical simulations, as well as experimental traces,
shedding light on the perturbation mechanism at stake, and yielded numerical values for
the lifetimes, as well as polarizabilities of the states involved.
The experimental tools and models developed have then been successfully applied to
study core-shell excitations in SiO2 thin films. Our experiments and intuitive modeling
allowed the reconstruction of their decoherence time, which is below 1 fs. It also unveiled
new spectroscopic information about the nonlinear behavior of core-shell excitations in a
condensed matter system.
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Introduction
The interaction of light with matter has always been the tool of choice to investigate the
properties of the microcosm. In return, the deeper understanding of the structure and
rules governing these behaviors have allowed to advance technology for the realization
of photon sources with ever more intricate properties. Spatial and temporal coherence,
high spectral purity, attosecond duration, relativistic peak intensity or single, entangled
or squeezed photonic states, diffraction limited size or intricate spatial properties are but
few examples of the tools nowadays available to the curious experimentalist. They are
still under continuous development, with various degrees of complexity in the different
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The progress of the technology of light and
the understanding of matter have therefore moved alongside, alternatively preceding or
following, but always nourishing each other.
This work relies on the latest developments of the ability to confine coherent visible
light in time, to durations below an optical cycle. It presents the first applications of the
combination of an attosecond Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) pulse and a visible attosecond
pulse (attotransient) in a pump-probe scheme. The experiments and concepts developed
in this thesis allowed to resolve subfemtosecond decoherence of core-shell excitations in the
time domain, and to extract spectroscopic information about the coupling schemes within
this class of excited states, living less than a handful of femtoseconds in condensed matter.
Such states are largely addressed by X-Ray spectroscopies, but the lack of fitted tools has
until now left the study of their nonlinear properties widely unexplored.
The first observation of the discrete nature of the quantum world has been realized
by Wollaston, who used a prism to disperse the sunlight that had crossed a thin slit,
and observed dark lines in the sun spectrum in 1802 [5]. In 1814, J. v. Fraunhofer was
independently to rediscover and classify them and correlated the position of the so-called D
line (due to sodium) with an emission line present in the spectrum of a flame he was using
to shine his setup [6]. In 1849, L. Foucault demonstrated the correlation of absorption and
emission phenomena by sending the sun light in a carbon arc producing the D emission line
of sodium, and observing that the line stays at the same position but counter-intuitively
switches to absorption [7]. It is however only in 1859, after the rediscovery of this fact
that G. Kirchhoff and R. W. Bunsen really initiated absorption spectroscopy [8]. After
running a thorough classification work, they produced a spectrochemical analysis of the sun
spectrum and announced that sun contained iron, calcium, sodium, magnesium, nikel and
chromium. Emission and absorption spectroscopies have since then been put to extensive
use in a vast number of scientific fields for their element sensitive properties: astronomy,
biology, chemistry, mineralogy, etc For physics, these phenomena have been cornerstones
of the development of the successive theories describing the microcosm, from the classical
elastically bound electron of Lorentz, which predicted the lorentzian aborption and emission
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lineshape, to the establishement of quantum mechanics. The resulting invention of the laser
and its first realization in 1960 [9] have brought a light source with unique properties of
spectral purity and coherence to probe the absorption of matter.
Absorption of light by an atom is a process happening predominantly through dipolar
interaction, and as such subject to selection rules. Therefore, direct linear absorption spec-
troscopy gives selective information (position, transition strength) about states that have
a particular symmetry relationship with the ground state, and incoherent light sources are
mostly limited to this class of experiments. Few years after the first demonstration of laser,
Q-switching [10] and passive mode locking by saturable absorbers [11] have allowed the
first demonstration of pulsed laser light, with the generation of pulses down to picosecond
durations. The temporal confinement of the energy has allowed reaching field strengths
comparable to the Coulomb fields holding nuclei and electrons together, and has brought
the ability to drive matter in a nonlinear fashion. It opened a broad field of experiments,
deepening our understanding of matter.
A most interesting example is the measurement of the most fundamental and theo-
retically known transition, the 1s − 2s transition in hydrogen. Two-photon absorption,
which bypasses the selection rules, combined with another considerable breakthrough of
nonlinear spectroscopy, Doppler-free techniques, [12], made the measurement of this most
precise transition (1 Hz linewidth) possible [13]. The high coherence and energy density
of light allowed driving the transition of selected speed atoms to saturation with a second
pulsed laser, leading to the spectral resolution of the natural linewidth, which was hidden
under Doppler broadening. Finally the frequency comb technology has brought another
leap forward in performance for this frequency measurement [14].
But not only have nonlinear techniques improved our ability to resolve absorption
spectra, they has also permitted the manipulation of these absorption spectra, following
the precursor Autler-Townes experiments in the microwave range [15], in which the dressing
of one of the states involved in a transition by a strong field on resonance with another
excited state leads to the splitting of the absorption line in two. Control being always
linked with knowledge, this type of experiments gives a way to access information about
the presence and position of excited states non-trivially probed by absorption (because
dipole forbidden), and the strength of the couplings involved.
All of the studies mentioned above address static (time-integrated) properties of mat-
ter. The temporal dynamics of quantum phenomena is also of prime interest, and the
development of its study has also been accompanied by technological evolutions. It is in-
deed known to any photographer that taking a sharp picture of a moving object requires
a shutter opening and closing on a timescale on which the object can be considered as
motionless.
Translating this principle to the investigation of chemical dynamics, R. Norrish and G.
Porter developed the technique of flash photolysis in the 1950s [16]. The technique consisted
of generating free radicals (e.g. HO) with a photochemical reaction using a very intense 50
microsecond bunch of light from a flash lamp (obtained from photographic flashes of the
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Navy). The reaction products, radicals, absorb light differently than the reactants, and
they usually have a sub millisecond lifetime. Monitoring the time-dependent absorption of
the sample therefore would give access to the radical recombination reaction kinetics. To
this end they had the idea to send a second, as brief but less intense flash of light, delayed
by the use of a rotating wheel, and measure its absorption by the sample as function of the
delay [17]. This experiment, the first realization of a pump-probe scheme, gave access to
the speed of these chemical reactions, unraveling on the sub-millisecond range. R. Norrish
and G. Porter received the 1967 chemistry Nobel Prize for their work, together with M.
Eigen who used a most interesting sound based method to determine the speed of chemical
reactions [18].
The aforementioned pulsed lasers available from the late 1960s provided high energy
densities in well confined picosecond time intervals, and they opened the way to the inves-
tigation of dynamics unraveling on these timescales, mainly intramolecular dynamics. As
laser scientists continued to bring the laser pulse durations down, the femtosecond domain
was reached. Thus, time-resolved tools were covering most of the molecular vibrational
timescales, and transient absorption spectroscopy was applied to dynamics as fast as the
breaking of a chemical bond in ICN and NaI [19, 20]. This led A.H. Zewail to the Nobel
Prize for development of femtochemsitry in 1999. The further development of femtosecond
lasers in UV to IR regions of the spectrum, as well as different techniques and detec-
tion of other observables than absorption has allowed the investigation of a wide range of
phenomena.
However, the electronic motion, unraveling on the few-femtosecond to attosecond scale
stayed out of reach to experimentalists. EUV driven excitations of core electrons to outer
shells is a class of phenomena of particular interest, because they form the basis of most
of the EUV and X-ray spectroscopies, widely used tools in material and physical science.
Realizing conventional laser type sources in spectral regimes deeper than the UV to study
these transitions with nonlinear spectroscopy techniques is way more challenging than
in longer wavelength domains. This is due to the large photon energy, together with
excitation lifetimes in the femtosecond or sub-femtosecond range (we will come back to
this fact), which require a very intense pumping to reach population inversion. Last but
not least, the manipulation of such photons is extremely challenging, as they are absorbed
by almost any material. This impeded the realization of EUV and X-ray lasers. As a
consequence, although advanced in the linear regime by the development of synchrotron
facilities from the 1950s, the nonlinear investigation of matter in this photon range remains
largely unexplored.
As stated, the lifetime of EUV excitations is, in the 100 eV range which will be investi-
gated in this work, mostly limited by Auger filling of the generated core hole to around 10
fs in atoms, or even less in solids, for which inhomogeneous broadening plays a big role. To
draw an analogy with the previous discussion, exploring the dynamical behavior of these
transitions in a time-resolved fashion requires coherent light sources of high intensity, and
temporally confined to durations shorter than their decoherence time.
Two types of sources, both relatively new, are good candidates: the X-Ray free electron
3
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laser (XFEL) and the High Harmonic Generation process.
XFELs are big facilities based on an electron accelerator. This technology uses the
wiggling of relativistic electron bunches in an undulator as a gain medium to bypass the
inversion population issue. It has been developed since the mid-1990s and has the advan-
tage of producing very high photon fluxes, in the soft or hard X-ray domain depending
on the facility [21]. This has allowed the observation of numerous nonlinear processes in
the X-ray domain, such as the generation of Xe21+ ions by the absorption of more than 57
photons of 93 eV energy in a 10 fs pulse [22], the stripping of all the electrons of Neon [23]
or 2 photon transitions at 46 eV [24]. However, XFELs are until now routinely operated
in a stochastic mode, Self-Amplified Stimulated Emission (SASE), which leads to a very
unstable temporal structure, ill-adapted to fine coherent studies [25].
In the beginning of the 2000s, subfemtosecond pulses centered in the EUV range have
been generated for the first time, exploiting the high harmonic generation (HHG) process
from newly available high power near infrared Carrier Envelope Phase (CEP) stable few-
cycle pulses [26]. Pump-probe schemes involving two of these EUV attosecond pulses have
so far remained elusive, mostly because of the low conversion efficiency of HHG, which low
fluxes of light. Only at the expense of a low repetition rate, very low signal to noise ratio,
and the use of a train of attosecond pulses have nonlinear processes (two-photon ionization
of Helium) been observed with such radiation sources[27].
The use of high intensity few-cycle CEP stable pulses in combination with EUV attosec-
ond pulses has however offered a way to significantly advance the resolution of time-resolved
nonlinear spectroscopies. Experiments based on the streak camera technique have mea-
sured in the time domain the 7.9 fs decay time of a core-hole [1]. In this experiment,
the EUV pulse ejects photoelectrons and creates a core hole vacancy which is filled while
ejecting Auger electrons. The infrared field plays the role of probe pulse and brings Auger
electrons to energetic sidebands by wiggling them in free space. The amplitude of these
sidebands as a function of pump-probe delay therefore follows the decay of the hole. The
temporal resolution of this technique is however limited by the duration of the infrared
pulse. At that time a 7 fs driver was used. Pushing forward the technology of hollow-core
fiber and chirped mirror compressor has brought the attainable duration in the 3 fsrange,
but this technology is ill-adapted to go further down. Such experiments were therefore far
from exploiting the attosecond regime theoretically attainable with the HHG EUV pulses.
Moreover, this photoelectron based technique is not adapted to study solid-state systems,
in which the photoelectron is captured in the material.
Later on, in the first attosecond transient absorption study (ATAS), the EUV pulse has
been used as a probe for the dynamics launched by the pump infrared 3.3 fs driver [28].
Thus, the coherent oscillation of a valence electronic wavepacket launched by strong field
ionization has been demonstrated by exploiting the quantum beat encoded on absorption
lines existing only in the strong field generated ion. The phenomenon probed there is the
motion of valence electrons, with a coherence time virtually infinite for the pulse, and the
EUV transition is merely a probe.
Efforts put through the years to bring the duration of light pulses down have taken a leap
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forward around 2010, with the first generation of visible light field synthesized transients
confined to an intensity envelope of 2 fs. With such a tool the first ATAS experiment has
been revisited and confirmed and improved the previous findings [3]. As an extra result,
the exponential nonlinearity of the strong field ionization process, together with the high
energy confinement in a half-cycle of the visible driver has allowed to limit the rise of the
ionic absorption to less than a femtosecond.
However, at this occasion, it has been noticed that during the overlap of the visible
and EUV fields, i.e. during the ionization window, a modification of the EUV absorption
process and spectral lineshape by the pump pulse, namely through the dephasing of the
generated electronic coherence by polarization effects (Stark shift) of the EUV transition,
blurring the neat picture of visible pump EUV probe which had been so successful else-
where on the delay axis. This work began with the investigation of this behavior in the
experiment, which will be presented in Chapter 4. Other teams around the world have
since then investigated this class of phenomena, noticeably observing the effective transfor-
mation of a Fano absorption profiles into Lorentz lineshape [29]. They are however limited
in their investigation of the delay-dependance of these effects by their relatively long IR
driver duration.
In the following years, and in the framework of this dissertation, the light confinement
ability of our team has on the other hand been risen even more, with the broadening of the
synthesized spectrum, and visible light pulses have been virtually restricted to a single opti-
cal half-cycle, producing attosecond light transients [4]. From there on we had at hand two
subfemtosecond pulses, which could nonlinearly interact via polarization effects detectable
in the absorption spectrum, as learned from the previous experiment. In this scheme we
would be able to drive time dependent nonlinear polarization effects after an EUV tran-
sition, but before the decoherence prevents this observation, i.e. on a subfemtosecond
window. It has therefore the ability to trace such decoherences in the time domain, and to
yield nonlinear information about EUV excitations. Such polarization effects having been
observed in atoms [3, 29] and solids [30], the playground was quite open.
It is important to stress here that although using a similar setup and detection scheme,
the technique presented here is NOT a transient absorption scheme, in the classical sense
of the word. Indeed, the observable is the spectrum of the pump pulse, for which absorp-
tion is modulated by the optical transient. In that sense it is a time-resolved version of
an Autler-Townes experiment with EUV transitions. The huge bandwidth to central fre-
quency ratio characteristic of the attosecond transient however smears out the conventional
photon formalism, due to the huge number of photonic paths involved in the nonlinear in-
teraction. Approaches based in the time domain picture were therefore required to describe
the interactions and exploit pump-probe traces.
This work presents experiments in which such traces were measured, in atoms as a
benchmark of the technique, and in solid state. Phenomenological models were developed
to reconstruct these experiments and extract physical constants. These simple models
have been confronted with advanced atomic dynamics theory, yielding a very satisfactory
agreement, and were then used on experimental data. They allowed the measurement of the
decoherence time of core-shell transitions in the time domain, as well as nonlinear properties
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of these excitations of atomic and solid state matter, lasting less than a femtosecond.
• Chapter 1 presents the principle of generation of attosecond optical transients, as
well as its implementation on the AS-1 beamline.
• Chapter 2 revisits the principles of EUV pulse generation from High Harmonic pro-
cesses in the context of the new object that is the synthesized light transient. It is
shown that the precise manipulation of the waveform allows the manipulation of the
EUV light, and a theoretical investigation of keV photon generation is presented.
• Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup used in the following experiments, and
all the relevant modifications that have been made on the beamline to allow for the
simultaneous use of an attosecond optical transient and a versatile EUV attosecond
pulse in pump-probe experiments with subfemtosecond resolution.
• Chapter 4 describes the experiments that triggered the reflexion that led us to plan-
ning the following stages of this PhD, the observation of Stark-shift manifestations
during Strong Field Ionization in the experiment of [3]
• Chapter 5 presents the benchmark of our technique and theoretical approaches to
the probing of EUV transitions in the 3d-np absorption edge of Krypton. Resolution
of a decay time of around 8 fs, and access to nonlinear properties of the excited state
is demonstrated. A publication about this experiment is currently in preparation.
• Chapter 6 shows the application of our technique to the resolution of nonlinear be-
havior in the L2,3 edge of SiO2, in which we were able to drive interactions of low order
in an excited state which coherence survives less than a femtosecond. A publication
about this experiment is currently in preparation.
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1Optical Attosecond Transients
Divide et impera - Divide and conquer
– Gaius Julius Caesar
Although electromagnetic radiation can be confined to subfemtosecond durations since
the beginning of the 2000s in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) range, with central photon
energies since then moved from 50 to 150 eV, this regime has remained elusive in the
optical domain until recently, and the efforts that opened up the era of light field synthesis
[3]. This chapter aims at presenting the requirements and techniques implemented for the
successful synthesis of a subfemtosecond optical pulse, hereafter named optical attosecond
transient or in short attotransient.
1.1 Subfemtosecond light pulses
Definitions
Let us first introduce basic elements of the mathematical description of an ultrashort
pulse. Given a real-valued electric field varying in time E(t) (called waveform), the Fourier
Transform allows its decomposition in a superposition of monochromatic waves of angular
frequency ω. For reasons of clarity or comparison, this quantity will occasionally be referred
to in units of frequency ν = ω/2pi, photon energy E = ~ω (in eV), or translated into vacuum
wavelength λ = 2pic/ω (in nm)
E(t) = F [E(ω)](t) = 1
2pi
∫
E(ω) exp(−iωt)dω (1.1)
With E(ω) given by the Inverse Fourier Transform:
E(ω) = F−1[E(t)](ω) =
∫
E(t) exp(iωt)dt (1.2)
E(ω) being a complex valued quantity, it is usual to define its modulus a(ω) = |E(ω)|,
and its phase φ(ω) = arg(E(ω)) being respectively the amplitude and phase at t = 0 of
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the monochromatic wave of frequency ω entailed in the waveform.
We can define the central or carrier frequency ω0 as the center of mass of the positive
spectrum:
ω0 =
∫ ∞
0
ω|E(ω)|2dω (1.3)
It is quite common to Taylor-expand the spectral phase around the central frequency:
φ(ω) ' φ(0) + φ
(1)
1!
(ω − ω0) + φ
(2)
2!
(ω − ω0)2 + φ
(3)
3!
(ω − ω0)3 + ... (1.4)
• φ(0) is the global or absolute phase, mostly referred to as Carrier-Envelope Phase
(CEP), although as we shall see later, this term gets inaccurate in the case of subcycle
pulses.
• φ(1) corresponds to a group delay, it is expressed in fs
• φ(2) is the second order phase (or linear chirp) expressed in fs2
• higher phase orders will distort the pulse temporal shape
A pulse with a linear spectral phase (only φ(0) and φ(1) differ from zero) is said to be Fourier
Transform limited, if its group delay, the derivative of the phase, is constant, and therefore
its duration is the shortest allowed by its spectral components.
It is useful to introduce the carrier-envelope decomposition of such a waveform. E(t)
being a real field, basic properties of the Fourier Transform impose that E(ω) = E(−ω)∗,
the field has a positive and a negative frequency component which are related to each
other. there is therefore enough information in the positive frequency part of the spectrum
to describe the waveform. the Inverse Fourier Transform of this positive frequency part
(times 2) is called the analytical field E(t):
E(t) = 2
2pi
·
∫ ∞
0
E(ω) exp(−iωt)dω (1.5)
the carrier envelope description of the field is then given by:
E(t) = E(t) exp(iφ(t)) (1.6)
E(t) = |E(t)| is the envelope, and φ(t) the temporal phase. In the case where the
spectral phase is constant φ(ω) = φ(ω0) = φ0, we can write:
E(t) = E(t) exp(iω0t+ iφ0) (1.7)
This is the carrier-envelope decomposition of the waveform, and φ0 is the global phase
of the waveform.
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Ingredients of an optical subfemtosecond pulse
Basic properties of the Fourier Transform include an uncertainty principle which links the
width of the spectral amplitude, or bandwidth ∆ω, and the duration of the envelope of
the pulse ∆t (strictly speaking in the sense of the standard deviations of the spectral and
temporal distributions):
∆t ·∆ω ≥ 2pi (1.8)
This inequality is saturated in the case of a Fourier limited pulse, i.e. a pulse with a
linear spectral phase. It tells us that in order to generate a pulse with subfemtosecond
duration:
• the spectral bandwidth has to be above 1 PHz, or 4.2 eV
• the nonlinear group delay has to be controlled
To be supported without negative frequencies, the central frequency must therefore be
above 500 THz, or said otherwise the central wavelength lower than 600nm. In the case
where the central frequency is still in the optical domain, the bandwidth will be superoc-
tave, and the field subcycle, as can be seen on Figure 1.1. This is a remarkable feature in
comparison with a more ”conventional” subfemtosecond EUV pulse, which bandwidth will
be considerably suboctave and will therefore comprise several cycles (see Figure 1.1). This
calls for a very precise control of the absolute phase, as will be developed later on.
−2 −1 0 1 2
Time (fs)
−2 −1 0 1 2
Time (fs)
b.a.
Figure 1.1: Electric field waveform of a 1 fs FWHM intensity duration pulse centered at
at a. 600 nm, and b. 12.4 nm or 100 eV
Another important aspect is the control of the spectral phase φ(ω). To avoid any
lengthening of the pulse compared to the capacity given by its spectrum, the quadratic
and higher orders of spectral phase (Equation (1.4)) must be kept to 0. Figure 1.2 shows
the effect of 10 cms of air (group delay has been removed) on an optical pulse centered at
530 nms. The distortion is quite dramatic as the radiation below 500 nm already undergoes
9
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−10 −5 0 5 10
Time (fs) −10 −5 0 5 10Time (fs)
b.a.
Figure 1.2: Waveforms deriving from the same optical subfemtosecond-able spectrum,
with no chirp before (a.) and after (b.) propagation of 10 cms in air.
more than 5 fs of linear temporal chirp compared to the red part. 10 µm of glass have a
similar effect. Special care should therefore be taken to manage the dispersion.
In the optical subfemtosecond regime, the carrier wave period is longer than the pulse
duration: the waveform is subcycle. As such, it becomes critical to control the absolute
phase of the wave, whose change would substantially alter the temporal profile of the
waveform, as can be seen on Figure 1.3.
−2 −1 0 1 2
Time (fs)
−2 −1 0 1 2
Time (fs)
b.a.
1 fs
400 as
1.2 fs
Figure 1.3: Two compressed square-spectrum, 1 fs intensity envelope FWHM waveforms
with a constant spectral phase (no quadratic or higher order terms) of value 0 (blue) and
pi/2 (red) .
It is also worth noticing that for pulses with a contrast between the main and the
adjacent half-cycles of more than 2, one can, following practices of the THz community
[31], define an instantaneous intensity FWHM duration, which differs from the envelope
intensity FWHM duration, and is dictated by the central wavelength, and not the spectral
width. For our attotransients, the instantaneous intensity FWHM duration is 400 as at
φ(0) = 0 and 1.2 fs at φ(0) = pi/2 for an envelope intensity FWHM duration of 1 fs.
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1.2 PHz broad coherent optical continuum
As seen in Section 1.1, the synthesis of subfemtosecond pulses requires the generation and
control of a spectral bandwidth of close to 1 PHz. It has historically been achieved in
the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) range, where the very high nonlinearity at play in the high
harmonic generation process (see Chapter 2) causes a temporal confinement that leads to
the generation of huge bandwidths [32]. In the optical domain, few approaches have been
proposed and/or implemented for the generation of superoctave spectral sources, such as
the use or Raman sidebands [33], or the generation and synchronization of harmonics 2
to 5 in bulk crystals [34]. these approaches however do not produce a continuum, but
a discrete spectrum, which allows only multiple pulses generation. Recently also, the
coherent superposition of Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse Amplifiers covering adjacent
spectral ranges [35, 36] has been realized, but these methods have not yet managed to
reach the PHz bandwidth associated with subfemtosecond duration.
The approach used in this work, supercontinuum generation by filament guiding in a
hollow waveguide filled with high pressure gas, has been developed and optimized over
the years [37]. The gas being free to flow in the setup, the nonlinear medium does not
get damaged and this is therefore a widely used approach for the generation of few-cycle
pulses. To extend this approach to the generation of PHz broad continua, we use a precisely
dispersion controlled Chirped-pulse Amplifier (CPA) system and implement a relatively
high pressure of gas.
1.2.1 23 fs dispersion controlled CPA system
The principle of Chirped Pulse Amplification, a prominent technique for the generation of
high energy femtosecond pulses, has been widely described in numerous quality publications
since its first demonstration in 1985 [38], as well as its particular implementation in similar
systems to ours, and will therefore not be described in long details here. It is however
useful to give an overview and point out where custom adaptations have been made to
tailor the system to the needs of our attosecond precise experiments.
75 nm bandwidth multipass CPA
For all the experimental work presented in this thesis, a commercial femtosecond amplified
system has been used as a front-end. We used a Titanium-dopped sapphire (Ti:Sa) based
ultrabroadband oscillator (RainbowTMfrom Femtolasers) pumped by a frequency doubled
neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd-YAG) continuous laser delivering 3 W at
532 nm (Verdi V6TMfrom Coherent) to seed the amplifier system. The oscillator delivers
broadband (6 fs) pulses comprising around 5 nJ of energy at 78 MHz [39].
The pulse train coming from the oscillator is focused into a Periodically Poled Lithium
Niobate crystal (PPLN) crystal, which broadens their spectrum and generates the nonlinear
signals necessary for the global phase stabilization of the oscillator, as will be described
further. The 78 MHz, 1 nJ pulse train is then stretched to around 15 ps in a heavy (SF57)
11
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Figure 1.4: Overview of the front end 3 kHz, 1 mJ, 23 fs CPA system: a 78 MHz
broadband oscillator seeds a 9 pass CPA system, with tailored spectral and amplitude
shaping leading to the generation of a short and clean pulse. AOM: Acoustooptic
modulator, IR PD: Infrared Photodiode, PC: Pockells Cell, AOPDF: Acousto Optic
Programmable Dispersive Filter, SRSI: Self-Referenced Spectral Interferometry, PSD:
Position Sensitive Detectors
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glass stretcher, and seeded into the amplifier. The complete train is amplified during the
first 4 passes, in the Ti:Sa crystal, pumped by a frequency doubled Q-switched neodymium-
doped yttrium fluoride(Nd:YLF) delivering around 100 ns pulses (DM30TMfrom Photonics
Industries). After the first 4 passes, a Pockells cell is used to slice the pulse train down
to a 3kHz repetition rate. The pulse is then sent into an Acousto Optic Programmable
Dispersive Filter [40, 41] (AOPDF: DazzlerTMfrom the company Fastlite). It is, in these
conditions of use, an arbitrary spectral phase and amplitude shaper. It is used here to
compensate for high orders of spectral phase coming from the stretching and compression
scheme (mainly third order from the transmission grating compressor), but also as a way
to fight the gain narrowing effect [42]. Indeed, a custom amplitude filter has been tailored
to broaden the final bandwidth of the pulse from 40 nmup to 75 nm(see Figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.5: Spectrum without (blue plain line) and with (red plain line) the amplitude
transmission hole dug in the AOPDF (dashed blue line)
As will be seen further on, the process governing the broadening of the spectrum of
a femtosecond pulse in a hollow core waveguide is mainly Self-Phase Modulation (SPM)
[43, 44, 45]. According to the principles of SPM broadening, the broader the starting
bandwidth is, the more efficient the broadening will be and this bandwidth is therefore
critical. Recent investigations have proven that the spectral width is now limited by the
reflective optics, and can be further increased by the use of different mirrors in the amplifier
system.
The last 5 passes allow the upscaling of the pulse energy to 1.3 mJ, i.e. 1 mJ after
recompression in a transmission grating setup.
Self-Referenced Spectral Interferometry measurement and optimization
The use of a finely tailored amplitude filter as described in the previous section alters the
spectral phase quite considerably, due to phase amplitude mapping phenomenon associated
with Self-Phase Modulation. It is therefore required, to achieve an optimal compression,
to compensate for the fine spectral phase features introduced by this phenomena, which
effectively reduce the coherent contrast of the pulse, and decrease the energy it entails.
13
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Indeed, if the second order phase is large for the bandwidth (φ(2)∆ω2  1), as it is the
case in a CPA amplifier, each frequency of the spectrum has a group delay that is very
different from the adjacent ones, and this group delay is linear. the complex spectrum of
the pulse is then mapped on the time axis : t⇔ tω = φ(2)(ω − ω0).
Moreover, Self-Phase Modulation (SPM), a nonlinear phenomena at play in the CPA
system, is characterized by an intensity dependent index of refraction n(t) = n0 +n2E(t)
2,
which adds a nonlinear temporal phase to the pulse, proportional to its intensity envelope
φNL(t) ∝ E(t)2. With the time to spectrum mapping caused by high linear chirp, we can
see that the spectral amplitude will be imprinted on the spectral phase after recompression:
φNL(ω) ∝ φNL(tω) ∝ E(tω)2 ∝ |E(ω)|2 (1.9)
Since the spectral amplitude is strongly modulated by the AOPDF in the setup, the
spectral phase will be modulated as well, and this needs to be measured and corrected.
To this end, we use the Self-Referenced Spectral Interferometry (SRSI) technique [46]
implemented in a commercial device (WizzlerTMby Fastlite). This technique, relying on
the spectral interferometry of the pulse with a nonlinearly cleaned replica of itself, has the
ability to resolve fine coherent contrast loss due to rapidly varying spectral phases [47].
We have used it to measure our pulses, and set up a feedback of the measured spectral
phase on the AOPDF located inside of the CPA system. As can be seen on Figure 1.6, the
spectral phase measurement before compensation displays quite heavy modulations, which
are then completely removed from the pulse after a few iterations of the feedback to the
pulse shaper.
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Figure 1.6: a. SRSI spectrogram (thin blue), Spectrum (blue) and spectral phase before
(red) and after (green) the measurement and feedback loop with the Dazzler b. Associated
temporal profiles, with gain of coherent contrast energy concentration
This fine compression increases the coherent contrast by one order of magnitude, which
concentrates the energy in the main pulse. Also, as can be seen on Figure 1.6, the fast
varying phase on the blue side of the spectrum before correction was responsible for the
delaying of the blue components, and reduced the effectively available bandwidth for non-
linear mixing in the HCF. Thus, flattening this phase facilitates the broadening process
14
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and its extension to the ultraviolet (UV) range, whose generation is highly sensitive to the
original pulse spectral content. This optimization procedure can be realized in about five
minutes every time it is needed, after amplifiers realignments for example.
1.2.2 PHz ranging supercontinuum generation
As stated in [45], the supercontinuum generation from high intensity femtosecond pulses
in a hollow-core waveguide relies on an intricate interplay of various spatial and tempo-
ral linear and nonlinear phenomena (Self-phase modulation, self steepening, self-focusing,
waveguide and plasma dispersion, ...). A common feature of all these processes is however
that the newly generated frequencies come from a 4 wave-mixing process that mixes 3 fre-
quencies ω1, ω2, ω3 to generate a fourth one ωg = ω1 + ω2 − ω3. From there, it is intuitive
that the broader the initial spectrum and the available frequency set, the more effective
the broadening will be, since the range of accessible ωg will be larger.
In our setup, the 23 fs pulses are focused using a 1.8 m focal length anti-reflection coated
lens in a 1.1 m long fused silica waveguide with a core hole diameter of 250 µm. To this end
we use a 1.8 m focal length anti-reflection coated lens. The capillary is placed inside an air-
tight pressure chamber, pressurized with 2 to 2.5 bars of Neon gas (see Figure 1.7.a.). The
pulses enter the gas chamber through a 0.5 mm thick anti-reflection coated glass window,
and exit through a 0.5 mm UV graded fused silica window mounted at Brewster angle.
The entrance and the exit windows are mounted respectively 0.8 m before and after the
capillary in order to avoid spurious nonlinear effects in the windows.
As can be seen on Figure 1.7.b. the generated supercontinuum spans more than 1 PHz,
and has therefore the potential to support the generation of subfemtosecond optical pulses.
Indeed, if needed, the spectrum can be reshaped to be more even, at the price of pulse
energy. This is what is implemented in our setup, and will be discussed in Chapter 3. The
comparison is also shown with the input spectrum, which bandwidth has been increased
by an order of magnitude.
1.3 Versatile multioctave spectral phase control: Light
Field Synthesizer
As seen in Section 1.1, dispersion control is a critical parameter for the synthesis of attosec-
ond transients. Many different ways to manage the dispersion of femtosecond pulses have
been developed over the years. Since all the conventional materials have absorption peaks
in the far infrared and the ultraviolet, respectively associated to vibrational and electronic
transitions, the refractive index increases with frequency, which results in the addition of a
dispersed group delay through propagation. In practice, ultraviolet transitions are usually
the the closest to the visible range, thus the dispersion is positive, meaning that the blue
components are traveling slower than the red ones. Managing the dispersion of optical
ultrashort pulses to compress them to their Fourier limit therefore boils down to finding
15
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Figure 1.7: a. Hollow-core fiber setup. b. Spectra at the input (blue line) and at the exit
of the fiber (red line). (adapted from [48])
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ways of implementing controlled negative dispersion, and compensate for the propagation
in materials.
Since the advent of femtosecond pulses a whole range of solutions have been demon-
strated, such as the use of grating or prism based compressors, sometimes in combination
with spatial light modulators (SLM), the AOPDF, or chirped mirrors [49]. Due to their
ability to deal with broad bandwidths with a reasonably high efficiency, chirped mirrors
have been the solution of choice to manage the dispersion of supercontinua produced by
hollow-core fibers [50], giving access to a range of experiments requiring few-cycle high
energy pulses, such as the generation of isolated attosecond pulses. It is however known
that although this technology is continuously improved to further extend the bandwidth
managed by a single chirped-mirror compressor, it is close to its limit. Indeed the broader
the bandwidth handled, the lower the dispersion each mirror is able to imprint, and the
lower and more spectrally modulated the reflectivity will be [49].
The development of the light field synthesizer has brought tools to overcome these
obstacles.
The basic principles and first implementation of light field synthesis are exposed in Ref.
[51]. This technique applies the famous ”divide et impera”, or ”divide and conquer” adage.
Since handling very broad bandwidths with a single multilayer mirror compressor has a
limited potential, the supercontinuum is split into several sub-bands, using broadband,
phase-controlled dichroic beamsplitters (DBS). In our setup, schematically depicted on
Figure 1.8, four of these channels are implemented, the deep ultraviolet (DUV) channel,
spanning from 270 to 350 nm, the ultraviolet visible (UV-Vis) channel from 350 to 500 nm,
the visible (Vis) channel from 500 to 700 nm, and the near Infrared (NIR) channel from
700 to 1100 nm.
The dispersion of each of these narrower-band sub-spectra is independently character-
ized using a Transient Grating Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (TG-FROG) apparatus,
and compensated with a combination of adapted chirped mirror and glass wedges (to con-
fer some flexibility to the compression scheme). These four beams are then recombined
using the same DBS units.
Spatial overlap is ensured by careful alignment on a CCD in the near and the far field.
The temporal overlap is taken care of by small piezoelectric driven delay units placed in
each channel except Vis, which serves as a reference. In a first place, a nonlinear effect,
High Harmonic Generation (HHG) is optimized using the position of these delay units,
achieving coarse (blind) temporal overlap. For precise synthesis, we rely on attosecond
streaking [2] and field characterization, as presented in Section 1.5.
The overlap being critical, passive stability is ensured by the implementation of the
setup on a monolithic Aliminium block thermally stabilized by water cooling, and active
stability by the stabilization of spectral fringes produced at the overlap of the channels on
the polarization orthogonal to the synthesis axis [51].
This setup, its development as well as details related to the coherent spatiotemporal
superposition, locking and efficient transportation of the beams having been exposed in
details in Refs. [3, 51, 48], they will not be discussed more here.
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Figure 1.8: Implementation of Light Field Synthesis in our experimental apparatus: a.
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c.-e. FROG reconstruction of the pulses coming from the four individual channels.
(adapted from [48])
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1.4 Global phase control of an attotransient
1.4.1 Phase stable CPA system
Once the spectrum has been generated and the dispersion coming from the generation
process and its transportation to the experiment has been accounted for and compensated
with the light field synthesizer, the last degree of freedom that one has to fix is the absolute
phase φ0 presented in Section 1.1. Unlike the rest of the spectral phase and the spectral
amplitude, this parameter is not deterministically fixed by the pulse train generation pro-
cess of the femtosecond mode-locked oscillator. The technique of the f-0 measurement from
the radiation generated in the PPLN crystal, as well as the feedback on the pumping in-
tensity via an Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM) allows the experimentalist to fix the drift
of absolute phase between two consecutive pulses of the train. By chosing this drift care-
fully to be a divider of 2pi (usually pi/2, and setting the sampling rate of the Pockell’s cell
accordingly, it is possible to ensure that the absolute phase of two consecutive amplified
pulses is constant [52].
This mechanism is the first building block of the absolute phase stabilization of the
amplifier. Indeed, this parameter is very sensitive, and drifts constantly due to environ-
mental variations, such as temperature or humidity, or slight beam pointing variations. It
is therefore measured after the hollow-core fiber by means of an f-2f interferometer [52],
and an active feedback is set up by varying the voltage of a piezoelectric unit on which one
of the glass blocks composing the stretcher is mounted. The microscopic glass thickness
variation changes the absolute phase of the pulse to bring it back to the desired ”locking”
value.
1.4.2 Global phase control of a PHz continuum
To change the absolute phase of a waveform, usually a very thin layer of thickness L of a
dispersive material is added or removed. This principle applies to our CPA system, where
the amount of glass in the strectcher is used a feedback mechanism to control the global
phase. However, as we have seen, for potentially subfemtosecond optical transients, the
accuracy of dispersion control is critical, and it is legitimate to ask the question of whether
a thin layer of material will be able to change the absolute phase without impacting the
pulse envelope with higher order dispersion.
When the absorption can be neglected, the change applied on the complex spectrum of
a pulse is an addition of spectral phase. Considering this spectral phase variation in the
frame moving at the group velocity of its central frequency, we obtain:
∆φ(ω) =
ω
c
(
n(ω)− d(n(ω)ω)
dω
∣∣∣∣
ω0
)
∆L (1.10)
The added absolute phase ∆φ0 is therefore
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φ0 = ∆φ(ω0) =
ω0
c
(
n(ω0)− d(n(ω)ω)
dω
∣∣∣∣
ω0
)
∆L = −ω
2
0
c
dn
dω
∣∣∣∣
ω0
∆L (1.11)
The first envelope distorting phase term, the second order phase added by the intro-
duction of glass is:
φ(2) =
d2∆φ
dω2
∣∣∣∣
ω0
=
1
c
d2(n(ω)ω)
dω2
∣∣∣∣
ω0
∆L (1.12)
For a pulse of bandwidth ∆ω, the condition on added second order for the envelope to
stay constant is φ(2)∆ω2  1. This sets a limit on the amount of material ∆L that can be
introduced, and therefore to the absolute phase change that can be realized:
φ0 < f(ω0)
ω20
∆ω2
, with f(ω0) =
dn
dω
∣∣
ω0
d2(n(ω)ω)
dω2
∣∣∣
ω0
(1.13)
The result takes a very simple form, where we see that the available absolute phase
range depends on the central frequency via a material dependent function f(ω0), and the
square of the ratio between central frequency and bandwidth, or said otherwise the ratio
between pulse duration and period.
For fused silica, at 600 nm, f(ω0) equals 0.8. This means that for the user to be able to
change the absolute phase by pi/2 without deforming the pulse, the latter has to be longer
than 1,4 cycles, i.e. 2 fs FWHM intensity duration. Other materials exhibit even a lower
value of f at this wavelength. We see that for our double octave attotransients, inserting
more or less glass in the beam is not a reasonable way of changing the global phase.
As a side remark, at 1,25 µm central wavelength, for fused silica f is 16, therefore even
a pulse with 0.3 cycles, i.e 1 fs intensity duration, the phase can be harmlessly shifted.
How to change the global phase of our transients then? It is worth noticing that
applying this technique on a 23 fs pulse centered at 800 nmis risk-free, since ω20/∆ω
2 = 100,
and the envelope will not be impacted by the phase change. Therefore the effect of such a
change of material thickness results in the addition of a pure absolute phase offset φ0. If
this pulse is further compressed by 4 wave mixing processes, as is the case in the HCF, this
phase offset is imprinted as such on the nonlinear polarization. Indeed, since these effects
involve the absorption of 2 photons ω1 and ω2, and the emission of one photon ω3:
ωg = ω1 + ω2 − ω3 ⇒ φ(ωg) = φ(ω1) + φ(ω2)− φ(ω3) = φ0 + φ0 − φ0 = φ0 (1.14)
Therefore, we can conclude that changing the global phase on the long pulse before its
broadening in the HCF is an efficient way of controlling the global phase of the attotransient
without chirping it. This has been checked by streaking measurements (see next section),
validating the previous derivation experimentally.
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1.5.1 Field characterization and optimization through streaking
The attentive reader will have noticed that while the compression of the pulses in each of
the channels of the synthesizer can be evaluated and adjusted using FROG measurements,
the exact temporal overlap between the channels, as well as the absolute phase of the
waveform remains elusive. To resolve and set these last and essential degrees of freedom,
extensive use is made of the attosecond streaking technique [53, 54, 2], which allows the
direct characterization of the electric field. For this work, it is experimentally implemented
using the setup which will be thoroughly described in Chapter 3.
This technique is a pump-probe scheme in which an isolated EUV attosecond pulse
photoionizes the valence electron of an atom (from the 2p orbitals of Neon in our most
common implementation) at the moment tr, in the continuum dressed by the electric field
of the waveform. The streaking spectrogram (see Figure 1.9 a. and e.) consists of the
photoelectron energy spectra depending on the pump-probe delay ∆t = −tr. The presence
of the minus sign reflects the experimental convention used: ∆t is the delay of the EUV
pulse compared to the visible pulse, considered as fixed in the streaking experiment.
The most complete and powerful way of treating this kind of spectrogram is the appli-
cation of the FROG-CRAB algorithm [55, 56], which allows the complete reconstruction
of the electric field of the waveform and the photoelectron wavepacket (and the EUV radi-
ation wavepacket if the photoionization cross-section is known [57]). This is very powerful,
as this formalism can be in principle applied for any arbitrary EUV and visible radiation
shape, in particular in the case of EUV pulse trains where the streaking picture derives
to RABITT type techniques [58, 59, 60]. It is however cumbersome and relatively slow to
use, and much simpler numerical methods can be applied in the case of an isolated EUV
pulse shorter than the fastest features of the waveform to resolve, when only the waveform
characterization is seeked [61], like in the experiments presented here. This ease of use
is of particular interest in the lab for online waveform characterization and optimization
required by light field synthesis.
A classical treatment of the electron motion in the field then shows that its momentum
p after the end of the pulse will be, with A the vector potential, primitive of the electric field
E, ωEUV the ionizing photon frequency and Ip the ionization potential of the considered
electron:
p(t = +∞, ωEUV ) = p(tr)− eA(tr) =
√
~ωEUV − Ip − eA(tr) (1.15)
The hypotheses that the EUV pulse is isolated and much shorter than the fastest field
features to resolve and that the photoionization cross-section is constant on the bandwidth
of the pulse [57], then justify the approximation that the center of mass of the photoelectron
wavepacket energy spectrum recorded at a delay tr is:
EK(tr) =
p(t = +∞, ωEUV0 )2
2me
=
(
√
~ωEUV0 − Ip − eA(tr))2
2me
(1.16)
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Figure 1.9: Finalizing the synthesis of Transients by streaking: a. Original streaking
spectrogram, the DUV and UV-Vis channels are delayed (dashed line:center of mass) b.
Extracted electric field c. Isolated channels after adequate Fourier filtering d. Resulting
instantaneous intensity (black) and envelope (dashed red). e. Streaking spectrogram after
optimization of delays (dashed line:center of mass). Less modulations out of the central
feature. f. Extracted electric field g. Isolated channels after adequate Fourier filtering, the
pulses are synchronized h. Instantaneous intensity (black) and envelope (dashed red).
Solving this straightforward second degree equation gives access to A(tr), which after
numerical resampling and derivation, yields a measurement of the electric field of the
waveform E(t) = −dA/dt (see Figure 1.9 b. and f.).
This signal is then numerically Fourier filtered with hypergaussian filters corresponding
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to the frequency borders of the synthesizer channels, which yields the fields of the pulses
comprised in each of the channels, with their absolute timing with respect to each other.
Thus for example, Figure 1.9 c. shows that the pulses of the DUV and the UV-Vis channels
are desynchronized, respectively by -5.2 and +7.3 fs. These absolute timings are then
compensated by to the piezoelectric rods controlling the delay units of the synthesizer’s
channels, which then allows to converge towards the desired waveform (panels e.-h.), in
which all the channels are correctly synchronized, and a high contrast attotransient is
generated.
Figure 1.9 e.-h. shows a typical example of a well-synthesized attotransient with a 0
absolute phase. To sum up its characteristics, it is an almost isolated half-cycle of light
with 1 fs FWHM envelope and 400 as field intensity duration, with an intensity contrast
of more than 4:1 between the main crest and the adjacent half-cycles comprising several
µJ on target.
This tool, as demonstrated in the following chapers, is able to drive and accurately
control processes that have a response time faster than the field, like High Harmonic Gen-
eration (see Chapter 2), or the low-order nonresonant nonlinear response of bound electron
systems (see [62, 4, 63]). In combination with a ”more conventional” EUV attosecond pulse,
in the pump-probe schemes developed in this work, the attotransient will also have the res-
olution needed to probe phenomena which are lasting down to few hundreds of attoseconds
(see Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6).
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2Generation and manipulation of
EUV pulses with light transients
If you can’t control your peanut butter, you can’t expect to control your life.
– Bill Watterson, The Authoritative Calvin And Hobbes
The synthesized optical transients presented in Chapter 1 have the particularity to
exhibit significant contrast between successive half-cycles of light. Their waveform is also
highly controllable, be it by use of the absolute phase or the interchannel delays. This
chapter will first show that this high contrast naturally leads to the generation of EUV
isolated attosecond pulses for a broad range of absolute phases. This will be one of the
building blocks of the experiments presented in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. In a second section,
an example of the control of EUV emission achieved by fine tuning of the generating
waveform will be shown. To conclude, a theoretical study demonstrating how advantage
of the high field contrast inherent to attosecond light transients could be taken to generate
keV photons will be presented.
2.1 EUV generation driven by attosecond light tran-
sients
2.1.1 Basics of High Harmonic Generation
High harmonic Generation (HHG) has been first observed in the second half of the 1980s
[64, 65]. By focusing a laser with sufficient intensity (1013 to 1016W.cm−2) in an atomic or
molecular gas, its original frequency is upconverted to high odd multiples. In contradiction
to what is known from perturbative nonlinear optics [66], the efficiency of generation does
not drop continuously with harmonic order, it has a ”plateau” behavior, meaning that the
generation efficiency stays constant over an extended spectral range, and then exponentially
drops at the so-called ”cutoff frequency” (see Figure 2.1a.).
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Figure 2.1: a. Typical High Harmonic Generation spectrum, with perturbative, plateau
and cutoff region (from [67]). b. A spatially and temporally rapidly varying electron density
is created by the interference of the returning continuum part of the electron wave function
ψc with its bound part ψg shown for the two reversal points (illustration taken from [68])
First works described this phenomena theoretically shortly after [69]. In 1993, the
so-called three-steps model, proposed by Prof. Paul Corkum [70] captured most of the
observed features of HHG using a semi-classical description of the dynamics of an ionized
electron in the field of the generating waveform on the cycle time scale. Its avatar in a
quantum mechanical perspective, states the following [68]:
• The first step is the field ionization of a valence electron close to a peak of the electric
field. There the field is intense enough to bend the atomic potential to the point where
part of the electronic wavefunction can tunnel out of the Coulomb potential. A part
of the wavefunction ψb stays bound, another part ψc is released in the continuum, in
the presence of the strong time varying field.
• The second step is the acceleration of this part of the wavefunction of the electron
by the varying field of the waveform, away and back to the parent atom. According
to Ehrenfest theorem [71], the expectation value of the kinetic energy of ψc when
it returns to the core is the kinetic energy Ek of a classical electron having been
accelerated by the field until this point, which can be very easily calculated with
Newton’s second law of motion.
• The last step is the recombination of the electron and the parent ion, with the emis-
sion of a photon whose energy is the kinetic energy of the electron at recollision,
plus the ionization potential Ip that the electron has to evacuate while falling in
the ground state again. In quantum mechanical terms, the part of the electronic
wavefunction which travelled in the continuum driven by the waveform, has accu-
mulated a kinetic energy Ek, while the bound part has an energy −Ip. When these
two coherent parts of the wavefunction overlap again, they interfere and produce a
time-varying electronic density, with a characteristic frequency (Ek − −Ip)/~, and
therefore radiate at a photon energy ~ω = Ek + Ip.
The full quantum mechanical description of this process, based on the Strong Field Ap-
proximation (SFA) has been introduced in [72], where an expression for the time dependent
electronic dipole is given, the so-called Lewenstein integral. It has been completeted in [73]
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and [74], to take into account atom-specific ionization, Coulomb effects and recombination
cross-sections. Such a calculation has been developed by Dr. Tosa, and interfaced with
our Light Field Synthesis software for fast calculation for various waveforms, and has been
used in this work to perform the single-atom calculations.
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Figure 2.2: EUV generation by a 4 fs Intensity FWHM, 520 nm central wavelength, 2.1015
W.cm−2 pulse in Neon. a. Trajectory representation: the electric field (red) ionizes an
electron at a time t (blue line shows instantaneous ionization rate), and its trajectory in
space is represented, color coded with the energy it has at recollision b. Green and brown
curves show the energy of the electron recolliding at time t (translated vertically by the Ip),
respectively for short and long trajectories. The pink and purple curves show the envelope
of the radiation contained in the accordingly colored filters of c., which itself displays the
spectrum of the nonlinear polarization of a single atom of neon, calculated with this
waveform using a Lewenstein integral [72].
Figure 2.2 illustrates these principles on the case of a 4 fs intensity FWHM pulse, with
a peak intensity of 2 · 1015W.cm−2, in Neon atoms. The panel a. shows the waveform in
red, with the electron trajectories returning to the parent ion, color coded by energy at
recollision. As can be seen, in each subset of trajectories, there is one trajectory that leads
to the highest attainable energy, while two trajectories, a short and a long one, lead to
lower energies. The blue curve shows the ionization rate Γ(t). It is based on the fitting
of numbers calculated in a time-independent theory, similar to [75] for Helium [76]. Only
the sets of trajectories emanating from the most probable ionization events will be well
represented in the final nonlinear polarization.
Panel b. shows the energy of the recolliding electron as a function of recollision time.
We see again for each of the bell like curves the two sets of trajectories, short (green)
and long (brown). The emission of photons of different energies being spread in time, the
EUV emission will be chirped, positively for short and negatively for long trajectories. The
cutoff radiation will however be mainly free of chirp.
It is also to be noted that beyond this single emitter picture, propagation in the gener-
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ating medium, then in free space, will lead to the separation of short and long trajectories
due to differences of phase-matching [73].
Panel c. shows the power spectrum of the time-varying dipole in a single atom of neon,
calculated with this waveform using a Lewenstein integral calculation. In the cutoff region,
the spectrum has only weak modulations, indicating quasi single event in time, as shown
by the pink curve on panel b., frequency filtered dipole in the cutoff region, showing a
quasi isolated pulse. The plateau region is very modulated, and indeed the violet curve
on panel b. shows multiple pulses, generated in several cycles which have the ability to
accelerate electrons to these energies. In the perturbative region (below Ip), the structure
of harmonics is clearly visible.
2.1.2 Isolated EUV pulse generation with attotransients
The previous description shows that in the regime where ionization does not fully deplete
the ground state (the total depletion in the previous example amounts to 20 %), the physics
of the EUV generation in atoms is governed, on the cycle time scale, by the sequence of
two half-cycles of light, an ionizing and an accelerating half-cycle. In the few-cycle pulses
regime, the envelope of the pulse starts to constrain the carrier wave, and, as it has been
demonstrated experimentally (see e.g. [32]), for certain global phase settings, and the
appropriate spectral filtering, these pulses have the ability to generate isolated EUV pulses
with durations down to few tens of attoseconds.
The degree of confinement to a single half-cycle, or two isolated half-cycles met by the
attotransients suggests however that they could be a tool of choice for the precise control of
the generation of EUV continua. This is explored in Figure 2.3, which applies the analysis
developed on Figure 2.2 for the case of a (measured in the lab) 1fs FWHM attotransient of
peak intensity 2 · 1015 W.cm−2, for two different values of the global phase φ0 = 0 (panels
a.-c.) , and φ0 = pi/2 (panels d.-f.).
In both cases presented in Figure 2.3, it is quite noticeable that the spectra are very
modulation free, and this at almost any photon energies, as confirmed by the frequency
filtered dipole envelopes in panels b. and e., showing isolated pulses for all the cutoffs. This
is due to the fact that in such a pulse, unlike in pulses with more than one cycle of duration,
each of the possible combinations of 2 half-cycles is, under any phase condition, extremely
different from all the other ones. Since the physics of EUV generation is governed by the
combination of an ionizing and an accelerating half-cycle, this naturally leads to extremely
different electronic dipoles for each of these ”two half-cycles combinations”. Therefore the
EUV spectra generated by each of these combinations will have a very different cutoff
energy and generate widely different number of photons. Thus, an isolated attosecond
pulse will emerge quite naturally at any global phase setting, almost independently of
spectral filtering and in particular for our implementation relying on a thin metallic filter
and a multilayer XUV mirror. This is of course of strong interest for our experiments,
relying on the presence of an isolated pulse. It is however not obvious that this isolated
burst will carry a lot of photons, which sometimes leads to situations of low EUV counts,
making measurements difficult.
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Figure 2.3: EUV generation by a 1 fs Intensity FWHM, 2.1015 W.cm−2 pulse in Neon.
a.,d. Trajectory representation: the electric field (red) ionizes an electron at a time t (blue
line shows instantaneous ionization rate), and its trajectory in space is represented, color
coded with the energy it has at recollision b.,e. Green and brown curves show the energy of
the electron recolliding at time t (translated by the Ip), respectively for short and long
trajectories. The pink and purple curves show the envelope of the radiation contained in
the accordingly colored filters of c.,f.. These last panels display the spectrum of the
nonlinear polarization of a single atom of neon, calculated with a Lewenstein integral.
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In the case of φ0 = 0, there is one dominant ionization event, which leads to a low
cutoff of around 40 eV, due to the absence of a strong accelerating field (cutoff 2). The
highest cutoff (cutoff 1) has much less photons, but is at much higher energy, because it
comes from the ionization by a weak spike of field, but is accelerated by the first strong
field crest. The plateau associated to this cutoff even lacks the modulation characteristic
of the interference of short and long trajectories, quite seeable on the plateau of cutoff 2 in
panel f.. This is also seen on the purple curve of b., which shows an envelope developed on
the short trajectories side, but abruptly falling for the long trajectories side. This is due
to two facts : first the short trajectories are less chirped than the long ones, as can be seen
by the asymmetry of the corresponding collision energy bell, and the strong asymmetry of
the ionizing spike considerably suppresses the ionization for long trajectories.
The second case, with φ0 = pi/2, is more balanced, and corresponds to what one would
intuitively think to use as a ”perfect EUV generator”: a first strong isolated field crest to
ionize the medium efficiently, and a second one to accelerate the electron to high energies
before recollision. This corresponds to the cutoff 2 of panel f., which indeed shows a strong
isolated plateau from 20 to 90 eV s (the modulations are only due to interference of long and
short trajectories), enough bandwidth to potentially generate a 50 as pulse. It is however
to be noticed on the recollision energy curve (panel e.) that the second strong crest is
not the most efficient for acceleration, since cutoff 1 extends even further. The first strong
half-cycle is more efficient, due to an artificially long half-cycle created in front of it by
the envelope of the field. Indeed the trajectories using this half-cycle as ”accelerator” are
longer, which leads to higher accelerations, since it is known [72] that the cutoff frequency
scales with the square of the carrier period of the driver field.
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Figure 2.4: Cutoff variations with global phase for different durations. The colored band
represents the region of cutoff 1 (see cutoff region 1 in Figure 2.3), for pulses with same
peak intensity 2 · 1015 W.cm−2 and central wavelength 540 nm, but various intensity
FWHM durations, 8 4, 2 and 1 fs.
To illustrate these concepts, Figure 2.4 shows, as a function of global phase, the extent
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of the first cutoff for pulses with various intensity FWHM durations, but similar cycle level
structure to make the comparison fair (same envelope peak intensity 2 · 1015 W.cm−2 and
central wavelength 540 nm, which is the central wavelength of our synthesized attotran-
sients). It represents the extent of the spectral region where a single EUV generation event
exists. It is clear that the longer the pulse, the smaller and the more stable with respect
to phase this domain is.
An experimental verification of this fact is shown on Figure 2.5, displaying measurement
taken with an EUV spectrometer only separated from the EUV source by reflections on
a gold:Platin (Au:Pt) mirror, and an Au coated flat-field grating, as well as 1 µm of
Zirconium (Zr) used to filter out the driver’s radiation. The graph displays a broad (30 eV)
spectrum, free of any spectral modulations (red curve), as well as a modulated spectrum
coming from an imperfectly compressed pulse (blue curve). Both spectra are corrected for
the Zr transmission (data from [77]). The resolution of this spectrometer, although limited
to 1 eV, would be sufficient to resolve pulses separated by less than 3 fs, which would be
the case with our driver wavelength, and we can therefore conclude on the single event
character of HHG in the case of the red curve.
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Figure 2.5: HHG spectra generated by a 1.8 fs Fourier limit FWHM intensity transient
(with unknown absolute phase) in a case of good compression (red curve) and imperfect
overlap between the channels (blue curve). The kink at 100 eV comes from the silicon
coating of the EUV CCD used.
Thus, we have seen that the high temporal confinement characteristic of our attotran-
sients (and to a smaller extent for single cycle, 2 fs FWHM pulses) leads to a situation for
which most of the global phase settings, an isolated pulse is present in any energy range.
Other technologies have been developed to generate isolated attosecond pulses from
longer driver fields, like polarization gating [78], in which the experimentalist imposes a
time varying ellipticity to a long pulse. This prevents the recollision of the ionized electron
during all of the half-cycles but one. It is now mature enough to enable the generation
of isolated attosecond pulses from 25 fs FWHM pulses [79]. Ionization gating is also used
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[80, 81]. In this method, the strength of the field is such that the atom is fully ionized
after the first few half-cycles. Thus, only the first cycles of the pulse encounter a medium
capable of generating EUV, leading to a single attosecond pulse.
2.2 Control of attosecond pulse birth by synthesized
optical drivers
As mentioned in Chapter 1, and developed in [3, 51], the manipulation of the interchannel
delays on a subcycle scale gives the ability to control the synthesized waveform. Accord-
ing to the ideas developed in the previous section, fine modifications of the waveform will
impact the very nonlinear generation of EUV light in a significant way. The streaking
metrology, allows the reconstruction of the synthesized waveform, but it also carries infor-
mation about the generated EUV pulse. This section presents a way of using the streaking
to study the control of the electron recollision time exerted by the synthesis of different
waveforms.
Figure 2.6 shows the comparison between 2 consecutive streaking measurements taken
with a 3 channels (NIR, Vis and Vis-UV) version of the synthesizer, their extracted wave-
forms and channels decomposition. The measurement of panel a. is the reference mea-
surement. From there the NIR channel has been delayed by pi/2 of its central wavelength
(corresponding to 730 as) to lead to the waveform measured in panel b.. Panel c. shows
the comparison between the extracted waveforms (reference in grey), and panels d. - f.
between the extracted 3 channels.
Since the experimental pump-probe setup is externally stabilized (see Chapter 3), only
the infrared channel is expected to show a different delay in the measurement of panel a.
and b.. However, the analysis of panels d. - f. reveals that all of the 3 channels, including
the UV-visible and the visible channels, supposed to have been left untouched, appear to
have been delayed. To explain this fact, it has to be reminded that in streaking metrology,
the optical waveform is sampled by the isolated EUV pulse. We then have to conclude
that the absolute timing of this EUV pulse with respect to the visible channel has been
changed between the two measurements. In our experimental implementation the EUV
pulse is generated by the field that will be sampled. It therefore follows that the change
applied to the waveform (shift of the IR channel) has led to a disturbance of the electron
trajectories responsible for the EUV pulse generation, and hence an absolute change of the
recollision, and radiation emission time.
To confirm this fact, a Lewenstein calculation is presented with the two sampled wave-
forms, for Neon and a peak intensity of 6 · 1014W.cm−2, corresponding to our experimental
parameters. The results are displayed on Figure 2.7. They show, on panels a. and b. that
the radiation filtered in the cutoff by a spectral filter mimicking the 150 nm of Zirconium
and the multilayer refocusing the EUV beam on the streaking target has a clear isolated
structure, centered at +0.6 fs for the reference waveform. For the waveform obtained after
NIR channel delaying, the temporal structure is more disturbed, with the advent of a small
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Figure 2.6: a. Streaking spectrogram of the original pulse b. Streaking spectrogram after
delaying the visible channel by 730 as. c. original (grey) and modified (black) extracted
waveforms d. original (grey) and modified (blue) extracted Vis-UV channel fields e.
original (grey) and modified (yellow) extracted Vis channel fields f. original (grey) and
modified (red) extracted NIR channel fields
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pulse replica at +2 fs, but the main pulse is also centered at +0.6 fs. Hence, although the
two waveforms are very different, the positioning of the generated EUV pulse on the time
axis derived form the pump-probe delay axis is the same. It confirms the idea that the
time axis extracted from a streaking measurement is relative.
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Figure 2.7: a., b. Sampled waveforms of the original and modified pulses, with
trajectories and envelope of the spectrally filtered EUV radiation a., b. Single atom
Lewenstein dipole spectrum for the the original and modified waveforms
Therefore, to compare the two waveforms on a common absolute time scale, one should
find a way to measure the EUV pulse generation time shift, and take it into account. Since
we know that the visible channel absolute timing is unchanged between the two measure-
ments, this can directly be done by shifting the time axis of the second measurement until
the reconstructions of the field of this channel match. This shift amounts to a delay of -700
as. The result, shown on Figure 2.8, then shows the correct synchronization of channels
UV-Vis and Vis, and the imparted delay of pi/2 on channel NIR. The 700 as delay applied
here is a direct measurement of the shift of the absolute birth time of the EUV pulse
imposed by the waveform change. This delay is, within measurement uncertainty, equal
to the delay imposed on channel NIR between the two measurements, showing that this
channel is the main driver of the EUV generation in our experimental conditions.
Other pairs of measurements have been investigated in a similar fashion and show that
the delaying of the NIR channel is able to impose shifts of the attosecond birth time as big
as 1.6 fs, when the effect of a shift of the UV-Vis channel is a driving on a smaller range
of few hundreds of attoseconds.
As a final remark, the Lewenstein calculation presented as support for this interpre-
tation may seem rather simplistic, as it represents only the single atom response and as
such does not take propagation effects during the generation into account, and the wave-
forms have been sampled in a different place than the generation target. Yet, between
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Figure 2.8: a. Streaking spectrogram of the original pulse b. Streaking spectrogram after
delaying the visible channel by 730 as. c. original (grey) and modified and time shifted
(black) extracted waveforms d. original (grey) and modified and time shifted (blue)
extracted Vis-UV channel fields e. original (grey) and modified and time shifted (yellow)
extracted Vis channel fields f. original (grey) and modified and time shifted (red) extracted
NIR channel fields
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the generation and the sampling, the field underwent only absolute phase shifts, through
propagation in free space, leading to Gouy type phase shift, the crossing of 15 µm of ni-
trocellulose, which have been checked to have no differential effect on the phase of all the
frequency components and a reflection on a silver (Ag) mirror, which on the considered
bandwidth has a flat reflectivity, and therefore only adds pi to the absolute phase. The
waveform in the generation target and the sampled waveform should therefore be related
by a given absolute phase shift, similar in both measurements, and it has been checked
that the calculated EUV radiation from the cutoff are synchronized for both waveforms
for 70% of the possible absolute phases.
2.3 Generation of kilo-electronvolt photons with sub-
cycle optical pulses
It can be inferred from the physical picture of HHG presented in the previous sections, and
it has long been well known [72] that for a monochromatic driver field, the cutoff energy
is Ip + 3.17Up, with Up the ponderomotive energy, the average energy of a free electron in
the driving field. Therefore this cutoff varies like Iλ2, with I the intensity of the field. To
extend this cutoff to higher photon energies, two kinds of methods are therefore indicated:
increasing the intensity, or increasing the carrier wavelength. Both have undesired side
effects: with an intensity that is too high, the first weak-half cycles of even a few-cycle pulse
have the occasion to completely deplete the ground state of even Helium, the most stable
neutral atom (Ip = 24.6 eV ), and therefore suppress the EUV generation for the strongly
accelerating half-cycles. By increasing the carrier wavelength, the electronic wavepacket
travels longer in the continuum, quantum diffusion makes it transversally larger and the
recombination efficiency with the ground state decreases, leading to lower efficiencies. It
has however recently been demonstrated that phase matching could play in favor of higher
wavelengths in high pressure gas cells [82]. In [83], it is suggested that the use of synthesized
light pulses could overcome these limitations, by increasing the recollision energy without
increasing the time spent in the continuum.
As seen in section 2.1.2, the attotransient with a phase of pi/2 can be thought as a tool
of choice to fulfill this purpose, since it possesses non standard trajectories with higher rec-
ollision energies, and lacks strong pre-structures which would ionize the atom completely,
and cancel the HHG efficiency before the strong accelerating features come into play. We
have investigated these behaviors by doing full (including propagation) calculations of the
generated EUV fields, in He gas for a peak intensity of 1016 W.cm−2, which ensures full ion-
ization of the medium, even for the shortest pulse used, the attotransient (see Figure 2.9).
For these calculation, we generated four waveforms (same as used in Figure 2.4) having
the same peak intensity on axis (1016 W.cm−2), central wavelength (540 nm), absolute
phase (pi/2), and same beam waist in focus, but increasing time duration, with a FWHM
intensity duration of 1, 2, 4 and 8 fs, as seen in the inset of Figure 2.10 a.
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Figure 2.9: Fractional ionization of a single atom placed on axis in the first layer of gas,
for waveforms of different durations
In collaboration with Dr. V. Tosa, numerical calculations were performed, extending a
non-adiabatic three dimensional model describing HHG by a two-color field [84] to the case
of the four coherently added arbitrary fields from our 4 channel synthesizer, propagating
collinearly. In a first step the wave equation is solved for each field propagating in a
space-time-dependent refractive index, accounting for dispersion from neutral atoms and
from electron plasma as well as for optical Kerr effect. The total electric field given by
the four channels superposition produces a plasma density which was calculated using
the exact static ionization rates reported for He [75], the atom used in this study at a
pressure of 50 Torr. Next we estimated, by using the strong field approximation [72], the
single dipole response to the propagated field all over the interaction region. Finally the gas
polarizability was used as a source term to solve the propagation equation for the harmonic
field, taking again into account the frequency dependent absorption and dispersion. The
result of the calculation is the harmonic field H(r, z, t) in cylindrical coordinates.
In Figure 2.10.a., we show the single dipole response at the center of medium entrance
for the four waveforms which can be seen in the inset (same CEP of pi/2 was assumed for
all). At this intensity we see a cutoff going beyond 1 keV for the 1 fs transient and multiple
cutoffs of lower photon energies for the other waveforms. Intuitively, if earlier half-cycles
are involved in ionization, then, corresponding dipoles develop at lower intensities. Here we
can see the advantage of using shorter pulses: the shorter the pulse the higher the intensity
at which a dipole develops. For longer pulses we see ionization at lower intensities in earlier
cycles while at higher intensities the medium is already depleted and generates no more
dipole (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.10: a. Single dipole response to the waveforms (shown in inset) at medium
entrance; b. dipole response at medium exit (inset showing the 1 fs and 2 fs waveforms
after 250 µm of propagation) c. Spatially integrated power spectrum at medium exit
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After 250 µm of propagation the single dipole response (see Figure 2.10b.) has markedly
changed, the main feature being the cutoff withdrawal, more marked for the 1 fs transient
(from 600 to 1200 eV) and gradually less for the 3 other fields, so that we see almost
no change for the dipole induced by the longest waveform. This withdrawal is directly
connected with the modifications which each driving waveform suffers during propagation:
the main changes, seen in the inset of Figure 2.10b. for the 1 fs and 2 fs cases, is a phase
slippage and intensity modulation at the half-cycle level, due to defocusing and the self-
phase modulation induced by the sharp variation of the refractive index. It is worth to
note that both these changes contribute to the cutoff reduction during propagation, since
they are modifying the structure of the ionization-acceleration half-cycle pairs.
The total harmonic emission, radially integrated at medium exit, is shown in Fig-
ure 2.10c. for the four cases. In the photon range from 200 to 1200 eV there is a ten order
of magnitude span in the power emitted, reflecting the same order of magnitude variation
of the single dipole. Around 1 keV only the shortest waveform builds-up a harmonic signal
while going down to lower photon energies the dominant emission pass to longer fields so
that at 200 eV the most intense harmonic signal is generated by the longest waveform.
To clarify the amount of phase-matching involved in the generation of the spectra
of Figure 2.10, we represented in Figure 2.11 the dependence of the harmonic field on
propagation distance for the attotransient, for different photon energies. For low photon
energies up to 400 eV we see a quadratic dependence which denotes a standard phase-
matched process [85]. For higher photon energies we see an initial increase and then no
more harmonic field variation because the corresponding single dipole is zero, due to the
driving field intensity decrease below the corresponding cutoff intensity. Obviously, the
higher the photon energy, the shorter the distance over which the harmonic field builds-
up before propagation destroys the ability of the waveform to generate the corresponding
photons.
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Figure 2.11: Build-up of harmonic field at different photon energies (left 300 eV , center
750 eV and right 950 eV ) for the 1 fs waveform
To investigate the ability of the waveforms to produce short isolated pulses, we calcu-
lated the time structure of the total harmonic field emitted at medium exit when high-pass
filtered from 80% of their respective highest cutoff energy. Plotted in Figure 2.12 are the
normalized time-dependent fields when the EUV emission of Figure 2.10c. is filtered from
80% of their respective cutoffs. One can see, without any chirp compensation, single at-
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tosecond pulses formed clearly for drivers of duration 1 fs FWHM (28 as), 2 fs FWHM (67
as) and 4 fs FWHM (195 as), while the longest one produces a train of pulses, clean in the
early part of the pulse and more affected by ionization-induced distortions at later times.
The peak intensity ratios for the four bursts is WF1:WF2:WF4:WF8 1:5:160:40, while the
ratios of the areas under the peaks are 1:1.4:2250:4500.
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Figure 2.12: Temporal envelope of the cutoff radiation at the exit of the medium, obtained
by Fourier filtering of the radiation of frequency above 80% of the respective cutoff energies.
This study shows that isolated attosecond pulses in the keV range could in principle
be generated from high peak intensity synthesized attotransients, although with yields
that would probably call for different phase matching schemes. Of big interest is also the
fact that water window photons are present with a decent yield, and a spectrum lacking
modulation indicating multiple recollision events and generated pulses. This indicates that
high energy synthesized pulses could be a promising tool for generation of these higher
energy photons, and their use in pump-probe experiments involving attosecond optical
transients.
The current implementation of our direct EUV spectrometer does not allow the sam-
pling of spectra much higher than 120 eV (see Figure 2.5), due to large angle (15 degrees)
Au:Pt reflections. In the framework of this thesis an upgrade of this spectrometer based
on multi grazing incidence reflections has been designed, to investigate multi-100 eV EUV
generation by synthesized pulses. Together with a well-started major scheme and power
upgrade of the synthesis concept [62]. It will, in the future, allow for experimental inves-
tigations of these phenomena.
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3EUV-Visible attosecond pump-
attosecond probe experimental setup
In any statistics, the inaccuracy of the number is compensated by the precision
of the decimals
– Alfred Sauvy
To probe phenomena in real time, pump probe schemes need at least two pulses shorter
than the studied phenomenon, with a delay controlled accurately at a fraction of the desired
resolution. To realize attosecond pump probe measurements implying one EUV and one
visible attosecond pulses, some improvements to the beamline have been necessary. The
first section will give an overview of the beamline, and will be followed by a presentation
of the adaptations realized to conduct our experiments with the required precision.
3.1 Overview of AS-1 beamline
The AS-1 beamline has been commented in numerous PhD theses and publications (see
e.g. [52]), we will not review its implementation in detail. An actualized version of its
scheme can nevertheless be found on Figure 3.1. We will focus in this chapter on the
relevant changes introduced in the course of this work.
3.1.1 Intensity control by closed loop iris, and scaling of the mea-
sured waveform.
We have implemented a closed loop-iris (from the company Smaract) controlled by our
transient absorption software, which allowed us to do intensity-delay dependent measure-
ments, as presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Importantly, it should be considered
that opening the iris to increase the peak intensity both lets more energy though to the
experimental target, and changes the size of the beam focus, due to diffraction effects. The
streaking measurement gives an absolute value of the peak intensity of the waveform in
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the AS-1 beamline. a. Is a schematics of the beam separations to
the experimental target. A sub 2 fs pulse is focused in a Neon gas cell to generate EUV. A
suspended metallic filter filters the visible radiation out of the beam central part, which
carries the EUV radiation, more collimated. The visible beam is spectrally filtered by a
MDM coated mirror which refocuses the final attotransient in the interaction region. The
EUV radiation is refocused by a EUV multilayer mirror mounted on a piezelectric unit used
to introduce the attosecond controlled delay between pump and probe pulse. b. shows the
experimental layout of the full beamline. c. shows the closed loop iris setup d. shows the
tungsten-wire held metallic filter, e. the double Rhodium reflector used to refocus the beam
in the spectrometer for transient absorption. Adapted from [67]
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the interaction region, but when scaling this value to obtain the peak intensity attributed
to a measurement point with a different iris opening, one has to use a scaling that takes
into account this spatial effect, and not only the increase of total energy measured after
the chamber by a powermeter. To do this, we always use the system imaging the profile in
the interaction region, and record the scaling of the averaged peak value recorded by the
CCD on a 3*3 pixels region (corresponding to 2.5*2.5 µm2 in the focus) around the focus.
Figure 3.2 presents a typical measurement of this value (blue curve), contrasted with the
scaling extracted from the power measured in the powermeter (red curve), and integrating
the intensity over the full CCD (green curve). As can be seen, considering only the latter
gives an error of intensity scaling of a factor 2.
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Figure 3.2: Intensity scaling with iris opening extracted by 3 different methods from the
streaking iris opening (2.5 mm): total measured power (red), averaged measured intensity
over the spatial profile (green) and averaged intensity in a 2.5*2.5 µm2 area in the focus.
3.1.2 Using the exact waveform measurement to analyze the ex-
periments
An important feature of our setup is the sub-micron precision of the motorized target
holder, which allows a rapid switch between the streaking nozzle, used for the attotransients
characterization and synthesis, and the experimental target, be it a gas cell or one of the
' 100 nm thick solid targets we have used.
This allows, for a visible-EUV experiment, to use the exact waveform that has been
characterized, including its absolute intensity. Indeed, for streaking to happen, the EUV
beam size, in the plane in which the streaking nozzle delivers atoms, is smaller than the
visible beam. The opposite would prevent a good streaking and reconstruction quality by
blurring the spectrogram, and a knife-edge measurement of the EUV beam yield a 10µm
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beam diameter, when the focus spot diameter of the DUV channel, the smallest one, has
a diameter of around 20 µm (measured by the CCD imaging the focus).
Cameras placed outside of the experimental chamber and imaging the interaction region
from the side is used to ensure that the plane in which the experimental target is placed after
the transient characterization is the same as the streaking plane, ensuring the waveform
identity between the two experiments
3.2 Compatibility of the beamline with attosecond
transients
The AS-1 beamline has not been conceived with light field synthesis in mind, several
adjustments have therefore been necessary to make the attotransient technology reliable.
Tungsten wires have replaced the pellicle
To support the small metallic (Zr or Pd in our experiments) filters, a 5 or 15 µm thick
nitrocellulose film was used. However this material undergoes photochemical reactions
with photons from the DUV, and even the Vis-UV channel, which make it opaque in few
minutes and prevent transmission of most of our supercontinuum spectrum.
To overcome this limitation, the small ring holding the metallic filter is now held in
place by two 25 µm diameter tungsten wires, leaving most of the space around the filter
free of obstacles for the field. This however reduced our ability to manipulate the phase of
the waveform after the HHG target (e.g. for easier optimization of the counts in the EUV
attosecond pulse while maintaining reasonable transients), and we tried without success to
deposit and use few µm thick quartz films. Further attempts could take advantage of the
MDM structure to manipulate this phase.
Reduction of the astigmatism of high photon energy channel
In the original design of the beamline, the angle of incidence on the double mirror unit was
6 degrees, with respect to the normal of the mirror. Having an off-axis spherical focusing
unit, it is of course subject to astigmatism. The amount of astigmatism increases with
the square of the size of the object, the square of the off-axis angle of the optics, and the
considered optical frequency [86]. Therefore, as can be seen on the first row of Figure 3.3
showing the profiles of the focus of the channels UV-Vis, Vis, NIR before our modification
(unfortunately no data for the DUV channel was taken before modification), our spectrum
suffers more from astigmatism on the most blue side.
The annular beam causes the Bessel-type rings in the focus, but the astigmatism is
responsible for the cross-like structure visible mostly on the UV-Vis channel, as has been
confirmed by propagation calculations.
This of course prevents the coherent addition of all of our wavelengths for the build-up
of the attotransient, and makes the synthesized pulse longer. This behavior gets even more
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hindering at higher beam sizes needed for higher intensity experiments.
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Figure 3.3: Channels profiles at experimental station before (upper row) and after (lower
row) reduction of the focusing angle
To remedy this situation, we have reduced the angle of refocusing down to 2 degrees by
displacing the electron Time-of-flight spectrometer by a few cms. Thanks to the scaling
of astigmatism with the square of the angle [86], this has, for all beam configurations
presented in this work, considerably suppressed the astigmatism issues even for the deepest
UV photons of our attotransient spectra, as confirmed by the second row of Figure 3.3.
MDM
As seen in Chapter 1, a PHz broad spectrum is necessary for the generation of attotran-
sients. However, although the spectrum at the output of the synthesizer and after transport
to the experimental chamber (see Figure 1.8) comprises enough frequencies, it still has to
be represented on a logaritmic scale to show the presence of UV photons, largely overcome
by the visible ones. To remedy this situation, a custom-designed Metal-Dielectric Metal
(MDM) coating is deposited on the refocusing unit of the broadband visible radiation
(outer mirror). This type of coating, forming a Fabry-Perot type of cavity damping the
visible radiation has been used as VUV reflector in the past [87, 88]. Here it has been
designed to damp the red and yellow part of the spectrum while keeping the blue and
UV side almost untouched, thus balancing the weight of all the spectral components at
hand, while keeping the spectral phase of the considered components almost constant. This
enables simultaneous synthesis of the attotransient and EUV generation.
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3.3 80-120 eV central energy attosecond transient ab-
sorption capability
A relatively broad range of EUV photon energies has been used in the experiments pre-
sented in this work, to match the studied spectral features in the different samples consid-
ered, be it 80-85 eV for the 4p−1 − 3d−1 manifold of Kr+, and 4p−2 − 4p−13d−1 manifold
of Kr++ in Chapter 4, 90-95 eV for the 3d10 − 3d9np1 manifold of Kr neutral atoms in
Chapter 5, or 100-115 eV for the Si:2p excitonic transitions in SiO2 Chapter 6, as well as
other tryouts in ZnO at 95 eV, and Si and Si3N4 around 110 eV. To this end, solutions have
been developed to allow the proper spectral filtering and refocusing on the experimental
target, as well as the most efficient collection of EUV photons in our McPherson EUV
spectrometer.
3.3.1 Multilayer Mirrors
Alexander Guggenmos (PhD student in the group of U.Kleineberg) has been of great
help to rapidly design, and coat on our inner mirror cores the numerous EUV multilayer
reflectors needed in this thesis. Multilayers have been widely used to spectrally filter and
compensate the so-called attochirp of HHG radiation since the beginnings of attosecond
physics [89, 90, 91, 92].. Figure 3.4 shows the design of the relectivity (including relevant
metallic filters), and spectra taken with the McPherson spectrometer of all the EUV mirrors
relevant to this thesis. Below 100 eV, the technology used is a multilayer of Molybdenum
and Silicon (Mo:Si ). Above 100 eV, the multilayer stack is composed of Molybdenum and
Lanthanum (Mo:La, [93] They have all been demonstrated to perform efficient streaking,
i.e. to retain the attosecond confinement of the HHG radiation, and constitute a key
capability of the AS-1 beamline. It is to be noted that future extensions up to 500 eV will
find adapted multilayer designs to use [94].
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Figure 3.4: Design of the spectral filtering of EUV multilayers
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3.3.2 Broadband EUV recollimation setup
The recollimation of the EUV radiation from the experimental target onto the entrance slit
of the EUV McPherson spectrometer used for our transient absorption experiments is a
rather intricate engineering challenge, and a quite challenging geometrical optics problem.
It necessitates a compromise between two intertwinned questions are the focusing geometry,
and the spectral range intercepted.
Concerning the refocusing geometry, mirrors for the EUV range have to be superpol-
ished, therefore it is extremely costly to get sufficient quality aspherical components (like
toroidals, or elliptical mirrors which would be needed for perfect off-axis imaging). This
can be avoided by relying on spherical optics in our case, since we do not need to image the
experimental target onto a point object, but on a line, which will enter the spectrometer’s
slit. We can therefore tolerate some astigmatism, as long as the tangential size of the beam
at the sagittal focus is not bigger than the slit, and counts do not get lost.
Concerning the spectral range accepted by the refocusing unit, for the efficient reflection
of EUV from a bulk surface, grazing incidence reflections have to be used [86], since the
index of refraction of usual materials in the EUV is smaller than one, and one must therefore
rely on total external reflection. Therefore, the more grazing incidence the reflection is,
the better the reflectivity will be. An alternative to the use of bulk reflection is the use
of a multilayer (Bragg type) reflector, a technology similar to the one implemented in our
inner mirrors, focusing the EUV on the experimental target (see Figure 3.1). However for
these, a compromise has to be found between the reflectivity and the bandwidth of the
recollimation setup. This is nevertheless a technology we have tried, and an example can be
found on Figure 3.5. The ultimately chosen solution is the use of a double Rhodium (Rh)
reflection, deriving from ideas developed for the AS-2 beamline [95]. The angle of deflection
of the beam required by our experimental setup is 48 degrees, we could therefore have used
2 reflections at 12 degrees grazing incidence angle. One reflection will be on a spherical
mirror for refocusing, and the second one on a plane mirror for beam steering. However, to
prevent the tangential size of the beam to become too big, one should place the refocusing
mirror as close to the experimental target as possible, and the slit of the spectrometer
as close to the refocusing unit as possible. Due to the size of our chamber, the distance
between the experimental target and the mirror cannot be smaller than D1 = 80mm, and
the distance between the mirror and the slit smaller than D2 = 500mm. The sagittal focal
length fs should therefore be, according to teh bent mirror reflection equations:
fs =
1
1
D1
+ 1
D2
= 69 mm
The corresponding radius of curvature for a spherical mirror placed at a grazing inci-
dence angle of θ = 12◦ verifies the low for off-axis focusing:
fs =
R
2
sin(θ)⇒ R = 660 mm
This is however rather a custom optical component, hence with a higher price, a reduced
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availability and longer delivery times. It would be better to choose a standard optical
component with R = 500mm (available on the shelf in the desired polishing state). This
will in turn fix the angle of grazing incidence to maintain the geometrical constraints to
θ = 8◦, and the second reflection angle (on the plane mirror) will therefore need to increase
to 16◦. As can be seen on Figure 3.5, this can be done at the expense of a decrease of
reflectivity above 130 eV, and given our current photon energies it is the solution which
has been chosen. This setup shall however be revisited when and if the need comes to
increase the used photon energy.
As a conclusion point, with these geometrical characteristics, the tangential beam size
on the slit is calculated (and measured) to have a spatial extension of around 10 mm. This
is a bit more than the size of the slit. A further improvement of the setup could make
use of a cylindrical mirror for the second reflection , focusing the beam a bit more in the
tangential direction.
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Figure 3.5: Reflectivities of the EUV refocusing unit, using a single reflection at 24◦ on a
Mo:Si multilayer (blue, courtesy of A. Guggenmos) or a Rhodium mirror (green), or a
double refelction on Rhodium, with balanced (red) and unbalanced angles (cyan).
On Figure 3.5, we can see that the double reflection on Rhodium has a high (> 0.6)
reflectivity on all the 80-140 eV region, even if the angles are unbalanced to accomodate the
use of standard optics. For comparison, using a Mo:Si Multilayer optimized for reflectivity
at 92 eV results in performances which are not much higher, over a much narrower band.
3.3.3 Efficiency VS resolution in the detection system
The detection system used for the transient absorption experiments is a commercial blazed
concave grating - Rowland circle based McPherson EUV spectrometer [96]. Based on the
resolution needed for the experiments, we used various gratings of our collection (non
grayed in Figure 3.6. With the highest available grooves/mm grating (2400 G/mm), we
have achieved a resolution of 170 meV at 92 eV (see Chapter 5), and for the experiments
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of Chapter 6, necessiting a higher level of signal, we used the 600 G/mm grating to have
the best efficiency, by then lowering the resolution to 420 meV at 107 eV.
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Figure 3.6: Efficiency of the EUV gratings used in the McPherson spectrometer (grayed
out are available for sale, but not in our collection). Data: courtesy from McPherson, Inc
3.4 Synchronization issues in the attosecond regime
3.4.1 Interferometric stabilization for compensation of laser in-
duced nanometric drifts and synchronization of different
types of experiments
To resolve subfemtosecond features, the collinear optical pump probe setup displayed on
Figure 3.1 must retain nanometric stability during the several hours of integration routinely
required by such experiments. However, even for passively extremely stable collinear se-
tups, the high optical power shone on the mirrors causes significant drifts of the introduced
delay. Since in some of our experiments, this optical power even changes during the process
(when sampling a streaking and then using higher intensity transients for example), special
care must be taken to measure and account for these spurious delays.
Experimental setup
Figure 3.7 shows a zoom on the experimental implementation of the stabilization system.
We shine a continuous Helium Neon laser (λHe-Ne = 633 nm, commercially available) on
the double mirror setup, at an off-axis angle of 30◦. Close to the focus, beams reflected
from the inner and the outer mirrors overlap spatially and interfere. The fringes naturally
arise from the relative tilts of their wavefronts.
To make the fringes pattern easier to treat numerically, it is made one dimensional: a
mask is used in the far field to isolate a thin light band coming from each of the mirror
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parts, and a lens images the resulting filtered interferogram with a magnification factor of
10 on a CCD sensor (FLEA 3, Pointgrey, 800 Mb/s).
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Figure 3.7: Experimental setup. Insert: typical fringe pattern and its 1D lineout (see text)
A good visibility of the interference pattern is ensured by the correct positioning of the
CCD with respect to the focus. Placed too close, the two wavefronts are parallel: fringes
disappear. Placed too far, the beams do not spatially overlap. A simple test to check the
correctness of the alignment is to see the phase of the fringes responding to a movement
of the PZT.
Numerical treatment
Once a satisfactory fringe pattern is obtained, a LABVIEW algorithm (running at 5 Hz)
treats the image to yield the phase of these fringes, which is the relevant quantity related
to the relative distance between the two mirrors, and therefore the pump-probe delay. The
1D fringe pattern f(x) shown on Figure 3.8.a. (blue curve) is first extracted by averaging
the 2D image on 100 horizontal pixels around the image intensity peak. Its Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) absolute value
∣∣∣f˜(kx)∣∣∣ yields three spikes at 0, ±∆k (see figure 3.8.B),
where ∆k is the wavevector difference between the two interfering beams. The phase of
the fringes is then extracted as the phase of the complex FFT of f at ∆k: φ = arg(f˜(∆k)).
Fluctuations of the position of the pattern on the camera (due e.g. to air flows) are
an important source of noise that has to be accounted for. Indeed, an average position
difference ∆x0 immediately transfers to a phase difference ∆k∆x0 due to basic properties
of the Fourier Transform. To compensate for this source of noise, ∆x0 is measured at
each acquisition in a phase independent way, by measuring the center of mass of the DC
component of f(x) (green curve on Figure 3.8.a.), obtained by an adequate hypergaussian
Fourier filtering between −∆k/3 and ∆k/3 (green curve on figure 3.8.B). The quantity
∆k∆x0 is then removed from the phase.
This extraction procedure, is an improvement of other techniques [95] where the phase
of intereference fringes is derived from the intensity of the HeNe light on a single detector,
and therefore subject to intensity and position fluctuations.
To link the phase variation to the introduced delay τ between the light transient and
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the EUV attosecond pulse, we run a calibration of the interferometer by scanning the
PZT position δ, and therefore the delay τ = 2δ/c, and recording φ. It is expected that
φ = 2picτ cos(30◦)/λHe-Ne = 2.58τ . The results are presented on Figure 3.8c. The linearity
is verified on a 50 fs range (the error bars derived from the averaging of 5 calibration
runs are invisible), and a fit gives a proportionality relationship φ = 2.59τ , in excellent
agreement with the expected value.
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Figure 3.8: a. fringe pattern f(x) (blue) and its DC component (green). b. FFT of the
fringe pattern
∣∣∣f˜(kx)∣∣∣ (blue) and numerical filter applied for extraction of the DC
component (green) c. Result of 5 interferometer calibration runs (error bars are plotted but
invisible because too small)
Strategy for compensation of optical exposition induced thermal drifts
While the linear thermal expansion coefficient of optical glasses is usually low (5 ·10−7 K−1
for fused silica), it is not the case of the materials (metals) used to mount optics, such
as aluminum (2.2 · 10−5 K−1), for which heating can be a source of optically significant
dilatation (1 mm of aluminum expands by 22 nm when its temperature raises by one
Celsius degree). Therefore, more than environmental factors like ambient temperature,
the main contributor to delay axis slippage is the exposition to the high power densities
associated with our 10 mW average power laser beam. This is especially the case since the
laser beam does not hit all the optical elements of the delay line, where the inner mirror is
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shielded from visible light by a metallic filter, and the MDM mirror implementation calls
for 80% of energy damping in the outer mirror itself. This is confirmed by Figure 3.9,
showing a measurement of the collinear delay line status during 4 hours, during which
the beam has been turned on at the indicated times with the averaged power required
for Attosecond Streaking (AS), i.e. 2 mW, then for Attosecond Transient Absorption
Spectroscopy (ATAS), i.e. 10 mW, and then turned off. Despite the shielding we installed
to avoid direct illumination of the optomechanics by the beam, the time axis responds very
dynamically, and the disturbance is of the order of the femtosecond.
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Figure 3.9: Delay (sampling 1 Hz) extracted by the characterization setup with varying
shining parameters mimicking the experiment
These spurious effects, which would smear out any subfemtosecond feature in a pump-
probe study, have to be counterbalanced. An active continuous feedback loop would slow
down the data acquisition process, we therefore opted for the periodic measurement (at
time intervals smaller than the drift characteristic time) of the interferometer phase at a
reference point. To this end we bring the PZT at a reference position (usually the zero
delay point) and average the phase extracted from 10 successive CCD acquisitions. The
calibration (Figure 3.8.c.) is then used to account for the shift by adding a constant offset
to the PZT position, thus ensuring the correct positioning of the delay axis scan after scan.
Experimental confirmation of setup effectiveness by subfemtosecond feature
resolution
The effectiveness of the system can be assessed by back-treatment of experimental data.
In the study presented in [3], some aspects of which will be developed in Chapter 4, a
synthesized light transient of contrast 2:1, sampled by streaking and used in a Transient
Absorption study has demonstrated its ability to temporally confine field ionization to a
700 as time window. This is shown on figure 3.10.b., where the blue dashed line shows the
field intensity measured by streaking, and the red line the population of one of the spin
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orbit states of Kr+ measured by ATAS.
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Figure 3.10: A. Blue: cumulative delay correction during the taking of the 11 scans (each
point); green: estimated rise time of the ionic line (erf function fit) on two adjacent
averaged scans. B. Red: Ionization dynamics recorded in the actual experiment, with a rise
time of 680 as. Green: the correction imposed by the stabilization setup has been
artificially removed before the scans averaging. The rise time is then close to 1.5 fs.
To achieve this result, the temporal superposition of 1 attosecond streaking and 11
Transient Absorption spectrograms was required. The total experiment lasted slightly
more than 2 hours, during which the optical power load was changed (streaking to transient
absorption transition).
Figure 3.10.a. shows the accumulated delay offset added by the compensation setup
during the experiment (blue curve). It amounts to 1.2 fs at the end of the complete
procedure. The correctness of the compensation mechanism is demonstrated by the green
curve of the same graph, which shows the rise time of 2 aggregated scans fitted with an
erf function. This constitutes an absolute clock given by the atomic strong field atomic
response, that stays within a ± 100 as band for the complete two hours. A more visual
confirmation is given by the green curve of Figure 3.10.b., which shows the data as it
would have been collected without our referencing setup. It is not synchronized with the
measured field, and shows an ionization rise time of 1.5 fs instead of the measured 680 as.
This technique allows the non invasive referencing of a collinear attosecond pump-
probe delay line, based on a Fourier Transform spatial interferometry procedure repeated
at periodic intervals during an experiment. This allows compensating for drifts of the
delay line imposed by shining the beam itself. The independent clocking provided by the
subfemtosecond rise of the ionization of Krypton atoms by a subcycle optical transient
proved the efficiency of our strategy, which gives to our setup its full attosecond pump-
attosecond probe capability. Such a technique can readily be extended to other delay line
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geometries and used as a 5 Hz continuous feedback loop if needed by less passively stable
setups.
All the experimental results presented in this work will be supported by this technology.
3.4.2 Taking into account spatially induced delays
Field ionization, studied in our Transient Absorption experiments requires field intensities
in the several 1014 W.cm−2 range. Such intensities are not compatible with streaking, since
in this case the IR electric field should not ionize the atom, but only steer the photoelectron
produced by the XUV pulse. The waveform has therefore to be characterized with a smaller
intensity than the one actually used in the experiment. This intensity reduction is achieved
by controlling the opening of an iris located before the experimental chamber. Therefore,
spatiotemporal coupling coming from the clipping, or the change of the illuminated section
of the pellicle and the double part focusing mirror can distort the waveform.
Another issue that can be encountered when trying to synchronize a transient absorp-
tion trace with a streaking measurement is that in some cases, like the the one presented
in Chapter 4, the intensity used in the absorption experiment (several 1014W.cm−2) is
higher than the intensity compatible with streaking field. Therefore the iris controlling
this intensity is opened between these two experiments. This effect has been investigated
by recording the cross-correlation trace between the central part of the visible beam, and
the portion reflected on the outer mirror, both for transient absorption and streaking iris
configurations. The delay has been varied with our collinear interferometer, and the in-
tensity recorded at the focal point of the beams imaged on a CCD camera (averaged over
5*5 pixels covering the central part of the beam). The normalized oscillating term of these
cross-correlation traces can be seen on Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Normalized Cross-correlation of the outer and the inner mirror waveforms for
two different iris opening conditions: streaking (AS) and transient absorption (TA),
showing a spatially induced delay of 300 as
Satisfyingly, the spatially induced delay of 300 as measured on the cross-correlation
measurement of Figure 3.11 matches an interpretation based on the geometrically longer
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path that a beam reflected far off the center of a spherical mirror of radius r has to undergo
compared to a beam reflected in the center [97]:
∆T (r) =
3
4
R
c
r4
R4
Thus, for a pulse reflected by an annular portion of a spherical mirror situated between
radii r1 and r2, we get a delay (assuming a constant spatial intensity distribution):
∆T r2r1 =
3
4
R
c
∫ 2pi
0
∫ r2
r1
r4
R4
rdrdθ∫ 2pi
0
∫ r2
r1
rdrdθ
=
1
4
R
c
1
R4
r62 − r61
r22 − r21
Therefore, for our mirror with R=250 mm, for an inner mirror radius of r1 '1.5 mm and
the streaking beam radius on the mirror to r2 '2.5 mm, since for the TA configuration
we had r2 '8.1 mm, we obtain then a differential delay of 240 as, which corresponds
pretty nicely to the measured delay with the cross-correlations, considering the imprecision
of the measurement of the streaking radius and the fact that the mirror is not really
at normal incidence. This establishes the validity of this formula which can be used to
correct the pump-probe delay axis shift due to spatio-temporal couplings. Further possible
developments of this technique are presented in Appendix A.
3.4.3 Dispersion related delays
In this work, experiments in solid state slabs of 120 nm thickness will be presented (see
Chapter 6), relying on the attosecond control of the pump-probe delay between two pulses
centered at radically different photon energies. 120 nm corresponding to 400 as at the
speed of light, it is legitimate to ask what the influence of the medium itself on the pump
and the probe pulse will be, and from then how it impacts the pump-probe spectrogram.
As a 0th order calculation, the index of refraction of SiO2 at 520 nm is 1.5, and slightly
less than 1 at 100 eV . Therefore, the attotransient will, in the course of propagation in
the medium, be delayed by around 200 as with respect to the attosecond EUV pulse. This
should be taken into account.
To get a more precise overview of the phenomenon, a calculation based on Fresnel
coefficients has been done, and the propagation of the pulse in the medium taking into
account reflection at the SiO2- vacuum interfaces. The results are presented on Figure 3.12,
with a comparison of the effect on the EUV pulse (data for SiO2 refractive index in the
visible range from [98], in the EUV range from [77]). It shows, in a referential moving at
the speed of light in vacuum, the evolution of the waveform with position in the SiO2 slab.
The delay of 200 as is indeed to be seen, as well as an intensity variation with propagation,
due to thin film effects. The EUV pulse undergoes only absorption, there is no visible
effect of dispersion or delaying. This shall be taken into account when analyzing the data.
This chapter has shown how the issues posed by the adaptation of the beamline to the
use of attotransients in combination with a broad range of central energies EUV attosecond
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of Propagation in a 120 nm slab of quartz for an attotransient
and an EUV pulse
pulses have been addressed, as well as an overview of the techniques and corrections to
introduce to extract relevant information about the subfemtosecond dynamics of a system.
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4Polarization effects in Strong Field
Ionization
Un seul eˆtre vous manque, et tout est de´peuple´
(One being is missing, and your world becomes desert.)
– Alphonse de Lamartine
The first demonstration of Attosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (ATAS) [32,
67] has investigated the coherent nature of valence shell ionic wavepacket generation in
strong-field ionization, via the detection of beats between two quantum paths including
two spin-orbit splitted ionic states generated by field ionization, and leading to the same
final state. The period of the measured quantum beats, 6.3 fs, corresponds well to the
energy splitting of the spin-orbit states, 0.67 eV . To observe coherence in this context,
it was therefore critical to constrain the wavepacket creation, i.e. the ionization events,
to a window shorter than this period, which was achieved by using a 3.3 fs intensity
FWHM pulse. Later on, with the advent of the first generation of light field synthesis, this
experiment has been revisited with 2 fs intensity FWHM (half-cycle intensity contrast 2:1)
light transients [3], revealing the higher degree of coherence, and allowing the extraction
of the absolute phase of the oscillating valence electronic wavepacket.
A careful look has been taken at the delay instances at which the strong visible field
and the EUV attosecond pulses overlapped in time, with the goal to resolve the rise of
ionic population in real-time via the delay-dependent strength of absorption. However, as
will be shown in this chapter, the effect of the strong field is not limited to the ionization
of the neutral atom. It also strongly polarizes the ionic states, which has the effect to
disturb the absorption process, and leads to intricate lineshape dynamics. This needs to
be taken into account to assess the solidity of the real-time ionization reconstruction, and
can be exploited to extract useful information on the polarizability of the ionic transitions
involved in this process.
This experiment having been presented elsewhere [3, 48], this chapter will mainly focus
on the contribution of this work concerning the observation of the polarization of the
studied transitions, together with further attempts to extend this approach to double
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ionization, and lay down the basics of the modeling of the polarization of a core-shell
transition by a synthesized light transient. It is important to note that the transients used
for the experiments presented in this chapter were contracted using an earlier generation
of light field synthesizer, i.e. with only IR, Vis and UV-Vis channels. The addition of the
UV channel indeed requires the use of aluminium optics and the spectral shaping MDM
mirror, which do not provide enough energy to ionize Krypton atoms.
4.1 Single and double field Ionization of atoms in a
subcycle pulse
Ionization of atoms by strong laser fields has been enabled by the development of ultrashort
pulses with electric fields reaching strengths comparable to the electrostatic Coulomb field
binding the valence electrons to the atom. This section gives a quick review of the relevant
phenomena.
4.1.1 Strong field single ionization
Classification of field ionization regimes
The theoretical background relevant to ionization of atoms in an oscillating field has been
laid down by Keldysh in 1965 [99, 100]. The basic idea is that the application of an electric
field with a strength comparable to the Coulomb field can distort the atomic potential
binding an electron, forming a potential barrier through which the electron can tunnel
out (see Figure 4.1b.). In an oscillating field, this potential barrier is transiently and
alternatively formed on both sides of the atom.
Depending on the ionization potential Ip, the strength E0 and the oscillation period TL
of the field, several regimes of ionization can be identified and classified by the adiabaticity
parameter γ, the so-called Keldysh parameter [99]:
γ = 2pi
√
2meIp
eE0TL
=
√
Ip
2Up
(4.1)
Without entering complex quantum mechanical modeling of this problem, described at
length in [99, 100], a very simple and naive semi-classical calculation unveils an intuitive
interpretation of the Keldysh parameter [101]. The following will be written in atomic
units. For an hydrogen atom, with x the spatial dimension over which the laser is polarized,
The atomic potential being V0(x) = −1/|x|, and the potential felt by the electron in the
presence of an electric field of amplitude E0 is V (x) = −1/|x|−E0.x. The potential barrier
limits are defined by:
− 1|x| − E0.x = −Ip (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Different regimes of field ionization. a. For γ  1, multi-photon ionization. b.
For γ  1, tunnel ionization. b. For even lower values of γ, the field can suppress the
tunneling barrier, it is the barrier supression regime. Based on [67].
The roots of Equation (4.2) are real only when E0 < I
2
p/4, which is the field EBS above
which the barrier is suppressed, and the ionization regime corresponds to Figure 4.1c..
When these roots exist, the distance between them, or barrier size is:
∆xt =
Ip
E0
√
1− E0
EBS
' Ip
E0
(4.3)
The speed of the electron ”in the barrier”, is a concept of arguable nature, since in
this energetically forbidden region, it is an imaginary number, hard to relate to a classical
conception of speed. It can however be evaluated to v '√2Ip, which yields a ”tunneling
time” of the order of:
τt =
∆x
v
'
√
Ip
2E20
(4.4)
The ratio between this semi-classical ”tunneling time” and the laser half-period gives
the Keldysh parameter, in order of magnitude:
τt
T0/2
=
∆x
v
'
√
2Ip
T 20E
2
0
=
1
pi
√
IP
2Up
=
γ
pi
(4.5)
We see with this simple considerations that the Keldysh parameter has a very intuitive
interpretation: It can be seen as the ratio of the time needed for an electron to tunnel
out of the potential barrier at the maximum of the field to the half period of the laser,
characteristic time after which the barrier is restored. It is also the square root of the
ratio between the ionization potential, the energy that the electron has in the atom, to the
ponderomotive energy that it would have, once freed from the atom and oscillating in the
field.
From there several regimes of ionization can be defined:
• As shown on Figure 4.1 a., if γ  1, then the electron does not have enough time to
tunnel out of the barrier during a half-cycle, or it gains less energy oscillating in the
field than it has in the atom, and ionization cannot occur by tunneling.
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Ionization observed in this regime are occurs by the so-called multi-photon ionization
(MPI) mechanism. The electron absorbs as many photons as necessary to overcome
Ip(n in the scheme of Figure 4.1 a.), and is set free. If γ becomes much higher than 1,
the number of photons absorbed can become higher than the minimum requirement.
• If γ  1 (Figure 4.1 b.), a substantial fraction of the electron can tunnel out during
the strong part of a half-cycle. This is the tunneling regime
• At even higher fields the Barrier-Suppression regime starts (see Figure 4.1 c.). Ac-
cording to the previous naive calculation, this happens for fields higher than EBS =
I2p/4. For Krypton atoms in discussion in this chapter, the first ionization potential
is I
(II)
p = 13.996 eV [102], and EBS = 3.3V/A˚, corresponding to a peak intensity
IBS = 3 ·1014W.cm−2, and the second ionization potential is I(III)p = 24.359 eV [102],
and EBS = 13.7 V/A˚, corresponding to a peak intensity IBS = 5 · 1015W.cm−2,
Ionization rates
The rates of field ionization have been derived by averaging the DC field rates obtained
by Keldysh [99] over a cycle in the quasi-static picture by Ammosov, Delone and Krainov
[103], the so-called ”ADK” rates. They are widely used in the community to describe
field ionization, and have been extended to extract ”instantaneous” rates by using the
instantaneous rather than the cycle-averaged field strength [100]:
ΓSFI(t) ∝
(
4
Z
√
2meI
3/2
p
~e|E(t)|
)2n∗−1
exp
(
4
3
Z
√
2meI
3/2
p
~e|E(t)|
)
(4.6)
Here Z is the atomic charge, me the electron mass, and n
∗ = ZI1/2p with Ip in atomic
units. The exponential dependence in field strength, which derives from the tunneling
barrier width (see 4.2) is the most noticeable feature of this expression.
Although the application of this formula to a non-cycle averaged field strength is not
strictly speaking justified, it has been found to agree well with more evolved calculations
for γ below 0.5 [104]. In our experiments, the Keldysh parameter is below 1, it is around
0.6 for the single ionization experiment (peak intensity 1015W.cm−2) and respectively 0.4
and 0.6 for the single and double ionization potential of Kr for the double ionization
experiments (peak intensity 8 · 1014W.cm−2). We will therefore use instantaneous rates for
the calculations shown here. In the particular case of single ionization of Krypton we used
different pre-factors for the exponential of Equation (4.6), coming from a fit of DC rates
obtained by precise quantum-mechanical calculations [105]. Readers interested in the most
complete analytical treatment of field ionization shall refer to the Yudin-Ivanov formula
[106], which includes non-adiabatic effects.
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4.1.2 Double ionization
Upon application of a strong enough field, a second electron can be removed from the
atom, leading to the formation of the double ion. This double ionization has been studied
by different methods, relying mostly on the detection of ions and electrons resulting from
this process, and the evolution of their parameters as a function of pulse shape and energy.
In the fs regime, early studies [107] has studied the number of single and double He ions
generated by a 100 fs pulse of varying intensity in the NIR domain. Results are shown on
Figure 4.2a.. The appearance of a so-called ”knee-structure”, showing a much higher yield
than expected for the double ionization at low intensity has been interpreted as a manifes-
tation of Non-Sequential Double Ionization (NSDI) mechanisms. In sequential ionization,
one electron is removed to form the first ion, which is then further ionized to form the sec-
ond ion, but these two processes are independent, meaning that the the photoelectrons are
not correlated. On the contrary, in a non-sequential process, the formation of the second
ion is linked to the first ionization, and the electrons are correlated. This can be observed
using Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy (COLTRIMS, [108]), a technique
with the ability to record the momentum of the two electrons and the ion, and the result
of [109], shown on Figure 4.2b. and c. shows the vanishing of electron correlation at high
intensity in Argon.
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Figure 4.2: Sequential and Non-Sequential double ionization. a. In [107], yield of singly
and doubly charged He ions generated by a 100 fs pulse of varying intensity in the NIR,
displaying a knee structure for He++ (see text for details) b.-c. In [109], correlation maps
of electrons ejected from Ar atoms while forming a doubly charged ion in non-sequential
(b.) and sequential (c.) double ionization scenarii (see text)
Several mechanisms have been proposed for NSDI, a review of which can be found in
[110]. They can be classified in two categories. In one ”direct” class the field drives two
electrons out of the atomic potential together, called Collective multi electron tunneling
[111]. In the second, ”indirect” class, the removal of the first electron causes the subsequent
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ejection of the second one, be it because the first removed electron, driven by the field,
recollides with its parent ion and ejects another electron (recollsion impact ionization RII),
or excites it enough to have it ionized by the next half-cycle (recollision excitation and
subsequent ionization, RESI).
4.1.3 Control of regimes of ionization with the waveform
From the previous discussions, we can understand that a control of the electric field of a
waveform such as the one presented in Chapter 1 would give a lot of flexibility to control
the ionization processes, which are essential field-driven dynamics, with an exponential
nonlinearity in the field, hence a strong sensitivity.
In particular, Figure 4.3a. shows the expected ionization fraction of Krypton atoms as
function of time for the pulse that has been used in one of the experiments presented in
this chapter, obtained by the resolution of simple rate equations based on ADK-type rates
(based on the fitting of more precise data from [105] as discussed above). The pulse is a 2
fs intensity envelope FWHM pulse with a peak intensity of 4.8 · 1014. As can be seen, the
high-contrast should allow the confinement of tunnel ionization to a single half-cycle.
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Figure 4.3: Ionization by synthesized pulses in the ADK picture. a. The intensity
contrast of 2 allows to confine the field ionization of Krypton to a single half-cycle, which is
then the only one to go above the Barrier Suppression intensity. b. For a double-spike
waveform (with DUV channel), the contrast in front of the pre-half-cycle can attain 8:1,
allowing to start the generation of Kr+and Kr++synchroneously, to block indirect double
ionization channels before t = 0.
In a double-spike waveform (with UV channel, see Chapter 1), the intensity contrast
in front of the pre-half-cycle can theoretically attain 8:1. This would allow the genera-
tion of Kr+and Kr++to start synchronously with sequential or collective tunneling mecha-
nisms, blocking indirect non-sequential double ionization channels before t = 0. Figure 4.3
displays a calculation of time-resolved ionic population using ADK rates for the second
ionization, and effectively neglecting any non-sequential channel. It shows that there is a
regime in which the sequential second ionization channel is open with the same half-cycle
as the single ionization channel. Therefore, observation of doubly charged ion at this point
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in time would exclude any generation by an indirect non-sequential mechanism. This has
been attempted experimentally and will be reported in Section 4.5.
4.2 Real-time observation of strong-field ionization
4.2.1 System description
The schematic energy diagram relevant to this experiment is displayed on Figure 4.4.
Kr is an atom with ground state configuration [Ar] 3d104s24p6. Upon exposition to an
electric field of the order of the binding Coulomb force exerted by the nucleus and the
electronic cloud on a valence electron, one of these electrons can be strong field ionized,
thus generating Kr+ions in a coherent superposition of ionic states, in the spin-orbit splitted
manifolds 4p−1J=3/2 and 4p
−1
J=1/2, separated by 0.67 eV . Under the valence shell containing 4p
electrons, the first core-shell of Kr atoms is the 3d shell. Once an atom is in the 4p−1 ionic
state, transitions are open from the 3d shell to the vacancy of the 4p shell. 3 transitions
are dipole-allowed (they must verify ∆J = 0,±1), 4p−1J=3/2−3d−1J=5/2, 4p−1J=3/2−3d−1J=3/2 and
4p−1J=1/2 − 3d−1J=3/2.
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Figure 4.4: a. The synthesized transient ionizes a Kr atom, generating an ion in the 4p−1
manifold, which is then probed by the absorption of photons from the EUV pulse. b.
Recorded EUV spectra for the EUV pulse preceding (violet) and following (yellow) the
ionizing light transient.
4.2.2 Experimental spectrogram
Using the tools described in the previous chapters of this thesis, we have synthesized a 2
fs envelope intensity FWHM, field intensity contrast 2:1 light transient, together with a
160 as EUV pulse, centered at 80 eV . We have set the peak intensity of the transient to
4.8 · 1014W.cm−2, restricting the ionization fraction to 15 %, and thus allowing ionization
almost only from the most intense half-cycle of the waveform, as will be shown later on.
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The experimental results are summed up on Figure 4.5. The waveform has been sam-
pled by streaking and resynchronized with the transient absorption spectrogram along the
principles laid in Chapter 3, thus conferring inherent synchronization between the two
types of data.
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Figure 4.5: a. Streaking spectrogram of the pulse used for the transeint absorption study
of c.. b. Extracted electric field from a. along principles exposed in Chapter 1. c.
Transient absorption spectrogram composed of the averaging of 13 pump-probe scans.
Adapted from [3].
The rise of the absorption pattern at the crossing of the 0 delay of the pump-probe axis
is clearly to be seen. It is known that the ionizing transient has a duration of 2 fs (intensity
FWHM), with an expected subfemtosecond ionization window (see Section 4.1.3), and the
coherent oscillations of the generated ionic wavepacket [28, 3, 67] have a period of 6.3 fs. It
is therefore reasonable to assume that the coherent evolution of the wavepacket is ”frozen”
during the ionization, in other words that its influence on the absorption strengths will be
limited to a second order effect.
This absorption strength must therefore relate with the production of ions. As the next
sections will show however, special care has to be taken to link absorption strength and
ionic population.
4.2.3 Effect of the pump pulse on the probing process
To study the coherence of the valence electronic wavepacket [28, 3], successful theoretical
approaches have assumed that the visible transient is the pump pulse, whose only effect
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is to generate a coherent superposition of ionic states by strong field ionization, and that
the EUV pulse merely probes the ionic wavepacket at a time defined by the pump-probe
delay [112, 3]. This allows in particular to use the Beer Lambert law (in the short EUV
pulse approximation), but it is restricted to positive pump-probe delays, i.e. to delays for
which EUV pulse attains the sample after the visible transient.
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Figure 4.6: Non Lorentzian chracter of absorption lines in the 0 delay vicinity. a.
Transient absorption spectrogram already shown on Figure 4.5. b. Zoom in on the main
(4p−1J=3/2 − 3d−1J=5/2) absorption line, normalized to its peak, showing the shift of central
energy. c. Center of mass of the above-mentioned absorption line. d.-f. Snapshots of the
absorbance profile at 3 pump-probe delays, displaying a broad negative absorption part on
the low energy range at low delay. Adapted from [3].
Extending this assumption to the regime of overlapping pump and probe pulses at
stake here, one would assume that the absorption lines must keep the lorentzian shape
expected from an exponential dephasing in the picture of the Bloch equations [113, 114,
115]. However, a look at Figure 4.6 will convince the reader that such an affirmation is
in that case simplistic. Indeed the lineshapes in the vicinity of 0 delay shows that they
display a highly non-lorentzian behavior, that will be commented later on.
Figure 4.6a. and b. show that the center of mass of the main 4p−1J=3/2 − 3d−1J=5/2 line
shifts to high energies in the presence of the field, to a certain extent synchronously with
the instantaneous intensity.
The interpretation of the oscillation of the line center seems to point towards the well-
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known DC-Stark shift [15]. Indeed, under an imparted electric field E(t) varying with a
frequency much lower than the transition frequency ω0, a nondegenerate atomic level is
expected to follow the electric field adiabatically, ∆ω0(t) = α/2 · E2(t), with α the polar-
izability of the level. The observations of Figure 4.6b. would suggest that our lorentzians
are barely shifted in central energy by the AC Stark shift.
However an even closer look at the experimental data (see Figure 4.6d.-f) reveals that
the center of mass shift is not the only manifestation of strong field influence on the line
shape. It is also strongly modified to display a broad negative absorbance at low energies.
Shedding this light back to Figure 4.6c., one can also notice that the oscillations are not
perfectly in phase with the field, and that the center of mass does not come back to the
unperturbed transition energy at the 0-crossings of the field as would be expected from
the formula ∆ω0(t) = α/2 · E2(t).
Therefore, it is to be concluded that the assumption that the transient can be considered
as a pump pulse without any effect on the probe (the absorption of an EUV pulse) has to
be abandoned. The transient distorts the probing process in a way that is nontrivial when
it is temporally overlapping with the probe pulse, and this has to be taken into account
for a solid reconstruction of the ionic population. This is the purpose of the next section.
4.3 A simple man’s model of polarizability: the 3 lev-
els system
The discussion of the previous paragraph has made us suspect that the AC-Stark shift can
be a part of the explanation of the observed non-lorentzian behavior for overlapping pump
and probe pulses. In other words, the polarizability of the transition, responding to the
strong field, is at stake. To shed more light on this process, we will theoretically consider a
simplified version of our experiment incorporating polarization effects phenomenologically.
This model describes most of the relevant and observed physics.
4.3.1 Establishment of the model
To estimate the energy shift of a non-degenerate eigenstate |1〉 of a field-free hamiltonian
Hˆ0, coupled to an ensemble of other levels |i〉 by a constant dipolar term µˆ.E, we can
use perturbation theory. In the case of atomic states, the dipole moment has no diagonal
elements (〈i|µˆ|i〉=0) and the second order perturbation theory yields:
〈1|Hˆ|1〉 = 〈1|Hˆ0|1〉+
∑
i 6=1
〈1|µˆ|i〉〈i|µˆ|1〉
2(〈1|Hˆ0|1〉 − 〈i|Hˆ0|i〉)
E2 = 〈1|Hˆ0|1〉+ α1
2
E2 (4.7)
In this case the modification of the transition frequency between two states |1〉 and |2〉
due to polarization of the system by the field and the presence of the other levels is
~∆ω12 = ~∆ω012 +
(
α2 − α1
2
)
E2 (4.8)
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We see therefore that the difference of polarizability between ground and excited levels
is relevant to our problem.
It is important to mention here that the previous equations are stricto sensu only true
in the case of a constant field, for which time-independent perturbation theory applies. The
dynamic polarizability has to be used for varying-fields, also derivable from second order
perturbation theory. This concept is however clear only in the case of quasi monofrequency
excitation, and ill-developed in the case of our multioctave fields. In the case of largely
nonresonant transitions, as is the case in this chapter, we will take the liberty to apply
these formula using a time varying field, i.e. make a quasistatic approximation. This is
quite arguable, and there is an opportunity for theory studies to clarify this issue.
To go back to our problem and keep the model simple, we will consider only the main
EUV transition between |1〉 = 4p−1J=3/2 and |2〉 = 3d−1J=5/2. The polarizability difference
between these two states due to their own presence is (numerical data from [116]):
∆α12 =
〈1|µˆ|2〉〈2|µˆ|1〉
〈2|Hˆ0|2〉 − 〈1|Hˆ0|1〉
=
0.3452
2.93
= 0.04at. u. (4.9)
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Figure 4.7: Model system for the polarization of EUV transition. The presence of |3〉 and
the transient field polarizes the transition |1〉-|2〉, making the transition energy
time-dependent
With the electric field strength at the peak of the waveform, E = 0.08 at.u., this would
account for a shift of 7.4 meV , much lower than what we have measured (see Figure 4.6).
We therefore have to conclude that the presence of other polarizing levels is required. They
will be represented in our calculation, again for reasons of simplicity, by the presence of
a third state |3〉, thereafter designed as the ”polarizing state”. It will be coupled only to
the ground state |1〉, as displayed on Figure 4.7. The idea behind the replacement of the
multitude of states actually polarizing both |1〉 and |2〉 by a unique state coupled to |1〉
relies on Equation (4.8), under the condition:
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α2 − α1 = 〈1|µˆ|3〉〈3|µˆ|1〉〈3|Hˆ0|3〉 − 〈1|Hˆ0|1〉
(4.10)
|3〉 will be placed at an energy of 14 eV . It is quite arbitrarily positioned close to the
ionization potential of Kr, what is important is that the transition |1〉-|3〉 is off-resonant
for both the transient and the EUV pulses, and that a low population transfer to |3〉
(typically in the 10−4 range in the calculations) is observed. The coupling dipole matrix
element 〈1|µˆ|3〉 will be an adjustable parameter. The nature of |3〉, in other words of the
states responsible for polarization of this transitions, is an intriguing question that has
been investigated in a joint publication with our collaborators [117], and will be discussed
later on Section 4.4.
4.3.2 Atomic response
Bloch equations approach
We will use the reduced density matrix formalism and solve the Von Neumann equation:
i~
∂ρ
∂t
= [Hˆ0, ρ]− [µˆ, ρ].Etr(t)− [µˆ, ρ].EEUV (t−∆t) + i~ ∂ρ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
SFI
+ i~
∂ρ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
relax
(4.11)
Hˆ0 is the field-free Hamiltonian, µˆ the dipole matrix, ρ the density matrix
Hˆ0 = ~
 ω1 0 00 ω2 0
0 0 ω3
 µˆ =
 0 µ12 µ13µ12 0 0
µ13 0 0

Etr(t) and EEUV (t − ∆t) are respectively the transient and EUV pulse electric field,
∆t is the EUV-transient delay. In all the calculations presented here we used the electric
field measured by streaking for the transient with a peak intensity of 4.8 ·1014W.cm−2, and
for the EUV a sech pulse with the FWHM of our attosecond pulse, 160 as (extracted by
FROG-CRAB).
i~ ∂ρ
∂t
∣∣
SFI
describes the strong field ionization, via an electric field dependent feeding
rate of the ground state |1〉 : ΓSFI(Etr(t)), calculated from a fit of calculated static field
values [105].
∂ρ
∂t
∣∣
relax
is a matrix comprising relaxation terms. It takes phenomenologically into
account de-excitation and dephasing channels open by to the interaction of the system
with the environment that is not described in the hamiltonian (be it the electromagnetic
of the free electron continua). The on-diagonal terms are population decay rates, the
off-diagonal polarization decay terms.
∂ρ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
relax
=
 0 Γ12ρ12 0Γ21ρ21 Γ22ρ22 0
0 0 0
 =
 0 ΓA/2ρ12 0ΓA/2ρ21 ΓAρ22 0
0 0 0

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We have considered here that Γ22 = ΓA = 1/7.5fs
−1, and Γ12 = ΓA/2, and that the decay
and dephasing rate of elements involving |3〉 is 0 (they are actually finite in simulations to
avoid numerical noise, but it has been checked that they do not play a role in the extracted
quantities).
This simplified description does not take relaxation from one state to another into
account, which is reasonable in our case since the system decays via an Auger process that
produces an entity not described in our system.
Moreover, the inequality (Γii+Γjj)/2 ≤ Γij holds. The physical interpretation of this is
rather simple: The polarization of an ensemble of systems can decay for numerous reasons
(collisions in a gas, atom dependent Doppler shifts, interactions with the environment).
One of these reasons is the decay of the population of the two levels involved. When only
this channel is contributing, then the dephasing rate is minimum, and amounts to half of the
population decay rate. Indeed coming back to the wavefunction picture, if the amplitude
of the wavefunction on state |i〉 varies like ci(t) ∝ e−Γit and for |j〉 like cj(t) ∝ e−Γjt,
then ρii(t) = |ci(t)|2 ∝ e−2Γit and ρij(t) = ci(t)c∗j(t) ∝ e−(Γi+Γj)t, and Γii = 2Γi, and
(Γii + Γjj)/2 = Γij, which is the limiting case.
This yields a system of 9 real coupled differential equations, for the three populations
ρii, the three real parts and the three imaginary parts of the coherences ρij(i < j). The
radiating dipole is obtained naturally as d(t,∆t) = Tr(µˆρ(t,∆t)) = 2Re(µ12ρ12(t,∆t) +
µ13ρ13(t,∆t)). ρ12(t,∆t) is the only component with frequency content in the EUV range,
and is therefore the coherence which evolution we will focus on.
4.3.3 Macroscopic propagation
The above section has shown how to calculate the ionic dipole response d(t,∆t). In the ex-
periment however, we measure the pump-probe delay-dependent absorption as α(ω,∆t) =
− ln(Str(ω,∆t)/S0(ω)), with Str the pump-probe spectrum, and S0 a reference spectrum,
taken typically at delays where no signal is present (i.e. when the transient comes long
before the EUV pulse). We must therefore consider the macroscopic propagation of the
pulse to extract this quantity.
If Beer-Lambert’s law can be used, then the absorption is directly linked to the single
emitter response, as then, with L the length of the medium and N the atomic density:
α(ω,∆t) =
ω
c0
Im
(
d(ω,∆t)
EEUV (ω,∆t) + Etr(ω)
)
· N · L '
(
d(ω,∆t)
EEUV (ω,∆t)
)
· N · L (4.12)
To apply such a law, the sine qua non condition is the existence of a linear susceptibility
[113], i.e. a linear relationship between the dipole response of the emitter d(ω) and the
exciting field E(ω): d(ω) = χ(ω) · E(ω). This has been demonstrated in the short pulse
approximation [112, 67], in the case of an EUV pulse which comes after the visible pulse,
and probes the coherence of the wavepacket. In the case of overlapping pulses, or if the
visible pulse comes after the EUV pulse, as will be the case in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6,
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the legitimacy of this claim is too be demonstrated and will be addressed in a simple model
presented in Chapter 5.
4.3.4 Comparison between model and experimental data
Figure 4.8 shows the results of the calculation presented above, with as input the exact
transient field used in the experiment and sampled by streaking, and an EUV pulse of
duration 160 as. They are contrasted with the experimental results already displayed on
Figure 4.6. As can be seen, most of the features observed are reproduced, like the shift of
the center of mass, asynchronous with the field and not going back to 0 (see Figure 4.8
c.), and a negative absorbance on the low energy side (see Figure 4.8 d.-f.). The center of
mass shift can actually be seen as a manifestation of the modification of the lineshape.
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Figure 4.8: Non Lorentzian character of absorption lines in the 0 delay vicinity in the 3
levels description. a. Transient absorption spectrogram resulting from the calculations
described in the main text b. Zoom in on the absorption line, normalized to its peak,
showing the shift of central energy. c. Center of mass of the above-mentioned absorption
line (plain) contrasted with the experiment (transparent in background). d.-f. Snapshots of
the absorbance profile at 3 pump-probe delays from the simulation (red) and the
experiment (transparent in background).
Differences are however still visible, that we have not been able to understand further.
The most notable is the very broadband behavior of the negative absorbance shown by
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the experiment, but not reproduced by the calculation. This could be due to non-resonant
effects, and is still to be explained. We believe however that the most dominant physics is
described in the presented picture.
4.3.5 Extraction of instantaneous ionic population and validity
study
We have described in the previous sections the way in which the polarizability of the tran-
sitions studied modifies the absorption lineshapes, which is more complex than the simple
shift of a lorentzian profile that was intuitively expected. However it has been complicated
to apply the knowledge gained by this study into a population retrieval procedure, mainly
because the shapes are not exactly reproduced by the modelling as discussed above, and
because of the presence of several lines. More complex procedures based on FROG type
algorithms have also been tried out, without much success.
We have therefore used a naive retrieval procedure, which consisted in fitting each
delay instance with an assembly of 3 lorentzians, whose central energies are fit parameters,
convoluted with a gaussian G(ω) of unit area and which width is our spectral resolution
(evaluated by the measured linewidth). This yields, from our 3 absorption lines, 3 ionic
state populations, ρ
±3/2
3/2,3/2(∆t), ρ
±1/2
3/2,3/2(∆t) and ρ
±1/2
1/2,1/2(∆t). The fitting function is for each
delay:
Afit(ω,∆t) = − ln[exp[−α(ω,∆t)L]⊗G(ω)]
with α(ω,∆t) ∝
∑
ionic states
ρii(∆t)
ΓA/2
(ω − ωi(∆t))2 + (ΓA/2)2
(4.13)
We have tested this procedure for our model 3 levels system (with a single transition),
for which the ”real” population of |1〉 is known. The result is displayed on Figure 4.9. It
shows that such a procedure allows the determination of the population with an accuracy of
10% compared to the density matrix element. Similar tests have been conducted with data
from the simulation based on Time-Dependent Configuration Interaction Singles (TDCIS)
ran by Stefan Pabst, in the team of Robin Santra in CFEL Hamburg. They have led to
similar conclusions, of a 10% accuracy. Details can be found in a joint publication [117].
Armed with this conclusion, we have applied this procedure to the experimental data,
which yields graphs of Figure 4.10, and panel a. shows clearly that the rise of ionic ab-
sorption, and therefore according to our simplified model the rise of population is confined
to the strong half-cycle.
This fact is even clearer on Figure 4.10b. displaying the extracted ionization rate
ΓSFI(t), and showing that the ionization window is confined to around 700 as. Our tem-
poral resolution being estimated to 200 as (see Section 3.4.1), we can say that it seems to
be broader than expected from our refined ADK model.
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b. Ionization rate ΓSFI(t) in the ground state manifold, calculated from a.. Adapted from
[3].
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4.4 Neutral induced polarizability of ionic Krypton
This section will treat of the content of a paper written in collaboration with the team of
Robin Santra, especially Stefan Pabst in CFEL Hamburg [117], and where further details
can be found by the curious reader. It addresses the question of the nature of the model
state |3〉, introduced in the first part of this chapter to model the polarizability of the
studied transition.
We have investigated the theoretical model solved by our collaborators. It is based on
Time-Dependent Configuration Singles (TDCIS, details in [118, 117, 119]) and predicts
a phase shift of the dipole, similar to the one exposed earlier in this chapter. We have
identified 3 possible sources of phase shift in this model, and alternatively turned the
relevant matrix elements off in the calculations to identify the one(s) responsible for our
observations.
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Figure 4.11: Estimations of the averaged phase of the dipole obtained from TDCIS by
removing selectively supposed sources of polarizability a. Full TDCIS simulation (red), and
removing the 4s−1 manifold (ionic polarizability, blue) and the residual Coulomb
interaction (green). b. In a simplified model, full TDCIS (red) and turning off the neutral
coupling element after the probing step (blue). Adapted from [117].
• a. The residual Coulomb interaction is a source of phase shift of the electronic
dipole that is not due to the external field, but to the part of the Coulomb interaction
that is not taken into account by the mean-field potential used in TDCIS. As can
be seen on Figure 4.11a., the removal of this term does not significantly affect the
polarizing physics.
• b. The presence of ionic configurations coupled to the configurations involved
in the EUV transitions by a non zero dipole element, are the most intuitive source of
polarizability. The difference of ionic polarizabilities has been calculated by state of
the art atomic structure codes (Configuration interaction Singles CIS and Complete
Active Space Self-Consistent Field CASSCF in the DALTON quantum chemistry
suite), and have a value of around 1 atomic unit [117]. This value is too low to
explain the observed phase shift, and it has been confirmed that removing the main
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source of ionic polarizability in the TDCIS calculation, the 4s−1 configurations, does
not affect polarizabilities (see Figure 4.11a.). This is therefore not responsible for
the observed effect.
• c. The neutral configuration: Strong field ionization, in the quantum perspective,
is the field driven transfer of a 36 electron system, Krypton, from its ground state,
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian, to another eigenstate or superposition of eigenstates
of the same 36 electron Hamiltonian, in which an electron is in the continuum and
Krypton is singly ionized. There is a non-zero dipole matrix element between the
N-electron neutral configuration and the N-electron ionic configurations, which can
therefore dress each other by the intermediate of the transient field. Figure 4.11b.
shows that turning this coupling off after the EUV pulse impinges on the system
removes the phase shift!
This led us to the conclusion that |3〉, the state responsible for the polarization of the
|1〉- |2〉 transition in our simple man model, is not as originally suspected ionic states. The
polarizability these are responsible for is too weak and cannot explain the effects observed.
In fact, the main source of polarizability is the neutral atom ground state.
4.5 Adressing Double Ionization
4.5.1 System description
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Figure 4.12: a. The synthesized transient with high pre-half-cycle contrast ionizes a Kr
atom, generating ions in the 4p−1 and 4p−2 manifolds, which are then probed by the
absorption of photons from the EUV pulse. b. Recorded EUV spectra for the EUV pulse
preceding (violet) and following (yellow) the ionizing light transient.
As stated in Section 4.1.3, a strong-half cycle of light impinging on an atom which
has not previously been exposed to ionizing levels of radiation could in principle be able
to generated singly and doubly-charged ions with the same half-cycle, by sequential or
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collective tunneling of two electrons. This is what we have investigated, by synthesizing
to have a 5:1 pre-half-cycle intensity contrast, i.e. a 3 channels compressed pulse with a
global phase close to pi/2. It is to be kept in mind that in the current state of technology
transients with the spectral content of the 4 channels including DUV are not available with
a peak intensity sufficient to field ionize Krypton atoms.
We shun the synthesized pulse on Krypton atoms and probed the presence of both types
of ions by monitoring EUV absorption spectra as a function of the pump-probe delay. This
can be seen on Figure 4.12, with a spectrum showing the presence of Kr+and Kr++, which
are absorbing on different spectral ranges.
4.5.2 Experimental results
Experimentally, after synthesizing the pulse, we tuned its intensity up to the point where no
Kr+ions were visible before the main half-cycle, which is the maximum explorable intensity
with our current pre-pulse contrast. A typical pump-probe spectrogram is displayed on
Figure 4.13a., with a zoom on the pulse overlap region and an ionic state dependent
normalization on b. to enhance visibility.
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Figure 4.13: Double ionization ATAS Spectrogramms a. Full spectrogram, resulting of
the averaging of 12 spectra per-pump-probe delay, showing the formation of single and
double ions of Kr atoms b. Close-up on the ionization time window: -3 to 3 fs (white
dashed region of panel a.).
A calculation based on fitting of the quantum beat pattern [28] of Kr+and Kr++absorption
strengths suggests that in this experiment, around 50% of the original population has been
ionized to Kr+, and 2.5% to Kr++.
To extract the population of the singly and doubly charged ions in real-time, we can es-
timate the pump-probe dependent average optical density in two different spectral bands,
containing respectively the main Kr+transition 4p−1J=3/2 − 3d−1J=5/2, and the region where
Kr++absorbs (see delimitations on Figure 4.13). The result of this crude analysis is shown
on Figure 4.14a. and seems to suggest that the two ionic populations are rising syn-
chronously, indicating the regime we were looking for. However an analysis based on the
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lorentzian assumption, similar to the one presented in Section 4.3.5, which results are dis-
played on Figure 4.14b. gives a different picture. It is therefore hard to reach any solid
conclusion, and it has been the case for all the scans we have taken. Polarization effects
are responsible for this fact, as will be shown in the next subsection.
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Figure 4.14: Estimations of ionic populations build-ups a. Averaged absorbance on a
band encompassing the Kr+main absorption line (red, see Figure 4.13), and
Kr++absorption features (green, see Figure 4.13) b. coefficients of lorentzian fitting of the
corresponding features with a methodology similar to the one exposed in Section 4.3.5.
A common feature in all these scans, well noticeable on Figure 4.14a., is the wiggle in
the data present at + 1 fs. It has been suggested that this could be a sign of the recollision
of a field-extracted electron, in other words to the interference of the EUV pulse and EUV
light emitted by the probed process. However of interest, this has not been investigated
closer, as we turned to the investigations in atomic Krypton presented in Chapter 5, in
order to address polarizabily issues in a simpler system.
4.5.3 Polarization effects
A closer look at the absorption cross-section at the overlap of both EUV pulse and transient
(Figure 4.15 blue curve) shows that the lineshapes are distorted as was expected from the
previous discussion, but also explains why extraction of populations is rendered hard.
Indeed, we see that the spectral region where the Kr++absorption features are supposed
to show up is contaminated by absorbance from Kr+, redistributed by polarization effects.
The previously observed broadband negative absorption is also seen.
These facts are hindering our attempts to extract a reasonable population curve out of
this data from our current tools, and calls for a more thorough theoretical understanding
of the processes at stake.
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Figure 4.15: Experimental absorption cross-sections at overlap between main first
half-cycle and EUV pulse (blue curve), and after the generation (blue curve)
Conclusion
We have investigated strong field single and double ionization by attosecond transient
absorption. The obtained spectrograms are the result of the resonant excitation of strong
field generated absorbers by an EUV attosecond pulse. The dipole response of this system
depends on both the EUV and the strong off-resonance transient field. When the two pulses
do not overlap temporally, the response can be derived and coherence properties after
ionization can be studied. However, issues rise when trying to investigate the dynamics
of the creation of absorbers during the laser pulse. The dipole created by the EUV pulse
is then indeed disturbed by the strong transient field. The latter is indeed generating
absorbing population through strong field ionization, the studied process (pump), but
also changes the internal structure of the ion, by polarizing it, and hence perturbs the
probing process. This results in non-lorentzian absorption line shapes in the vicinity of
the transient which need to be carefully taken into account, since then a clear separation
between pumping and probing steps is not anymore valid.
Once done, in the case of relatively moderate field strength it has been shown that the
field ionization rate follows the field, and can be confined to a single half cycle of light
by synthesis techniques. We have also at this occasion learned about the polarization of
ionic states during the process of strong field ionization, which results mainly from dipole
coupling of the N-electron ionic with the N-electron neutral configurations, and not from
purely ionic polarizability effects.
However, strong polarization effects have so far impeded our attempts to learn about
the temporal dynamics of double ionization processes, which require even higher levels of
optical fields.
The mechanism put into light here with Krypton ions in the case of overlap between
EUV and visible pulse should be (however with different polarization mechanisms) general
and applicable to the neutral atom and more complex systems, where the signal will be
present also at delays where the EUV pulse precedes the visible pulse. This part of the
pump-probe axis was missing in the experiments presented in this chapter. Indeed, the
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absorbers were ions, which do not exist when the EUV pulse hits the atom before the
ionizing visible transient. This has triggered our curiosity to explore a new paradigm, for
we will consider in the next chapters the EUV pulse as a pump, initiating the absorption
process, which will subsequently be probed by the visible transient.
78
5Optical dipole gating of Auger
decoherence process in Krypton
Perseverance is a great element of success. If you only knock long enough and
loud enough at the gate, you are sure to wake up somebody.
– Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
As has been presented at the end of previous chapter, the picture of a strong optical
field ”pumping” the system to an excited state, i.e. , and an EUV pulse probing the instan-
taneous wavepacket by absorption independently is simplistic in the case of overlapping
pulses, or if the optical field impinges the system after the EUV pulse. Indeed the pumping
pulse also impacts the probing process, which prevents a reasonably simple interpretation
of the results. To investigate the phenomena leading to absorption disturbance more thor-
oughly, we have studied a simplified system which does not need to be prepared by the
optical transient: the neutral Krypton atom. Here the picture is simpler: the pump is the
EUV pulse, and the optical transient is the probe. It is able to disturb the decoherence
process of the launched electronic dipole. Therefore the notation will be changed with
respect to the previous chapter, we will now use τ = −∆t as the pump probe delay, i.e.
the delay of optical with respect to EUV pulse.
We recorded Attosecond Transient Absorption Spectrograms and developed a formalism
based on phase and amplitude gating of the EUV dipole during its dephasing process by
the optical field, in order to reconstruct the process with great accuracy.
5.1 The dipole gating paradigm
Basic optics teaches us that absorption and dispersion of an electric field result from its
coherent superposition with the field radiated by the macroscopic dipole it has excited in
a medium. In the case of the absorption from an EUV pulse shorter than the decay of
this dipole, these processes can be separated in two steps: the pulse generates a coherent
superposition of ground and excited state, which then oscillates and radiates at its nat-
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ural transition frequency. Subject to radiative or non radiative single emitter losses, and
macroscopic dephasing sources, the dipole decays.
To understand the effect of the field of the optical transient on this electronic dipole,
and therefore the perturbation of the absorption process, we have developed a picture
relying on the phase and amplitude gating of this dipole.
5.1.1 The intuitive picture
The absorption of EUV light from the attosecond pulse, which is much shorter than the
decay is a 2 steps process. First the EUV pulse creates a coherent supersposition of
ground and excited states (step 1 on Figure 5.1), and then this coherent superposition
oscillates with a pi/2 phase shift compared to the exciting wave, and therefore radiates out
of phase with it. The addition of the EUV pulse field and the field radiated by the coherent
superposition is responsible for the presence of the absorption line in the spectrum.
2’
2’
1
1
T
2’’ 
2’’
Figure 5.1: Schematic view of the perturbation of the dipole imposed by an attotransient
Following the excitation of this dipole, the application of a delayed comparatively low-
frequency pulse, in the form of a delayed attotransient Etr(t− τ) can modify the behavior
of this dipole in two different ways, which will impact absorption and dispersion:
-By polarizing the atom (ground and excited state), it will shift the instantaneous
transition frequency as a function of time like ∆ω(t − τ) = α/2E2tr(t − τ), and impose a
phase shift to the transition dipole, similar to the effect we have seen in Chapter 4. This
is represented a step 2’ on Figure 5.1.
-The transient can also damp the amplitude of the oscillating dipole, by photoionizing or
transferring the electron placed in the excited state to an external state. This is represented
a step 2” on Figure 5.1.
It is important to note that the amount of phase added, or the proportion of dipole
damping does not depend on the delay between the EUV pulse and the optical probe, as
long as saturation effects can be excluded by an amplitude damping reasonably smaller
than 1. In such a configuration, the electronic dipole of a single emitter, shun by an optical
field at a controlled delay after an EUV pulse can be expressed in an intuitive way:
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d(t, τ) = d(0)(t)A(t− τ)e−iφ(t−τ)
With d(0)(t) = iΘ(t) exp
(
−iω0t− t
T
)
(5.1)
d(0)(t) is the complex (positive frequency part) dipole in the short EUV pulse approx-
imation, Θ the Heaviside function, T the decay time of the dipole and ω0 the natural
transition frequency. A(t− τ) and φ(t− τ) are respectively the amplitude and phase gates,
that are translated through the dipole with the pump probe delay.
5.1.2 Derivation of gating formula from Von Neumann equation
Interestingly a picture of phase and amplitude gating, close to the intuitive thinking de-
veloped above can be derived from the simple 3 levels formalism presented in Chapter 4.
This links a simple, but quantum perspective with the phenomenological model. To this
end, we use a dressed-state approach to fully describe the effect of the polarization of |1〉
by |3〉 with a dressed state |1(t)〉. A quasistatic and a short EUV pulse approximations
will be used, and justified as they are made in the derivation. Let us rewrite the Bloch
equations Equation (4.11) in the EUV pump optical probe perspective:
i~
∂ρ
∂t
= [Hˆ0, ρ]− [µˆ, ρ] · Etr(t− τ)− [µˆ, ρ] · EEUV (t) + i~ ∂ρ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
opt
+ i~
∂ρ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
relax
(5.2)
Here we have added ∂ρ
∂t
∣∣
opt
as a term describing depletion (or construction) of the
wavepacket due to the optical field. It is a function of Etr(t− τ) and it takes the form of
time-dependent rate terms Γdeplij (t− τ)ρij(t).
To make the role of the polarization of state |3〉 clearer we will write 5.2 in the laser
dressed state basis. To this end, we diagonalise Hˆ0 − µˆ.Etr(t− τ) in the subspace formed
by |1〉 and |3〉. With M(t − τ) the base-changing matrix, and Ωtrij(t − τ) = µijEtr(t−τ)~ the
instantaneous Rabi frequency between the states |i〉 and |j〉:
Hˆ0 − µˆ.Etr(t) = ~
 ω1 −Ωtr12(t− τ) −Ωtr13(t− τ)−Ωtr12(t− τ) ω2 0
−Ωtr13(t− τ) 0 ω3

= M(t− τ) · ~
 ω1(t− τ) −Ω˜tr(t− τ) −0−Ω˜tr12(t− τ) ω2 −Ω˜tr23(t− τ)
0 −Ω˜tr23(t− τ) ω3(t− τ)
 ·M †(t− τ)
(5.3)
The energy of the adiabatic states |1˜(t− τ)〉 (and |3˜(t− τ)〉), and therefore the probed
transition frequency are time dependent in this picture:
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ω12(t− τ) = ω2 − ω1(t− τ) = ω2 − ω1 − 1
2
(√
ω23 + 4Ω
tr
13(t− τ)2 − ω3
)
(5.4)
Furthermore we get (from the matrix M):
|1˜(t− τ)〉 = a11(t− τ)|1〉+ a13(t− τ)|3〉,
With: a11(t) =
Ωtr13(t)√
Ωtr13(t)
2 + ∆ω1(t)2
a13(t) =
∆ω1(t)√
Ωtr13(t)
2 + ∆ω1(t)2
(5.5)
This implies a time dependence of the matrix element µ˜12(t − τ) = 〈1˜(t − τ)|µˆ|2〉 =
a11(t−τ)µ12. We can rewrite Equation (5.2) in this base by multiplying it left with M(t−τ)
and right with M †(t− τ). The equation of evolution of ρ˜12(t) in this new base is:
(
i
d
dt
− ω12 + iΓAug
2
−∆ω12(t− τ) + iΓdepl12 (t− τ)
)
ρ˜12 + f(t)
= −EEUV (t)
~
µ˜12(t− τ)(ρ˜22(t)− ρ˜11(t)) (5.6)
f(t) is a term depending on derivatives of M and M †. In this situation, a quasistatic
approximation can be made and f neglected, because M varies with the time scale of Etr,
which is much slower than the natural oscillation period of the coherence 2pi/ω12.
In the short EUV pulse approximation, EEUV (t) = Aδ(t), and neglecting the population
of |2〉, the solution of the above equation is:
ρ˜12(t, τ) = Aµ˜12(−τ)ρ˜11(0)χ12(t, τ) (5.7)
With χ12 the delay dependent response function:
χ12(t, τ) =
i
~
Θ(t) exp
(
−ΓAug
2
t− iω12t
)
· exp
(
−
∫ t
0
Γdepl12 (t
′ − τ)dt′ − i
∫ t
0
∆ω12(t
′ − τ)dt′
)
(5.8)
We see that if the transient field is set to zero, ∆ω12(t) = 0, and Γ
depl
12 (t) = 0, and we
get the nonperturbed linear response function:
χ012(t) =
i
~
Θ(t) exp
(
−ΓAug
2
t− iω12t)
)
(5.9)
Let us define r(t) =
∫ t
−∞ Γ
depl
12 (t
′)dt′ and φ(t) =
∫ t
−∞∆ω12(t
′)dt′. Then we can calculate
the analytical (positive frequency part) dipole, using the trace, which is base independent.
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d12(t, τ) = Tr(µˆρ˜(t, τ))
' µ˜12(t− τ)ρ˜12(t, τ)
= Aµ212a11(0)
2ρ11(0)χ
0
12(t)
· a11(−τ) exp(r(−τ) + iφ(−τ))
· a11(t− τ) exp(−r(t− τ)− iφ(t− τ))
(5.10)
If the pump probe delay is longer than the duration of the transient τ > Ttr, we have
a11(−τ) exp(r(−τ)+iφ(−τ)) = 1. Then the modification induced to the electronic dipole is
indeed reduced to the translation of an amplitude and phase gate on the electronic dipole,
which was postulated from phenomenological considerations in the previous section :
G(t− τ) = a11(t− τ) exp(−r(t− τ)− iφ(t− τ)) (5.11)
It is to be noted that in the dressed states base, there will also be a component d23
of the dipole. It will however be short lived and weak since µ˜23 6= 0 only during the
transient. Moreover, it cannot affect the response on the EUV spectral range if |3〉 is away
from |1〉 by more then the energy span of the EUV. In the case of closer levels, and short
lifetime excitations (in the range of the transient duration), this term has to be considered
in the dipole emission. This question goes beyond the scope of this work, and will not be
considered further.
Based on Equation (5.10), it is possible to derive an expression similar to the one
used in Frequency Resolved Optical Gating for the Complete reconstruction of Attosecond
Bursts (FROG-CRAB) [55], and in principle to apply a principal component generalized
projections algorithm (PGCPA) [120] to extract both the phase and amplitude gate, and
the gated dipole as a function of time. This derivation is developed in Appendix B. Our
few attempts to use it have failed in the case of decoherence times longer than the optical
pulse. This is due to the slight difference in mathematical formulation with a FROG
expression. Moreover, tests on perfect numerical data have revealed that the method is
not sensitive enough to allow the PGCPA algorithm to converge towards satisfying pump
and gate fields. It is however a quite general concept which could be investigated further
as an extension of the work presented here.
5.1.3 Macroscopic propagation
As seen in Section 4.3.3, to apply the Beer-Lambert law (Equation (4.12)), the sine qua
non condition is the existence of a linear susceptibility [113], i.e. a linear relation between
the dipole response of the emitter d(ω) and the exciting field E(ω): d(ω) = χ(ω) · E(ω).
This has been demonstrated in the short pulse approximation [112, 67], in the case of an
EUV pulse which comes after the visible pulse, and probes the coherence of the wavepacket.
When the visible pulse overlaps or comes after the EUV pulse, in the simplified framework
developed in the previous section, it has been shown with Equation (5.10), which amounts
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to d12(ω, τ) = EEUV (ω) · χ12(ω, τ). This allows us to use the Beer Lambert law. A more
systematic demonstration goes beyond the scope of this study.
5.1.4 Associated model functions for the lineshape
Equation (5.1) andEquation (5.10) have shown that or the case of an EUV transition
between two states |1〉 and |i〉, dressed by an attotransient, under some hypotheses we can
write a generalized response function, dependent on the delay τ between the EUV and the
optical attosecond pulses:
χ1i(t, τ) ∝ iΘ(t)A(t− τ)exp
(
− t
T1i
− iω1it− iφ(t− τ)
)
(5.12)
The absorption lineshape is readily obtained from this form using the Beer Lambert
law (Equation (4.12)), as soon as the amplitude and phase gate are specified. In our
experiments we used two types of approach, the instantaneous and the field based gates.
Instantaneous gate
If the attotransient can be considered as much shorter than T1i, it is reasonable to assume
the loss of amplitude and the phase shift to be instantaneous: A(t − τ) = 1 − r Θ(t − τ)
and φ(t− τ) = φ0Θ(t− τ). In that case there is a simple analytic expression for χ1i(ω, τ),
thus for α1i(ω, τ):
χ1i(ω, τ) ∝
∫ ∞
−∞
χ1i(t, τ)e
iωt
χ1i(ω, τ) ∝ i
∫ τ
0
e
− t
T1i
−i(ω1i−ω)t + i(1− r)
∫ ∞
τ
e
− t
T1i
−i(ω1i−ω)t−iφ0
χ1i(ω, τ) ∝ −1
(ω − ω1i) + iT1i
(
1− e(i(ω−ω1i)−1/T1i)τ (1− (1− r)eiφ0))
χ1i(ω, τ) = χ
(0)
1i (ω)
(
1− e(i(ω−ω1i)−1/T1i)τ (1− (1− r)eiφ0))
(5.13)
In this form, the physics governing the lineshape change is easy to grasp: the dipole
decays unperturbed until t = τ , the point in time when its phase and amplitude are changed
abruptly by an infinitely fast optical field. The lineshape results from the coherent sum of
the unperturbed part and the perturbed part of the dipole, as shown on Figure 5.2.
It is possible to get a more intuitive understanding of the role of phase and amplitude.
The absorption contribution from the unperturbed part of the dipole looks like a cardi-
nal sine function, with a period 1/τ . Indeed, it is generated by a truncated exponential
function. The absorption from the perturbed part of the dipole is asymmetric when the
phase is not 0 or pi, and its amplitude is modulated by the amplitude factor. Thus, the
highest the amplitude depletion factor, the more the absorption lineshape will look like a
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Figure 5.2: The gating process and its influence on the absorption for r = 0.2 and
φ0 = pi/4. a. Until t = τ , the dipole decays in an identical fashion with the
perturbation-free dipole, and then with a phase φ0 and an amplitude drop of a fraction r.
b. The first part of the dipole, unperturbed, is responsible for absorption pictured by the
green area. The second, perturbed part for the absorption represented by the red area. The
net absorption lineshape is the blue curve, the sum of both contributions.
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sinc function. The delay is of course an important parameter, since the highest it is, the
closest to the original lorentzian the lineshape will be.
Figure 5.3a. shows a pump-probe delay map of the absorption lineshapes calculated
with Equation (5.13) and the parameters used for Figure 5.2. Figure 5.3b. displays the
difference between these and the lorentzian lineshape, or differential absorption. The axes
are labeled in units of T for the delay and ω0 for the photon energy. The spectral oscillations
coming form the first unperturbed part of the dipole with period 1/τ are well visible. As
intuitively expected, the perturbation dies out for τ > T , so these maps carry indication
of the dephasing time T on the pump-probe axis.
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Figure 5.3: Absorption lineshapes pump-probe delay maps for r = 0.2 and φ0 = pi/4. a.
Absorbance map and b. Differential absorbance map. The axes are in unit of T and ω0.
Optical field-based gate
Since the field of the transient Etr(t) is measured directly via streaking in our experiments,
and the pump-probe axis carefully locked as described in Chapter 3, we also have the
opportunity to assume a field dependence for the amplitude and phase gates, and use it
to calculate the lineshape. In this case, the formula is not analytical anymore, but surely
more realistic when the decay time of the dipole approaches the transient duration. We
can, for the sake of the present discussion, assume that the instantaneous frequency shift is
quadratic in field (as is the case for the Stark shift), and that so is the the amplitude deple-
tion rate, corresponding to a linear photoionization (This corresponds to our experimental
conditions, as discussed later in Section 5.2.1, but could be adapted to other contexts):
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φ(t− τ) =
∫ t
0
dt′
α
2
E2tr(t
′ − τ) (5.14)
and A(t− τ) = 1− exp
(
−
∫ t
0
dt′γE2tr(t
′ − τ)
)
(5.15)
τ
Unperturbed dipole
Quadratic gate
Instantaneous gate
Time
Figure 5.4: Schematic temporal evolution of the dipole for the two different kinds of gates.
Figure 5.4 shows the difference between the dipoles in the two cases. The difference
between lineshapes calculated from Equation (5.13) and Equation (5.14) is only sensible
close to delay τ = 0 and if the dipole decoherence time is close to the transient main
half-cycle duration. Indeed then, the part of the dipole that is radiated during the probe
pulse is significant compared to the unperturbed and fully perturbed dipole before and
after the probe. Equation (5.14) is best suited to study the sensitivity of the lineshapes
to the decoherence time T . Figure 5.5 shows pump-probe absorption maps calculated for
variable decoherence times, calculated with the electric field sampled in the experiment.
As can be seen on the left panels a. and d., when the decoherence time is smaller than
the half-period of the field, the lineshape change is merely a shift in energy, and is confined
to the overlap between EUV pulse and transient field. It is somewhat intuitive, since then
during the complete process of absorption, the frequency of the transition is shifted by
the quadratic Stark shift. Of course in this regime, the information about decoherence
time does not exist anymore on the pump-probe delay axis. The absorption line center of
mass is then exactly mapping the field intensity. For decoherence times of the order of the
field sensitive structure on the pump-probe axis is still visible, but smearing out, and it is
completely lost in the other extreme at high T (panels c. and f.).
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5.2 Dipole gating measurement in Krypton
To verify the concepts developed in the previous sections, we have calculated and measured
Attosecond Transient Absorption Spectrograms of 3d − np edge in Kr atoms. The dipole
excited in these transitions decays mainly because of the Auger filling of the 3d hole,
which time constant has already been measured by various techniques, in the spectral and
time domain. Its time-domain investigation in an all-photonic fashion remains however
unexplored, and is, given its timescale, an object of choice for the first demonstration and
benchmarking of our technique.
5.2.1 The 3d− np absorption edge of Krypton
Spectroscopic description
In Chapter 4, the EUV transitions considered consisted of a transition between 3d core-
shell levels and a vacancy of the 4p shell generated by field ionization. In neutral Krypton,
the 4p shell is full and these transitions are not possible anymore. We have used EUV
pulses centered at 93 eV with a bandwidth of more than 12 eV . At these photon energies
above the third ionization threshold of Krypton (13.99 + 24.36 + 36.95 = 75.3 eV ), the
possible induced transitions from the ground state configuration |1〉 = [Ar]4s24p6 are:
• Photoionization of one or several (up to three 4p) 4s and/or 4p electrons. constitutes
the constant nonresonant absorption background.
• Resonant transfer of a 3d electron to a np (n > 4) or a n′f (n′ > 3) shell. According
to ref. [121], confirmed by calculations with the COWAN atomic structure code
[122], only the np transitions have a significant contribution in this energy range, the
transitions will then be 1 → 3d−1np1. They are divided into two series due to the
spin orbit splitting of the 3d−1 states of the relevant configurations of Krypton.
• Above the 3d ionization threshold, one of these electron can be directly photoionized.
Once again there are two ionization thresholds due to the spin-orbit splitting of the
states of the 3d−1 configuration of Krypton II.
On the graph of Figure 5.6, the measured transient free absorption spectrum is shown
(red) together with the expected resonant absorption cross-section extracted from the
atomic structure code COWAN [122] (dashed and dotted for the 2 spin-orbit manifolds,
blue for the total). The energy axis of the COWAN calculation is shifted by +0.8eV
to match the energy of the first transition to the value measured in reference [121] and
convoluted with our estimated spectral resolution of 195 meV. The TDCIS energy axis
is untouched, but the cross-section convoluted with the experimental resolution. The
experimental energy scale has been calibrated using the position of the first and second
lines of the trace with reported data of the litterature. The dilatation factor compared
to what would be expected from the grating equation is around 1.4, which corresponds to
usual values seen in previous experiments.
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Figure 5.6: Experimental, TDCIS and COWAN calculated absorption cross sections
(configurations up to 15p taken into account for COWAN)
Electronic dynamics induced in the 3d− np edge
The absorption, resonant or non-resonant, of an EUV photon by a 3d electron leaves a
hole in the core-shell of Krypton. This state is unstable and decays naturally via Auger
processes, which are more likely to happen at that energy than the emission of an EUV
fluorescence photon [123].
The time constant associated with the filling of the hole was obtained first in the
spectral domain by several methods: measuring the linewidth of the resonance peaks in high
resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy, [124], in X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy
[125] and of the linewidth of Auger lines in Auger Electron Spectroscopy [126]. All these
methods are spectral, and show a linewidth of between 79 meV and 88 meV , corresponding
to a time constant of the Auger decay τA = ~/ΓA between 6.7 and 8.3 fs (see Table 5.1).
The first and only pump-probe measurement of this decay time has used the technique
of the streak camera [1], exploiting the fact that the direct photoelectron and the Auger
electron have a different temporal structure and are therefore affected by the streaking
field in a different way. They have extracted a decay time of 7.9+1.0−0.9fs.
The initial Auger decay leads in a cascaded way to the first, second and third ions
of Krypton. The time constants of these cascades have been measured by ion charge
state chronoscopy [127, 128], but the initial time constant of around 8 fs could not be
extracted by these measurements, which use too long pulses. We propose to use our dipole
gating technique, which presumably has subfemtosecond resolution, to investigate these
phenomena.
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Transition EELS [124] XAS [125] AES [126] Streak camera[1]
3d−15/2 − 5p3/2 7.9 ± 0.4 fs 7.9 ± 0.1 fs
3d−15/2 − 6p3/2 8.3 ± 0.2 fs
3d−15/2 7.5 ± 0.4 fs 7.9+1.0−0.9 fs
3d−13/2 − 5p1/2 7.9 ± 0.2 fs
3d−13/2 − 6p1/2 6.7 ± 0.8 fs 7.8 ± 0.3 fs
3d−13/2 7.5 ± 0.4 fs 7.9+1.0−0.9 fs
Table 5.1: Existing measurements of Kr 3d hole Auger decay time constants. EELS, XAS
and XPS are spectral methods, and streak camera is a time domain measurement.
Susceptibility to gating experiments
The susceptibility of the 3d − 5p transition to a strong optical field has been studied
at the FLASH Self Amplified Stimulated Emission Free Electron Laser (SASE-FEL) by
Auger Photoelectron Spectroscopy by shining 200 fsEUV pulses (the central frequency of
which was scanned through the transition) on Kr atoms under illumination by a 350-700
fsInfrared pulse [129]. It has been recognized that Auger photoelectron lines are shifted
and broadened respectively due to ponderomotive shift and two-photon ionization from the
5p state. However with pulses much longer than the process at stake, as well as intensity
and envelope fluctuating in nature [25], any time-resolved perspective was smeared out.
With our well controlled short pulses, we set to the exploration of this dynamics in a
time-resolved fashion. The phase perturbation term can be attributed to the Stark shift of
the np levels (the 3d state is quite deep and as such moderately polarizable). Concerning
the amplitude term, the 3d−15/25p3/2 state lies at an energy of 91.25 eV from the ground
state, and the 3d−15/2 continuum starts at 93.8 eV ([121]). Therefore the ionization potential
is 2.65 eV . A substantial amount of our transient spectrum (spanning from 1.1 eV to 4.6
eV), is then able to single photon ionize the 5p electron, and a Keldysh parameter γ = 2.4
supports this idea. However at the same time, the associated barrier suppression intensity
is 4 ·1011 W.cm−2 and is well below our transient intensity, so it appears that the transient
would field ionize it very easily. This is a manifestation of the fact that the Keldysh theory
is ill-adapted to low ionization potentials. Indeed, since the tunneling intensity varies like
Ip and the Barrier suppression intensity like I
2
p , at low Ip the former is lower than the later.
We will however assume that the ionization rate is quadratic in field, i.e. that the ionizing
mechanism is mainly linear.
5.2.2 Reconstruction of a numerical experiment
Numerical experiment
To test the idea of the gating presented above, we confronted it with a state-of-the-art
simulation of the system, and we ran a calculation based on Time-Dependent Configuration
Interaction Singles ([118, 117, 119]), using the field actually sampled by streaking in the
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experiment.
In this code, the finite lifetime of the 3d hole is emulated by adding an imaginary part
to the energy of the relevant orbitals. It is therefore a parameter put by hand in the
calculation.
The resolution of the spectrometer later achieved in the experiment (220 meV) is taken
into account by convoluting the computed spectra with a unitary Gaussian function. The
resulting spectrogram, calculated with the field measured in the experiment and a peak
intensity of 1013W.cm−2 is displayed on Section 5.2.2. In panel a., the absorbance is calcu-
lated by referencing the pump-probe spectra S(ω, τ) to the incoming spectrum of the EUV
pulse, S0(ω), it is the real absorbance of the ”sample”. The represented quantity is then
− ln(S(ω, τ)/S0(ω)). In panel b., the differential absorbance is displayed, meaning that
the reference spectrum is calculated without perturbation from the attotransient SKr(ω).
The represented quantity is then − ln(S(ω, τ)/SKr(ω)), and it highlights the perturbation
due to the attotransient.
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Figure 5.7: Numerical spectrogram calculated by TDCIS a. In the direct absorbance
representation and b. in the differential absorbance representation.
Reconstruction of the experiment using model functions
We will apply the formalism deployed in the beginning of this chapter to fit the experi-
ment with the introduced model functions. In order to make the fit rely on less adjustable
parameters, we determine the position and the strength of the transitions by fitting a field
free absorption cross-section with an arctangent background (commonly used to fit nonres-
onant absorption edges [130, 131, 132]), with an assembly of N lorentzians, N depending
on the number of considered transitions. The profile is then convoluted with a unitary
gaussian of which the width is fitted, to determine the resolution. The result is displayed
on Figure 5.8. With N = 6, we consider the two spin-orbit manifolds up to 3d− 7p, with
N = 4 only up to 3d− 6p, and N = 3 even neglects accounting for the 3d3/2− 6p1/2, which
is comparatively lower in signal.
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Figure 5.8: Fit of the field free optical density of TDCIS calculation
This procedure yields the central energies of the transitions ~ωi0, as well as the dipole
strength Di (with di(t, τ) = Diχi(t, τ)), together with the ”experimental” resolution. The
fitted parameters are quite robust to the fitting conditions.
The differential absorption spectrogram highlighting the changes operated by the probe
pulse resulting from this calculation is shown on Figure 5.9.a. and Figure 5.10.a..
The full differential absorbance map is then fitted using the lineshape expressions pre-
sented in Section 5.1.4, with as free parameters for each transition the phase and amplitude
parameters (respectively φi0 and r
i or αi and γi for the instantaneous and field-based gates),
as well as the decay time of the 3d hole τA = T/2. The result of these fittings, incorporating
the 3 main transitions (3d5/2−5p3/2, 3d3/2−5p1/2 and 3d5/2−6p3/2, ) is shown respectively
on Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 for the instantaneous and the field based gates.
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Figure 5.9: Fit of the TDCIS spectrogram with instantaneous gate. a. Numeric
differential absorption spectrogram. b. Fitting of the spectrogram using the instantaneous
gating model (see text) c.d.e. Comparison between calculated (dark blue) and fitted (light
blue) cross-sections at 3 different pump-probe delays (c, 0.8 fs, d, 4.4 fs and e, 7 fs).
The agreement with the numerical data is striking, and the results of the fitting are
summarized in Table 5.2, together with 95% confidence intervals.
To ease the comparison between the two fits, the phases φ0 retrieved in the case of
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Figure 5.10: Fit of the TDCIS spectrogram with field-based gate. a. Numeric differential
absorption spectrogram. b. Fitting of the spectrogram using the field based gating model
(see text) c.d.e. Comparison between calculated (dark blue) and fitted (light blue)
cross-sections at 3 different pump-probe delays (c, 0.8 fs, d, 4.4 fs and e, 7 fs).
Instantaneous gate model Field based gate model
transition 5p3/2 5p1/2 6p3/2 5p3/2 5p1/2 6p3/2
τA (fs) 8.01± 0.25 5.04± 0.25 16.2± 14 7.06± 0.1 4.7± 0.1 30± 20
φ0 (pi mrads) 61± 2 −3.1± 5 65± 5
α (at. u.) 1000± 2 −50± 5 1000± 10 920± 10 340± 4 880± 10
Depletion r 33%± 1% 37%± 1% 0%± 5% 51%± 2% 58%± 2% 0%± 5%
Table 5.2: Results of the fitting of the TDCIS spectrogram using our two different
methods. See text for details.
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the instantaneous gate have been converted to polarizability, assuming they have been
imparted by a quadratic energy shift caused by a half-cycle of light of 400 as intensity
FWHM duration and correct peak intensity (see procedure in Appendix C). The field
based approach gives field induced decoherence values around 2 times higher than the
instantaneous gate approach. This is actually coherent, since in the field based model this
depletion is the depletion due to the full pulse, 50% of which intensity is located in the
main half cycle. Intuitively, the instantaneous gate model only captures the depletion due
to the central half-cycle. The two models therefore give very comparable values, validating
the use of the instantaneous gate for this class of decoherence times, although of course
the agreement around pump-probe delay 0 is better in the field gate based approach.
Since the two highest lines are spectrally overlapping, the fitting algorithm runs into
difficulties to resolve individual values for each of them, which results in numerical values
far from reasonable expectation and large confidence intervals. The reconstruction values
are however quite accurate for the main transition, falling close to the value of τA used
as input in the code, 7.5 fs. The depletion factor is almost twice higher for the field
based gate, which can be explained by the fact that 50% of the energy of the waveform
is confined in the main half-cylce, and that therefore 50% of the depletion is expected to
happen within this window of time. The instantaneous gate model then only reconstructs
this ”instantaneous” depletion .
Our intuitive picture of gating, even in its very simple form of instantaneous gating,
is therefore able to reconstruct the numerical experiment to a very satisfying level, and
yields the constants that have been introduced in the calculation, both concerning the
decay time of the dipole and the associated polarizability of the main transition, as well
as the field-induced decoherence seen on the calculated dipole.
Effect of a longer probe pulse
We calculated pump-probe maps with generated with a longer pulse (5 fs) to see the
qualitative difference made by the use of a single half-cycle of light. We attempted a
fitting with the instantaneous gate, to show the discrepancy generated. The results are
displayed on Figure 5.11.
The temporal dynamics displayed on the trace looks is not as rich in spectral oscillations,
and seems more field related than in the previous study, as oscillations can be seen along
pump-probe axis. Their period is half the period of the field, which reminds of the dynamics
seen experimentally in Chapter 4, and in [3, 133], and attributed to the AC-Stark shift.
The reconstruction is however not possible with the instantaneous gate model, as was
expected for a pulse with a duration approaching the decay time to be reconstructed. To
be sensitive to the dynamics of the dipole and not of the pulse, the decoherence time must
therefore be safely above the pulse duration.
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Figure 5.11: Fit of a TDCIS spectrogram computed with a 5 fspulse with instantaneous
gate. a. Numeric differential absorption spectrogram. b. Fitting using the instantaneous
gating model c.d.e. Comparison between calculated (dark blue) and fitted (light blue)
cross-sections at 3 different pump-probe delays (c, 0.8 fs, d, 4.4 fs and e, 7 fs).
5.2.3 Experimental reconstruction and extraction of physical quan-
tities
We investigated the validity of our approach experimentally, where more factors enter the
problem. Especially spatial effects, be it propagation in the gas, or integration in the focal
plane, could be of importance and blur the picture presented above. To this end, we have
used the pump-probes setup described in Chapter 3, and shun 90 mbars of Kr atoms in a
gas tube with a 200 as FWHM EUV pulses centered at 93 eV and a 400 as field FWHM
optical attosecond transient of peak intensity 2·1013W.cm−2, with a relative delay controlled
with a 25 as accuracy. No effect of gas pressure on linewidths has been observed. The
resulting delay-dependent spectrum is measured around 1m downstream in a commercial
McPherson EUV spectrometer, after filtering out the visible radiation with a 100 nm thick
Zr film and steering and refocusing the beam with our double Rhodium based reflector.
The pump-probe absorbance data is represented on Section 5.2.3 in two different ways. In
panel a., the absorbance is calculated by referencing the pump-probe spectra S(ω, τ) to a
spectrum measured without Kr atoms in the target, S0(ω). The represented quantity is
then − ln(S(ω, τ)/S0(ω)). In panel b., the differential absorbance is displayed, meaning
that the reference spectrum is taken with Kr atoms in the target, but without perturbation
from the attotransient SKr(ω). Usually this spectrum is recorded by averaging spectra at
3 large different negative delays. The represented quantity is then − ln(S(ω, τ)/SKr(ω)).
Here again, the field free cross-section has been fitted first, to extract line positions and
amplitudes.
The spectrogram displayed on Figure 5.13.a. is the result of the averaging of 30 spectra
at each of the 67 delay steps. It has been fitted with the instantaneous gate model,
which result is displayed on Figure 5.13.b.. The field-based gate approach can also be
implemented with similar results, but will not be shown here. It is worth mentioning that
here, since the two transitions 3d3/2−5p1/2 and 3d5/2−6p3/2 are spectrally overlapping, we
used only one dipole to describe them both, which has the advantage to give more reliable
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Figure 5.12: Experimental spectrogram resulting from the averaging of 30 spectra per
pump-probe delay point a. In the direct absorbance representation b. In the differential
absorbance representation
fitting values.
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Figure 5.13: Fit of the Experimental spectrogram with instantaneous gate. a. Differential
absorption spectrogram. b. Fitting of the spectrogram using the instantaneous gating
model (see text) c.d.e. Comparison between calculated (dark blue) and fitted (light blue)
cross-sections at 3 different pump-probe delays (c, 0.8 fs, d, 4.4 fs and e, 7 fs). The error
bars represent the standard error of the measurement.
Also in the case of the experiment, the agreement between data and fitting is very
good, and leads us to the conclusion that our simple model indeed has the potential to
fully describe our experiment. The precise results of the fitting are reported in Table 5.3.
Here again the errors indicated correspond to the 95 % confidence interval of the fitting
procedure, calculated incorporating the experimental statistical error, except in the case
of polarizability, a 10% uncertainty in peak intensity is reported on the result as well and
dominates.
The reconstructed values are close to the literature values for the Auger decay time, and
constitute a quite unprecedented measurement of dynamic polarizability of these transi-
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Instantaneous gate
transition 5p3/2 5p1/2 & 6p3/2
τA (fs) 9.8± 0.5 7.7± 0.5
φ0 (pi mrads) 170± 6 210± 10
α (at. u.) 1300± 150 1600± 150
Depletion r 45%± 1% 44%± 1%
Table 5.3: Results of the fitting of the experimental spectrogram.
tions and of the field induced decoherence. These properties are unaccessible by standard
one-photon X-ray absorption spectroscopy, and indeed require a pulse shorter than the
decay to be accessed.
5.2.4 Behavior at higher field intensities
In the experiment presented in the above section, we have been careful to leave the intensity
low enough to stay in a regime where our model describes the physics accurately, i.e. where
the visible pulse is only disturbing the dipole in the presented fashion. At higher field
intensities, several issues are faced, which are illustrated on Figure 5.14. The panel a.
shows a pump-probe spectrogram taken at an intensity of 9 · 1013W.cm−2. It is noticeable
that the background level of absorbance is evolving. Thus, the optical density at 85 eV ,
well below the transitions, is 0.3 at negative delays, when it rises to 0.6 at positive delays.
It is also visible on resonance (see green curve of panel c.). This is a sign that the optical
pulse starts to ionize the atom. Indeed in the ion, the triple ionization threshold is 24.36
+ 36.95 + 52.5 = 113.8 eV , and therefore above our spectrum, when it s only 75.3 eV in
the neutral atom. As a result, this channel closes when the optical pulse comes before
the EUV pulse and ionizes the atom, leading to lower absorption at negative pump-probe
delays. This prevents the efficient use of our fitting algorithm in the region of the zero
delay.
The oscillations at 91eV around τ = 0 in the spectrogram of Figure 5.14.a. are also
to be noticed, they are highlighted on the plot of Figure 5.14.b., showing the integrated
absorbance around the main transition, together with the field intensity Etr(t) sampled by
streaking before the experiment. The oscillations are in phase with E2(−τ), which could
be a good indication that they are caused by the a11(−τ) term of Equation (5.10).
Another effect that is harmful for the reconstruction, is the complete disappearance
of the line structure around the zero delay, to be seen on Figure 5.14.c.. It could be
described by our model functions for high depletion, but the signal to noise ratio becomes
very unfavorable for good detection.
It is to be mentioned that the accuracy of the reconstruction also decreases greatly with
increasing intensity in TDCIS simulations, possibly linked with effects such as population
oscillations (Rabi flopping), not taken into account in the phenomenological model. This
could guide a possible extension of the model, which has not been pursued in the context
of this study, after the goal of decoherence time extraction had been reached.
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Figure 5.14: Behavior at high intensity a. Differential absorbance spectrogram, showing
lower background at τ < 0 due to ionization b. integrated absorbance on a 0.5eV spectral
band around the main resonance (dashed blue) and its smoothed version (3 points
averaging, green).c. Comparison between the absorbance field free (light blue) and one of
the most disturbed delay instance (τ = 0.6 fs) cross-sections.
Conclusion
We have shown with the numerical and the experimental approaches presented in this
chapter that we understand the perturbation of the EUV absorption by an attotransient
well enough to model it with simple model functions making use of the picture of the
gating of the electronic dipole by the short field, in the limit of an intensity avoiding
Rabi flopping. We have thus demonstrated an EUV pump-optical probe scheme, and
reconstructed a dipole decay time of around 16 fs, compatible with previous measurements
by other techniques, together with the polarizability of the system, and a measurement of
the field-induced decay ratio.
The next step is the application of this technique to systems where the decay time of the
dipole requires our ultimate temporal resolution, which we believe to be subfemtosecond.
At the photons energies which we can attain, atomic systems do not, in general, display
this kind of decay times, which can however be found in the absorption edges of solids.
The extension of our EUV pump-optical probe to the L2,3 edge of SiO2 will be treated in
the next chapter.
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6Attosecond nonlinear X-Ray
Absorption Near-Edge Spectroscopy
In theory, there is no difference between theory and practice
– Attributed to multiple people
Having demonstrated our EUV pump-optical probe technique on the 3d − np edge of
Krypton atoms, we have applied it to the study of the L2,3 absorption edge structure of
SiO2, which is well known from synchrotron studies [134] to display resonant-like structures
with bandwidths indicating subfemtosecond dynamics. It is therefore quite adapted to our
scheme. The first part of this chapter will remind some aspects of conventional X-Ray
absorption spectroscopy and specific facts about the exact system we are considering. It
will be followed by the presentation of our pump-probe study, which revealed nonlinear
properties of the studied system, unaccessible by single photon transitions.
6.1 The L2,3 absorption edge of Silicon dioxide
6.1.1 X-Ray Absorption spectroscopy
This section will review the principles of conventional X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy
(XAS) that are relevant to our studies. The reader curious to learn more about this
technique is redirected to this excellent review [135].
As can be seen on Figure 6.1a., the X-Ray absorption spectrum of an element (in this
particular case Pb) is a succession of edges. As soon as the photon energy is higher than
the binding energy of a filled deep-shell orbital, it can photoionize it in the case of a gas, or
promote it to a conduction band in the case of a solid. Traditionally, the edges are labelled
according to the quantum numbers of the excited electron: K for n=1, L for n=2, M for
n=3... The edges have then subdivisions. The L edge for example is separated into L1,
resulting from excitation of a 2s electron, L2 and L3 from the excitation of a 2p electron,
are separated by spin-orbit interaction.
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Figure 6.1: Principles of X-Ray Absorption spectroscopy a. X-Ray Absorption spectrum
for Pb (see text for explanation) b. Zoom on an absorption edge, XANES-EXAFS
distinction, and emitter/scatterer picture. Adapted from [135].
A closer look at an absorption edge, shown on Figure 6.1b., reveals the separation of
an edge in two zones, the X-Ray Near Edge Structure (XANES) (reviewed in [136]), often
displaying one or several spikes (called white lines in reference to the unimpressed zones
that these were leaving on photographic films originally used in XAS), and the Extended
X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS). The frontier between these two regimes is
quite arbitrarily usually placed 20-30 eV above the edge. It relies on the fact that the
physics governing EXAFS is quite intuitive to understand and was explained in the early
days of XAS [137]. Indeed, it often displays spectral oscillations, that can be related to
the scattering of the photoelectron generated on an emitter atom E by a scatterer S (see
scheme on Figure 6.1b.). Depending on the kinetic energy of the photoelectron ~ω−Eedge,
the interference between direct and scattered electronic wavepacket are constructive or
destructive, leading to oscillations in the absorption spectrum. These oscillations can
be analytically fitted by numerous available models (see e.g. [137]) to yield interesting
information about the environment of the ionized atom, such as the bond lengths.
The previous description relies on the fact that at relatively high photoelectron energies,
the mean free path of the photoelectron is such that only one scattering event is significant.
However, closer to the edge, the photoelectron has a very low kinetic energy, and a long
mean-free path, which means that multi-scattering will play a dominant role and prevents
the intuitive interpretation of the spectra as is the case in EXAFS. Therefore, XANES
spectra are used mainly for qualitative analysis, e.g. about oxidation stage, a parameter
for which the position of the edge is very sensitive [138], or for identification of components,
by fitting with a library of reference spectra.
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6.1.2 The near Si L2,3 edge structure of Silicon dioxide
Experimental characterization
The Silicon L2,3 edge has first been measured in amorphous Silicon samples [139, 140].
Due to the extreme sensitivity of XANES to the local atomic environment it takes a more
peculiar shape in silicon oxides, which has been first observed few years later in [134]. The
impact of the exact nature of the sample (deposition methode, stoechiometry, amorphic-
ity...) being so high, we have sent the very samples we used in our experiments, i.e. evapo-
rated films of SiO2 of thickness 120 nm to a synchrotron where its absorption spectrum has
been measured around the silicon L2,3 edge, with a resolution of 0.05 eV , and an energy
axis calibrated within 0.02 eV from known gas transitions (source: Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt). The result is displayed on Figure 6.2, together with the spectrum mea-
sured at our beamline with a 200 as pulse centered on 107 eV . This spectrum has been
calibrated using the lanthanum edge present in our EUV mirror (see Section 3.3.1), and the
position the strongest resonance taken from the synchrotron measurement. Using a fitting
procedure of the former with the later convoluted by a unitary gaussian, our experimen-
tal resolution has been estimated to be 450 meV (the grating used in these experiments
had 600 grooves/mm and did not give the highest achievable resolution as in the case of
Chapter 5, in order to get a better signal to noise ratio).
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Figure 6.2: XANES spectrum of Si L2,3 edge, taken in a high resolution beamline at PTB
(blue) and its fit with an arctangent function and 3 lorentzians (green). Superimposed is
the absorption measured with our setup,rescaled for visibility (red).
3 resonances are clearly identified in the close vicinity of the edge, they are labelled A, A’
and B. According to the litterature (calculation [141], measurement in silane gas [142] and
in SiO2[143]), A and A’ are due to the spin-orbit splitting of the 2p hole configurations, quite
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universally measured between 0.6 eV and 0.7 eV , which corresponds to our observation.
As suggested in [136], we have fitted the synchrotron profile with 3 lorentzians and an
arctangent background [130]. The fitted bandwidths of the 3 resonances are repectively
0.37 eV , 0.62 eV and 1.13 eV , leading to estimated decay time of dipoles of 3.6 fs, 2.2
fs and 1.1 fs. It is to be noted however that this fitting is quite sensitive to boundary
conditions on the fitting parameters, thus making its interpretation somehow doubtful.
Theoretical considerations
From a quantum mechanical point of view, the rate of transitions from a core-shell band
|i〉, composed of states |i,~k〉, to a continuum of states |f,~k〉 with the density of empty
states (DOS) D is governed by the Fermi golden rule, i.e. in the case of a continuous
excitation at frequency ω:
θi~k,f,~k′ =
2pi
~
δ(~k − ~k′)
∣∣∣〈i,~k| − µ.E(ω)|f,~k′〉∣∣∣2D(ωf~k′ = ωi~k + ω) (6.1)
The δ(~k − ~k′) term comes from momentum conservation and states that only vertical
transitions are allowed. Assuming exponential decays with rates Γi~k,f,~k′ , and non saturation
of the transitions, we can therefore write the absorption cross-section for the edge |i〉 as:
σi(ω) ∝
∫
f~k
θi~k,f,~k
Γ
i~k,f,~k
2(
Γ
i~k,f,~k
2
)2
+ (ω − (ωf~k − ωi~k))2
d3~k
∝ 2pi
~
∫
f~k
∣∣∣〈i~k|µ|f~k〉∣∣∣2D(ωf~k = ω + ωi~k) Γi~k,f,~k2(Γ
i~k,f,~k
2
)2
+ (ω − (ωf~k − ωi~k))2
d3~k
(6.2)
As for a core hole, the dispersion of the band is quite low and practically ωi,~k does not
depend on ~k, it is tempting to consider the edge profile as a replica of the density of empty
states, i.e. as a probe of the conduction band structure. There are certain limits to this
idea, which will be developed in the next subsections.
XANES as a probe of symmetry specific DOS
From Equation (6.2), it is obvious that the accessible density of states is filtered by the
matrix elements |〈i~k|µ|f~k〉|2. Since in most cases the quadrupolar interaction is negligible,
the selection rules hold, and the dipole matrix element projects the DOS on the symmetries
allowed from the initial state.
In the case of the silicon XANES in SiO2, which concerns us here, in the L2,3 XANES,
an electron from the 2p core orbital of an Si atom is excited, and therefore it can access
only the partial DOS that possesses s or a d symmetry, referenced to the Si atom. To
access the partial Si p-DOS, Si-K edge XANES must be recorded. This edge is located
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around 1840 eV ([144]). The fair comparison between these two measurements is however a
challenging task, first experimentally because a source covering this broad range of photon
energies, with a perfectly calibrated response has to be available. But also quite some
difficulties arise from the fact that the L2,3 and the K edge refer to a different hole:
• The first one is the energy scale difference. The L edge σ2p(ω) is located around
100 eV , the K edge σ1s(ω) around 1.84 keV [144]. Placing these two spectra on a
common energy scale requires an external measurement that extracts ~(ω2p − ω1s).
The most direct method is the energy measurement of Kα X-ray fluorescence photons
emitted by a 2p electron decaying into a hole of the 1s shell. These are by-products
emitted during K edge XANES measurements. Once this quantity measured, σ2p(ω)
and σ1s(ω − (ω2p − ω1s)) have a common energy scale. The absolute energy scaling
can then be accessed by a measurement of the 2p electron binding energy by X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS, [145]).
• The dipole matrix elements and dephasing rates have to be calculated to compare
both DOS on fair absolute scales. To yield the actual DOS, the XANES spectrum
must be corrected for the energy dependent dipole matrix element variation [146].
• Another difficulty, more conceptual, is that the p-DOS existing in the presence of the
2p hole, invisible in the L2,3 edge XANES, might be different from the one existing
in the presence of the 1s hole, probed by the K edge XANES. In other words, the
presence of the hole in a core-shell could modify the hamiltonian, and therefore the
final states |f〉 could be dependent of the hole. This is indeed the case as will be
shown in the next subsection, and is not an easy obstacle to overcome.
XANES and Core-hole DOS
In the picture of the XANES profile being a replica of the empty DOS, the presence of sharp
resonance-like features is the XANES profile of Figure 6.2 can seem rather unintuitive.
This would be linked to a bandstucture made of narrow isolated bands, which above the
bandgap of a dielectric is unusual. Indeed, the band structure of quartz, calculated by
Density Funtional Theory (DFT) using the Wien2k software package [147] (calculation
Nick Karpowicz) is shown on Figure 6.3 a., and the associated DOS, the blue curve on
the b. panel, does not display sharp features. Resonances are rather intuitively associated
with the presence of bound states, which hints towards their interpretation.
Theoretical works [148] show that the inclusion of a core hole in a DFT calculation is
required to theoretically reproduce the Electron Energy Loss Spectrum (EELS, also subject
to the same selection rules) of the L2,3 edge of SiO2. In other words, the removal of the
electron in the core-shell changes the spatial potential in the solid, by adding a positive
charge. The core states being deep in energy, their inter-atomic coupling is weak and
this charge can be considered as localized on a single Si atom. This localized term in the
potential changes the DOS, and in particular provokes the appearance of silicon like bound
states at the bottom of the band structure, as shown schematically on Figure 6.3 c..
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This has the effect to break the degeneracy of the bands, hence their high number in
c.. It decreases the bandgap by dragging an isolated band to lower energies (it is stabilized
by the attraction of the positive charge). This isolated band, responsible for the A+A’
absorption feature, is often referred to as an exciton, because it lied in the bandgap of the
undisturbed material. The localized charge also gives the quantum states a marked atomic
character (represented by the circles, coding for the overlap of the wavefunction with the
Si atomic orbital database).
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Figure 6.3: Modification of the band structure by the core-hole. a. DFT calculation
(Wien2k) of the bandstructure of SiO2. The scheme shows an the unperturbed conduction
band of a dielectric. b. DOS calculated by DFT with (left) and without (right) inclusion of
the core-hole. See text for comments. c. DFT calculation (Wien2k) of the bandstructure of
a supercell of 2x2x1 SiO2unit cells, with a hole in the 2p orbital of the central Si atom. The
circles represent the atomic character of the states. The scheme represents the formation of
the core-hole dressed conduction band (see text). d. Absorbance
These effects are also visible on the calculated DOS on panel b.. In the case of normal
SiO2 (left side), the Si DOS (green) has the same shape as the total DOS (black). This
means that all the states are delocalized between Silicon and Oxygen atoms. On the
contrary when the hole is present (right side), the total DOS is composed only of Si DOS
below 108 eV, the excitonic states are localized on the positively charged silicon atom.
These states have a strong atomic character, as can be seen from the momentum specific
DOS, also plotted.
The part of this newly formed hole dressed DOS that has s or a d symmetry is therefore
probed by XANES or EELNES. Looking at the corresponding curves on the DOS graphs of
the right side of panel b., the resonance-like structure is clearly visible. At higher photon
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energies though, the sattes become more delocalized again, and teh part of this DOS
that has the correct symmetry is accessed by absorption. The picture of the scattered
photoelectron used in EXAFS then becomes accurate. The transition from localized to
delocalized states is not linear with energy though, as localized states exist also at higher
energies. It is worth mentioning also that this scheme of dressing by the core-hole and
creation of localized states is also valid for the valence bands, and present in the DFT
data, although not presented here.
About linewidths in XANES
The linewidths observed in the resonant features of the XANES profile have the result of
several effects, different in nature, revealed by inspecting Equation (6.2). This expression
shows that the profile is the result of the superposition of an infinity of lorentzians, for
each transition |i,~k〉 to |f,~k〉, weighted by the DOS and the corresponding matrix element.
The variation of this weight with energy is the first effect. It has been covered in the
previous section about core-hole effects, and the appearance of spikes in the bottom of the
band attributed to the core hole potential.
This spectral profile is further affected by the presence of a significant energy dependent
broadening of the individual lorentzians. We have seen in the previous chapters that the
dephasing rate of a coherent superposition of two states is the average of the decay rate of
the initial and the final state, plus additional dephasing terms i.e. Γif = (Γi+Γf )/2+Γext,if .
In our case, the decay rate of the initial state is the same for all the transitions. Indeed
the 2p hole of silicon is filled by an Auger process that can be considered as independent of
the final state of the electron, with a characteristic time on the order of 10 fs (linewidths
of 60 meV have been measured in the L2,3 of silane gas SiH4 [142]).
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Figure 6.4: EUV absorbance (blue), spin orbit deconvoluted absorbance (dashed red) and
Gaussian fit of core-exciton spike (green)
The other part is the finite lifetime of the final electron state, and is investigated at
length in [143]. It can be either due to homogeneous factors (the states decay), or to the
amorphicity of the sample, which makes the environment of each center slightly different
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form the others, and adds an inhomogeneous braodening factor Γext,if . Unlike the core-hole
lifetime, these factors are dependent on the kinetic energy of the electron, i.e. ~ω−Eedge,
and therefore energy dependent, leading to different lifetimes for the resonances present
in the spectrum. We applied the procedure described in [149] to estimate the so-called
coherence length, or short range order of our samples. We deconvoluted the spin-orbit
doublet with a double Dirac function with a weight of 1:0.7 and a spacing of 0.54 eV ,
and estimated the FWHM of the feature, 0.52 eV (see Figure 6.4). According to [149], the
associated coherence length of our samples is above 20 angstrom, i.e. more than 4 unit
cells. In other words they do not impact the XANES profile and our samples can therefore
be considered as crystalline for this process, which is also confirmed by comparison with
[144], which associates the presence of a distinguishable spin-orbit doublet A+A’ with
cristallinity.
6.2 Dipole gating measurement of the L2,3 edge of
SiO2
Experiment
We have shun an attosecond EUV pulse centered at 105 eV with a bandwidth of 14
eV , followed by a delay-controlled attotransient with intensity contrast between main and
secondary half-cycle 3:1 on a 125 nm thick film of fused silica (same coating batch as
the one tested at the synchrotron and presented in the previous section). We have thus
recorded the dipole gating spectrogram, presented in Figure 6.5 in the absorbance (a.) and
differential absorbance (b.) frameworks.
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Figure 6.5: Dipole gating spectrogram of the SiO2 L2,3, represented in the direct (a.) and
differential (b.) absorbance picture. As a guide for the eye the field free absorbance is
represented on b. (red line)
The spectra have been averaged and normalized to the number of EUV counts, and
smoothed with a Butterworth filter of cutoff energy 350 meV , below the spectral resolution
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of the measurement. They have also been smoothed in the delay dimension with a 2 points
Savitsky-Golay filter.
Without going to further analysis, a few interesting facts are already noticeable with
bare eye. It is in a fist place clear that the A and A’ resonances are distorted over a longer
delay range than B. A closer observation also reveals that these two groups of resonances
are affected in a different way by the transient field. While A and A’ are primarily shifted
to higher energies, B is mostly damped, and does not shift much. These facts will be put
into a more quantitative light in the following sections.
Hints on temporal resolution
To investigate the temporal resolution of our technique, on Figure 6.6 the average absolute
differential density for resonances A and A’ is plotted. The field sampled by streaking before
this experiment is also represented. There we see that the rising time is subfemtosecond,
which substantiates the picture of an attosecond pump-probe measurement.
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Figure 6.6: Absolute value of the differential absorbance, averaged on a band
encompassing the A and A’ features. The field intensity used in the experiment is plotted in
blue. Error bars represent the statistical standard error of this quantity.
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6.2.1 Dipole gating modeling
We applied the fitting procedure already described in Chapter 5, with 3 transitions, A,
A’ and B, which values of amplitude and energy are taken from the fit of the synchrotron
cross-section. The result is summarized on Figure 6.7 and Table 6.1 in the by now familiar
format.
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Figure 6.7: Fit of the spectrogram with instantaneous gate. a. Differential absorption
spectrogram. b. Fitting of the spectrogram using the instantaneous gating model (see text)
c.d.e. Comparison between calculated (dark blue) and fitted (light blue) cross-sections at 3
different pump-probe delays (c., 0.2 fs, d., 0.8 fs and e., 1.6 fs).
The agreement between measurement and fit is not as good as in the case of Krypton,
studied in the previous chapter. The reasons for this discrepancy mainly relies on the
picture used for modeling, probably slightly too simple for the full description of a solid.
Indeed, the model of isolated lorentzian transitions is arguable. Since by nature in a
solid the states are not well defined in energy but spread in an energy band, a broadening
due to the band structure could be at play, and it would not lead to a lorentzian profile,
or to an exponential decay, assumed by our modeling. However, attempts to fit such a
nonexponential decay have revealed themselves unconclusive, the impact of a modification
of a decay law on the goodness of the reconstruction being unsignificant, numerically
speaking.
Instantaneous gate
transition A A’ B
Td (fs) 6.2± 1 3.2± 1 0.9± 0.1
φ0 (pi mrads) 31± 9 56± 14 −7± 5
α (at. u.) 105± 30 190± 50 −23± 16
Depletion r 22%± 2% 0%± 2% 20%± 3%
Table 6.1: Results of the fitting of the spectrogram. See text for details.
The parameters extracted by the fitting procedure are reported in Table 6.1. The
decoherence time fitted correspond to the bandwidths observed, although they are a longer
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for A and A’. As was the case for the two overlapping transitions on Krypton, the fitting has
troubles to resolve A and A’. It is however clear that the sign of the polarizability is opposite
for A and A’ on one side, and B on the other side. The polarizability of B is furthermore
quite low, reflecting the fact that, as had been seen from the trace, the resonance position
is not so much shifted but rather damped. In other words, the corresponding dipole is
more subject to amplitude than phase gating.
6.3 Nonlinear spectroscopy of SiO2 core-hole excitonic
system
6.3.1 p and s, d DOS in the core-hole system
As stated in the previous section, allowed EUV transitions from the Si 2p core shell can
address only the s or d DOS. The Si-p DOS is spectroscopically invisible in the Si L2,3edge
and has to be extracted from the Si K edge XANES, and various techniques have to be
employed to compare these. It is however to be expected that the 1s and the 2p holes impact
the DOS in a slightly different way, so that the p-DOS probed by Si K edge XANES is
different than the p-DOS present, but unprobed in Si L edge XANES. Although this effect
is expected to be of low magnitude (the 2p and 1s holes are both quite small compared to
the unit cell and should therefore produce similar disturbances on the DOS), it calls for a
technique sensitive to the p-DOS from the conventional L-edge XANES.
Our pump-probe scheme is especially suited to this purpose. Indeed, since dipolar
transitions between (s or d) and (p) states are allowed, once the EUV pulse has populated
the s and d DOS, the optical transient is able to act on them via coupling to the p DOS. The
careful investigation of the effect of this coupling on the pump-probe XANES shall carry
information about the ”invisible” p-DOS, and on the coupling (dipole matrix elements)
that link it to the s and d DOS.
Figure 6.8a. shows again the momentum specific Si-DOS extracted from DFT of the
core-hole SiO2 supercell, but including the valence bands, referenced from the 2p hole
energy. As can be seen, the atomic like DOS (solid blue, red and cyan curves) are very
spiked, supporting the picture of bound states created in the potential of the hole localized
positive charge. The p-DOS of the conduction band is overlapping with the d-DOS around
108 eV (most probably these states have are hybrids of p and d character orbitals). In the
valence band, the p-DOS is located around 93 eV .
Taking advantage of the bound character of the states (localized DOS) involved in our
experiment, we propose to model it using a few level system, as shown on Figure 6.8b..
The goal is to reproduce the experimental data in a simple formalism, understand if our
method is sensitive to the parameters of the ”hidden” p DOS and if we can retrieve them,
although they are spectroscopically unaccessible in XANES.
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Figure 6.8: Modeling as a 6 levels system. a. DOS with Si-atomic like characters marked
b. Proposed equivalent system for modeling of our experiment.
6.3.2 Reconstruction of the process in a 6 levels modeling
Model description
We propose to model our experiment with a 6 levels system, as shown on Figure 6.8b..
The ground state |2p〉 represents the 2p state of Si from which the electron is taken, |A〉,
|A’〉 and |B〉 are the s and d like states respectively responsible for the, A, A’ and B
absorption features. Then |VB〉 and |CB〉 the spiked p-DOS of respectively the valence
and the conduction bands, uncoupled to |2p〉, but to which |A〉, |A’〉 and |B〉 are linked by
a non-zero dipole matrix element. The relevant matrices are therefore:
Hˆ0 =

E2p 0 0 0 0 0
0 EA 0 0 0 0
0 0 EA’ 0 0 0
0 0 0 EB 0 0
0 0 0 0 EVB 0
0 0 0 0 0 ECB
 (6.3)
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µˆ =

0 µ2p,A µ2p,A’ µ2p,B 0 0
µ∗2p,A 0 0 0 µVB,A µCB,A
µ∗2p,A’ 0 0 0 µVB,A’ µCB,A’
µ∗2p,B 0 0 0 µVB,B µCB,B
0 µ∗VB,A µ
∗
VB,A’ µ
∗
VB,B 0 0
0 µ∗CB,A µ
∗
CB,A’ µ
∗
CB,B 0 0
 (6.4)
Γˆ =

0 Γ2p,A Γ2p,A’ Γ2p,B Γ2p,VB Γ2p,CB
Γ2p,A ΓA,A 0 0 ΓVB,A ΓCB,A
Γ2p,A’ 0 ΓA’,A’ 0 ΓVB,A’ ΓCB,A’
Γ2p,B 0 0 ΓB,B ΓVB,B ΓCB,B
Γ2p,VB ΓVB,A ΓVB,A’ ΓVB,B ΓVB,VB ΓVB,CB
Γ2p,CB ΓCB,A ΓCB,A’ ΓCB,B ΓVB,CB ΓCB,CB
 (6.5)
The quantities written in light blue are accessible by conventional XANES spectroscopy,
in red they relate to the p-DOS and are therefore unknown, and in beige, the dephasing
rates of the direct EUV transitions can be estimated from the width of the spectral features,
but we are interested to reconstruct them also in the time domain. Quantities in black do
not play a role in the physics of our experiment, being population decay constants. The
dephasing times displayed in red, relating to transitions between excited states have also
been found to have no impact on the calculation and fixed to 0.1 fs. In the regime in which
we work, this is rather intuitive, because these transitions do not occur on our spectral
range.
Reconstruction of experimental data
We developed a fitting procedure, in which we fit the full calculated pump-probe map using
the Von Neumann formalism and assuming Beer-Lambert law for the propagation to the
experimental data. The fields used in the simulation are the very waveform extracted from
streaking before the absorption data has been recorded, and a 200 as EUV pulse centered
on 105 eV , mimicking our EUV pulse. The fitting parameters are exactly the red and beige
quantities (except, as explained the red dephasing times). The dipole matrix elements are
assumed to be real numbers, which proved sufficient for the description of the system.
The result of this fit is shown on Figure 6.9. The agreement is better than with the dipole
gating model, which tells us that more delicate effects are at play in this trace, that are not
sufficiently described by the simple picture we used earlier. Coherent population transfer
within the A, A’, B system through the conduction and the valence band states could be an
example. They are captured by our 6 levels calculation. Although the dispersion related
delay of 200 as (see Section 3.4.3) has been taken into account, there seems to be more
signal in the negative delay range in our experiment than in the reconstruction....
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Figure 6.9: Fit of the spectrogram with our undetermined 6 levels system. a. Differential
absorption spectrogram. b. Fitting of the spectrogram using the 6 levels model (see text)
c.d.e. Comparison between calculated (dark blue) and fitted (light blue) cross-sections at 3
different pump-probe delays (c., 0.2 fs, d., 0.8 fs and e., 1.6 fs).
Numerical results
The complete reconstructed dephasing times are Γ−12p,A = 2.2±0.3 fs and Γ−12p,B = 750±60 as
(with 95 % confidence intervals). They are compatible with the times reconstructed with
our simple dipole gating model in Section 6.2.1, although a bit shorter, probably due to
pulse durations effects not taken well into account in the instantaneous gating model used
earlier. However Γ2p,A is not correctly reconstructed, the fitting algorithm being stuck at
the highest allowed value. This did not impact the robustness of the other values, and can
be attributed to a lack of spectral resolution.
Moreover, the reconstructed position of the Si p-DOS of the conduction band is ECB =
109.8 ± 0.8eV , This is rather close to the position predicted by DFT, as can be seen on
Figure 6.8 and constitutes the first measurement of nonlinear properties in the context
of XANES measurements. The retrieved position of the valence band state is EVB =
11.7± 4eV . This is somewhat surprising and will be commented later on.
The dipole matrix elements are also reconstructed with a good accuracy by our pro-
cedure. We extract the following matrix (values in atomic units). As explained above,
blue elements are obtained by the fitting of the static cross-section, while red elements are
extracted from the reconstruction of the full spectrogram.
µˆ =

0 0.027 0.021 0.094 0 0
0.027 0 0 0 7± 0.6 0.7± 0.2
0.021 0 0 0 13.9± 0.6 1.4± 0.3
0.094 0 0 0 −1.6± 0.4 1.5± 0.1
0 7± 0.6 13.9± 0.6 −1.6± 0.4 0 0
0 0.7± 0.2 1.4± 0.3 1.5± 0.1 0 0
 (6.6)
A few interesting points can be noted. First, the magnitude of these matrix elements.
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Then the sign of the CB state. The VB state is far away and mostly polarizes in a
nonresonant way, mostly the exciton.
It is not corresponding to the position of an actual DOS in the DFT calculation, and
its determination by the algorithm is not very specific. The reason for this is the fact that
this level being strongly off-resonantly coupled to the A, A’and B states, it mostly modifies
them by Stark shifting them. The relevant physical quantity is then the polarizability
α = µ2/∆E, and a change in energy can be compensated by a change in matrix element.
Thus the relevant quantity concerning the valence band DOS is:
αA,VB =
72
95eV/1Ry
= 14at. u. (6.7)
It is important to state here that the quantities retrieved describe fundamental proper-
ties of the system, and are not pulse dependent. Therefore they can be used to predict the
result of a different experiment. We tested it with the intensity variation of our differential
absorbance signal.
6.3.3 Intensity scaling
We have conducted a detailed study of the scaling of the perturbation with the intensity
of the driving transient. To this end, we have selected 5 pump-probe delays, and measured
spectra for different values of the optical field intensity. Intensity was then calibrated using
the procedure described in Section 3.1.1. The results are displayed on Figure 6.10. Panel
a. shows the pump-probe trace, b.-f. the intensity scaling of the differential absorbance
respectively at delays +3 fs, +1.5 fs, +0.5 fs, 0 fs and -5 fs. It is noticeable that at +1.5 fs,
the effect of the transient on B is quite low, when the effect on A+A’ is still quite marked,
confirming the different decoherence time of these two groups of transitions. To represent
the scaling law, we have calculated and plotted on panel g. the average of the absolute
differential absorbance on a spectral band containing features A and A’, for the 5 studied
pump-probe delays. The linear scaling with intensity is thus made clear, confirming the
picture of a quadratic perturbation of the EUV induced dipole by the visible field.
We could perform a simulation of this intensity variation using the fitted values of
energy, dipole matrix and dephasing times, and obtained the data of Figure 6.11. It is
quite comparable to the experiment, except for the signal at τ = 0fs, stronger in the
experiment than in the simulation. The linear intensity dependence of the differential
absorbance (panel g.) is also reproduced, although some saturation effect is displayed
towards 1014 W.cm−2 that is not seen in the experiment.
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Figure 6.10: Intensity scaling of NLXANES. a. NLXANES pump probe spectrum of Si
L2,3 edge. b.-f. intensity scaling of the differential XANES spectrum at respectively +3 fs,
+1.5 fs, +0.5 fs, 0 fs and -5 fs. (measurements taken in a set different from panel a.). g..
Scaling with intensity of the average absolute differential absorbance over the A and A’
features at different pump-probe delays.
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Figure 6.11: Intensity scaling of NLXANES calculated using the 6 levels model with the
parameters fitted in the previous section. a. NLXANES pump probe spectrum of Si
L2,3 edge. b.-f. intensity scaling of the differential XANES spectrum at respectively +3 fs,
+1.5 fs, +0.5 fs, 0 fs and -5 fs. g.. Scaling with intensity of the average absolute differential
absorbance over the A and A’ features at different pump-probe delays.
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Conclusion
We have demonstrated here the direct tracing in the time domain of sub- and few fem-
tosecond decoherence times of an EUV absorption edge in fused silica, using the concept of
phase and amplitude gating of an electronic dipole presenetd and benchmarked in Chap-
ter 5. Going deeper into the physics of the studied system and the localized nature of the
associated density of states, we proposed a modeling based on a few level hydrogenic sys-
tem, which reproduced the experimental data to an extremely good level. This technique
also allowed the reconstruction, (i.e. in our modeling the energy position) of the part of
the density of states that is not accessible by conventional time-integrated spectroscopy
and usually has to be retrieved by other techniques, as well as the coupling dipole matrix
elements between the different DOS, shedding light on the nonlinear behavior of transitions
involved in XANES spectroscopy.
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To infinity, and beyond!
– Buzz Lightyear, space ranger
In this work, I presented the first attosecond EUV - attosecond visible pump-probe
scheme. Based on the perturbation of the absorption of EUV by the application of a visible
transient perturbing the states involved, it has been inspired by the first observation of the
instantaneous Stark shift in an experiment addressing probing of Strong Field Ionization
in real-time (Chapter 4).
Having understood this phenomenon, we then applied this scheme to the resonant 3d−
np edge of Krypton atoms. The intuitive model of amplitude and phase gating developed at
this occasion has allowed us to resolve the decoherence time of these resonances in the time
domain, successfully benchmarking our approach with a system already studied in the time
and frequency domain, and giving a handy tool to describe perturbation of a multilevel
system by a superoctave continuum in a the time-based approach, when frequency-based
concepts are ill-adapted. Other quantities related to the nonlinear behavior of the addressed
excited states, namely polarizability and the percentage of field induced ionization have
also been efficiently reconstructed.
We then turned to a more complex object of study, the L2,3 edge of SiO2. Linewidths
discernible in these resonances hint towards sub and few femtoseconds decoherence times,
which challenged the limits of our technique. The application of our gating reconstruction
technique has indeed allowed us to retrieve these dephasing times for the first time in
a time-resolved approach, together again with other nontrivial properties of the EUV
transitions. Going further into the modeling allowed us to get a deeper understanding
of the coupling schemes involved, using a simple few level formalism. The ability of this
model to reconstruct the experimental data, and to predict its intensity dependence is a
strong hint to confirm the excitonic nature of core-shell excitations in solids. It also allowed
us to get access to the position of momentum specific density of states which are transition
forbidden by dipole selection rules in XANES, and to the strength of the couplings involved.
The tools developed in the framework of this thesis have a very broad range of potential
applications in the avancement of attosecond science. Though they cannot replace modern
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Figure 7.1: Resonant 3p absorption in ZnO
advanced ab initio calculations, they provide experimentalists a quick and intuitive tool
to interpret their experiments. Thus, the modeling tools would be of big help for the
interpretation of time-resolved ionization studies similar to the ones presented in Chapter 4,
for which, as we have seen, polarization effects have to be included to allow a correct
interpretation. The development of more advanced retrieval methods, possibly based on
Appendix B would be of additional use.
Further implementations of this pump-probe scheme with unprecedented temporal res-
olution could also be made in different systems whose bandwidths also hint towards sub-
femtosecond dynamics, such as the transitions from the 3p subshell of zinc in ZnO. The
2 eV bandwidth indeed suggests a 350 as decoherence time, slightly under our resolution
limit. Thin (15 nm) ZnO slabs have been tried in the lab (see Figure 7.1a.), but although
some signal was recorded, due to a huge nonresonant absorption background, further im-
provements in signal to noise ratio would be required to address this system efficiently.
Furthermore, our work in SiO2granted us an advanced knowledge of EUV absorption
perturbation by visible fields. This information about the system is not pulse shape de-
pendent, and can therefore be used to design experiments in which the attotransient opens
an ultrafast absorption window for an EUV light which spectrum overlaps with the A and
A’ resonances, thus realizing an attosecond EUV switch that could be of interest to the
XFEL or synchrotron community.
Doors are also open on the theoretical side. Indeed our picture of coupled excitonic
DOS, although reproducing the experiments to an extended degree could be profitably
challenged by full ab-initio calculations, relying on Time-Dependent Density Functional
Theory (TDDFT) for example.
On a separate notice, in the course of the SiO2 experiments, it has been noticed that the
samples used in absorption spectroscopy actually gave a significant yield of photoelectrons,
which could be recorded by the time-of flight spectrometer. A software infrastructure has
been designed to record simultaneously pump-probe absorption and photoelectron signals,
120
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and Figure 7.2 shows the spectrogram recorded together with the absorption data analyzed
in Chapter 6. A clear streaking structure is seen, that could actually be used to ensure the
stability of the experimental conditions during the recording of the data. These electrons
actually coming from the valence band of SiO2 , they could actually also be of use to extract
information in conjunction to the absorption pump-probe spectrum, something which we
have not looked into by lack of time.
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Figure 7.2: Streaking spectrogram from SiO2 surface recorded in synchronization with the
data presented in Chapter 6
.
This photoelectron signals have inspired the master project of A. Jain [150], who inves-
tigated the capability of such a tool to resolve spatio-temporal dynamics on the nanoscale
for metal-dielectric structures. Further is to come on this side as well.
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Appendix A
Going further in exploiting the
cross-correlation concept
The goal of the present note is to go further than the approach presented in Chapter 3
to extract the iris opening induced delay, and show thew procedure to follow in order to
fully deduce the waveform at an iris opening different from the one at which the streaking
measurement was performed.
The streaking waveform is known from the streaking measurement. We will use its
cross-correlation with the inner mirror waveform, and the cross-correlation of the tran-
sient absorption waveform with the inner mirror waveform to extract a ”transfer function”
which will describe the relationship between transient absorption and streaking waveforms,
and allow us to reconstruct this transient absorption waveform which otherwise remains
unknown.
A.1 Definitions
Let us first define correctly the objects that we will consider in the following text:
The time t is understood as the time axis associated with the piezo position x (t =
2(x− x0)/c).
What we call waveform is the temporal electric field arising from light reflected repec-
tively by the inner mirror (Ein(t)), the outer mirror with streaking opening (Est(t)) and
the outer mirror with transient absorption opening (ETA(t)), in the plane imaged by the
camera, averaged over the points of the spatial profile taken to calculate the autocorrelation
(5× 5 pixels on the camera, i.e an area of 22µm2 in the actual beam profile).
A.2 Principle
The streaking/inner mirror cross-correlation Sst/in(t) can be written as follows:
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Sst/in(t) =
∫
(Ein(t
′) + Est(t′ − t))2dt′
=
∫
(Ein(t
′)2 + Est(t′)2)dt′ + 2
∫
Ein(t
′)Est(t′ − t)dt′
=
∫
(Ein(t
′)2 + Est(t′)2)dt′ + 2Est(−t)⊗ Ein(t)
Here ⊗ represents the convolution product. Figure (A.1) shows the oscillating term of
the cross correlations of streaking and transient absorption.
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Figure A.1: Streaking (blue) and transient absorption (green) cross-correlations
Taking the Inverse Fourier Transform of the cross correlation trace gives us, according
to known properties of Fourier analysis:
F−1[Sst/in(t)] = δ(ω)×
∫
(Ein(t
′)2 + Est(t′)2)dt′
+2E∗st(ω)Ein(ω)
The above expression shows that simple filtering in the frequency domain (actually
removing the value at zero frequency) allows to extract the term that is of importance for
us:
fst/in(ω) = 2E
∗
st(ω)Ein(ω)
We also get from the other crosscorrelation (with evident notations) fTA/in(ω). Then
we define the streaking to transient absorption transfer function:
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Hst/TA(ω) =
f ∗TA/in(ω)
f ∗st/in(ω)
The work is then almost done, since we can get the transient absorption waveform
spectral amplitude from the measured streaking waveform spectral amplitude with:
ETA(ω) = Est(ω)×Hst/TA(ω)
The waveform is then deduced by simple Fourier Transform back in the time domain.
A.3 Influence of the transmission system
If the transmission of the light from the image plane to the CCD camera used for the
measurement is linear (lens, mirrors, window and even propagation effects), then the ex-
tracted transfer function is independent of this transmission, as long as the signal to noise
ratio is sufficient to have appreciable signal on the complete spectrum. Indeed, the linear
transmission then enables us to write for the waveforms on the detector:
Edetst (ω) = Est(ω) ·Gtrans(ω)
And therefore:
Hdetst/TA(ω) =
(
fdetTA/in(ω)
fdetst/in(ω)
)∗
=
(
fTA/in(ω)
fst/in(ω)
)∗
×
(
G2trans(ω)
G2trans(ω)
)∗
= Hst/TA(ω)
The transfer function being independent of this linear transmission and the streaking
waveform measured inside the chamber, the calculation of the transient absorption wave-
form is not affected. Only restriction is that the transfer function Gtrans(ω) should allow
the transmission of all the frequency components of the waveform, which was not the case
during our first experimental investigation.
A.4 Spatio-temporal characterization
All the presented formalism can be applied at different spatial positions in the focal plane,
allowing the extraction of the spatio-temporal variations of the field.
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Appendix B
EUV Dipole FROG
The object of this appendix is to explain the derivation of a FROG-CRAB [55] type
expression, which would be subject to the use of a PGCPA algorithm to retrieve amplitude
and phase gate, as well as dipole in function of time from our dipole optical gating traces.
According to [55], if a pump-probe spectrogramm (function of ω and τ) can be written as:
S(ω, τ) =
∣∣∣∣∫ +∞−∞ dtG(t)E(t− τ)eiωt
∣∣∣∣2 (B.1)
With G the gate, and E the field, then the PGCPA [120] algorithm can be used to
extract efficiently gate and field. We can derive such an expression for our dipole gating
method from Equation (5.10):
d12(t, τ) = Aµ
2
12a11(0)
2ρ11(0)
· a11(−τ) exp(r(−τ) + iφ(−τ))
χ012(t) · a11(t− τ) exp(−r(t− τ)− iφ(t− τ))get :
(B.2)
We then get:
d12(ω, τ) = Aµ
2
12a11(0)
2ρ11(0)
· a11(−τ) exp(r(−τ) + iφ(−τ))∫ +∞
−∞
dtχ012(t) · a11(t− τ) exp(−r(t− τ)− iφ(t− τ))eiωt
(B.3)
Let us remind that this expression had been obtained with an EUV pulse EEUV (t) =
Aδ(t), we therefore get, applying the Lambert Beer law and using G(t) = a11(t) exp(r(t) +
iφ(t)):
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σ(ω, τ) =
ω
c0
Im
(
d(ω, τ)
EEUV (ω)
)
· N · L
=
ω
c0
· N · Lµ212a11(0)2ρ11(0)
· Im
(
G(−τ)
∫ +∞
−∞
dtχ012(t) ·G(t− τ)eiωt
) (B.4)
This is not yet written in the fashion of Equation (B.1), because of the term G(−τ) and
of the use of the imaginary part and not the absolute value squared. The later problem can
however be tackled relatively easily, using the fact that f(t) = χ012(t) ·G(t− τ) respects the
causality principle (for t < 0, t a real number, f(t) = 0). Therefore its Fourier Transform
verifies Kramers-Kronig relationships, and:
Re(f(ω)) =
1
pi
∫
R
Im(f(ξ))
ξ − ω dξ (B.5)
Therefore we can easily calculate, form the absorption cross-section, a quantity S(ω, τ)
that writes:
S(ω, τ) =
(
σ(ω, τ)
ω
)2
+
(
1
pi
∫
R
σ(ξ, τ)/ξ
ξ − ω dξ
)2
=
(
1
c0
· N · Lµ212a11(0)2ρ11(0)
)2
·
∣∣∣∣G(−τ)∫ +∞−∞ dtχ012(t) ·G(t− τ)eiωt
∣∣∣∣2
(B.6)
We thus see that in the case of not too strong perturbation, or if the gate is very short
so that most of the cases G(−τ) ' 1, S(ω, τ) is of the type of Equation (B.1), and a
PGCPA algorithm can be used to retrieve field free dipole χ012(t) as well as phase and
amplitude gate G(t). Unfortunately the attempts we have made to use this technique have
been hindered by a poor retrieval. The small changes applied by the gate to the dipole
were indeed not significant enough to allow good retrieval. It could however be revisited,
and tried with either gate or dipole being fixed, so that it does not work in blind (two
unknown functions) mode anymore, and information about the gate and the dipole can be
extracted, knowing the other one.
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Appendix C
Linking polarizability and phase in
the instantaneous gate model
The instantaneous phase of an oscillating dipole is:
φ(t− τ) =
∫ t
0
dt′∆ωgei(t
′ − τ) (C.1)
We know that for a Stark Shifted dipole, with α the polarizability of the transition,
∆ωgei(t
′ − τ) = α
2
E2(t− τ)
~
=
αI(t− τ)
2~0c
(C.2)
The atomic unit of polarizability is:
α0 =
(ea0)
2
E0
=
(5.291 · 10−11 · 1.602 · 10−19)2
4.3597 · 10−18 = 1.6438 · 10
−41m2 · C2 · J−1 (C.3)
Combining the previous formulas we get:
φ(t− τ) = α(at. u.) · 0.0933
2
·
∫ t
0
dt′I(t′ − τ)(W.cm−2) (C.4)
Therefore for a half-cycle of peak intensity I0 in W.cm
−2and FWHM duration 400 as,
the link between phase accumulated and polarizability is:
φ0 = α(at. u.) · I0(W.cm−2) · 0.0933
2
· 1
2
· 400 · 10−18
= α(at. u.) · I0(W.cm−2) · 9.33 · 10−18
(C.5)
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Appendix D
Data Archiving
The experimental raw data, evaluation files, and original figures can be found on the Data
Archive Server of the Laboratory for Attosecond Physics at the Max Planck Institute of
Quantum Optics:
/afs/rzg/mpq/lap/publication_archive
The list below contains paths to all the relevant files given with respect to the root folder
of the thesis.
For all the streaking data, the raw data is located in the folder Streaking Data. The
analysis (field extraction, channels extractions,...) is done using the Labview program
LFS.vi, according to the guidelines given in the document LFS userguide.docx. The Lewen-
stein HHG and ADK calculations are also done using the appropriated module of this
software. The ∗.wfs file can be loaded by the LFS.vi and the field extracted.
For all the transient absorption data, the raw data is located in the folder APSS Data,
sorted by day. The data is then treated by the Labview program Analyzer APSS.vi, found
in the same folder. Using this program according to the guidelines found in the document
Analyzer APSS userguide.docx and with the averaging parameter file pointed to here yields
the treated data, which is pointed to in the following pages. To apply the various map
fitting procedures described in the text, the relevant fitting module of the software has to
be used according to guidelines, or the fitting file pointed to here loaded with the relevant
function.
The folder of each figures contains then treated data and Matlab plotting routine, as
described in the following. To generate the figures the routine was applied, and it has been
reworked via Adobe Illustartor. The given figure path is the adobe illustrator file, that has
been converted to pdf for inclusion in the document.
Figure 1.1
I Routine chapter01/Principle/onefspulse.m
I Figure chapter01/Principle/1fs.ai
Figure 1.2
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Field from the streaking of the 21st of December 2012, scan 10, Fourier limit. 5 cms or 10 cms
of air dispersion added by LFS.vi.
I Data chapter01/5cmair/Data
I Routine chapter01/5cmair/10cmsair.m
I Figure chapter01/5cmair/10cms.ai
Figure 1.3
I Routine chapter01/Phi_g/Phig.m
I Figure chapter01/Phi_g/Phig.ai
Figure 1.4
I Figure chapter01/LaserSystem/LaserSystem.ai
Figure 1.5
I Data chapter01/Broadening/Data
I Routine chapter01/Broadening/FigBroadening.m
I Figure chapter01/Broadening/Broadening.ai
Figure 1.6
I Data chapter01/Wizzler
I Routine chapter01/Wizzler/FigWizzler.m
I Figure chapter01/Wizzler/SRSI.ai
Figure 1.7
I Data b. chapter01/Fiber/Spectrum_fiber.opj
chapter01/Fiber/20140612-15h0000-AmpSpec.txt
I Figure chapter01/Fiber/Fiber.ai
Figure 1.8
I Data See archiving Theses/2013/Hassan Mohammed
I Figure chapter01/Synthesizer/Synthesizer.ai
Figure 1.9
The streakings considered are scan 3 and 4 of the 22nd of February 2013.
I Data chapter01/Streaking/Data
I Routine chapter01/Streaking/StreakingFig.m
I Figure chapter01/Streaking/Streaking.ai
132
133
Figure 2.1
4 fs pulse obtained form frequency filtering of the field extracted from the streaking of the 22nd
of December 2012, scan10, Fourier limited, to keep a 540 nms central wavelength. Lewenstein
calculations done with LFS, trajectory with the Matlab routine
I Data chapter02/HHG TransientFigure/Data
I Routine chapter02/HHG TransientFigure/Fig4fs.m
I Figure chapter02/HHG TransientFigure/HHGTransient4fs.ai
Figure 2.2
1 fs pulse obtained from the field extracted from the streaking of the 22nd of December 2012,
scan10, Fourier limited, and global phase change applied by LFS.vi. Lewenstein calculations done
with LFS, trajectory with the Matlab routine. The routine has to be ran for the two global phase
settings
I Data chapter02/HHG TransientFigure/Data
I Routine chapter02/HHG TransientFigure/Fig1fs.m
I Figure chapter02/HHG TransientFigure/HHGTransient1fs.ai
Figure 2.3
Run this routine after the previous ones (Fig1fs.m or Fig4fs.m).
I Routine chapter02/HHG TransientFigure/Traj_cutoff.m
I Figure chapter02/HHG TransientFigure/Cutoffs.ai
Figure 2.4
I Data chapter02/SpectraTransient/Data
I Routine chapter02/SpectraTransient/FigSpectra.m
I Figure chapter02/SpectraTransient/SpectraTransient.ai
Figure 2.5
The streakings are scan 19 and 21 from the 11th of August 2010, treated by the LFS software.
I Data chapter02/EUVdelays/Data
I Routine chapter02/EUVdelays/PlotFigCompOrig.m
I Figure chapter02/EUVdelays/CompWF1.ai
Figure 2.6
Lewenstein calculations from LFS, trajectory calculation in the routine.
I Data chapter02/EUVdelays/Data
I Routine chapter02/EUVdelays/PlotLewenstein_Traj.m
I Figure chapter02/EUVdelays/EUV_Lewensteins.ai
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Figure 2.7
I Data chapter02/EUVdelays/Data
I Routine chapter02/EUVdelays/PlotFigCompShifted.m
I Figure chapter02/EUVdelays/CompWFSync.ai
Figure 2.8
I Data chapter02/keV/fields1248_I1E16cep05 (1).OPJ
I Figure chapter02/keVs/FracIon.ai
Figure 2.9
I Data chapter02/keV/fields1248_I1E16cep05 (1).OPJ
I Figure chapter02/keVs/Generation.ai
Figure 2.10
I Data chapter02/keV/fields1248_I1E16cep05 (1).OPJ
I Figure chapter02/keVs/RisephotonEnergy.ai
Figure 2.11
I Data chapter02/keV/nsp(t)_80%cutoff.OPJ
I Figure chapter02/keVs/AsPulses.ai
Figure 3.1
I Figure chapter03/Setup/beamline.ai
Figure 3.2
Raw data is measurement of the full beam profile in the focus as function of iris opening, and
treated in Fullmatlab.mat
I Data chapter03/IntensityScaling/Data
I Routine chapter03/IntensityScaling/script_full.m
I Figure chapter03/IntensityScaling/IntensityScaling.ai
Figure 3.3
Before modification measured on the 17th of April 2012, after on the 18th of June 2012.
I Data chapter03/ReductionAngle/Data
I Routine chapter03/ReductionAngle/treatment.m
I Figure chapter03/ReductionAngle/ProfilesChannels.ai
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Figure 3.4
I Data chapter03/XUVMultilayers/Data
I Routine chapter03/XUVMultilayers/XUVMultilayers.m
I Figure chapter03/XUVMultilayers/XUVMultilayers.ai
Figure 3.5
I Data chapter03/ReflectivityRhodium/Data
I Routine chapter03/ReflectivityRhodium/Reflectivities.m
I Figure chapter03/ReflectivityRhodium/DoubleRhReflector.ai
Figure 3.6
I Data chapter03/EfficiencyMcPherson/Data
I Origin file chapter03/EfficiencyMcPherson/EfficiencyMcPh.opj
I Figure chapter03/EfficiencyMcPherson/McPherson_efficiency.ai
Figure 3.7
I Data chapter03/InterfSetup/DataCCD/Fringes2D.txt
I Routine chapter03/InterfSetup/PlotFringes.m
I Figure chapter03/InterfSetup/Setup3d_2.ai
Figure 3.8
I Data chapter03/Extraction+calib/Data
I Routine chapter03/Extraction+calib/PlotNumerics.m
I Figure chapter03/Extraction+calib/dataNumerics.ai
Figure 3.9
I Data chapter03/Stability/Data/201307314pm.txt
I Routine chapter03/Stability/PlotDataLT2.m
I Figure chapter03/Stability/DataLT2.ai
Figure 3.10
I Data chapter03/DataScience/Data
I Routine chapter03/DataScience/PlotDataScience.m
I Figure chapter03/DataScience/DataScience.ai
Figure 3.11
I Data chapter03/Crossco/Data/matlab_ws.mat
I Routine chapter03/DataScience/PlotGraph.m
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I Figure chapter03/DataScience/CrossCo.ai
Figure 3.12
Calculation done in the Labview vi PropagFresnel slab.vi.
I Calculated Data chapter03/PropagationFresnel/DataForPlot
I Dispersion Data chapter03/PropagationFresnel/MediaDispersions Folder
I Calculation chapter03/PropagationFresnel/PropagFresnel_slab.vi
I Calculation chapter03/PropagationFresnel/Plot.m
I Figure chapter03/PropagationFresnel/PropagFresnel.ai
Figure 4.1
I Figure chapter04/Ionization/Ionization_regimes.ai
Figure 4.2
I Figure chapter04/DoubleIonization/Double_ionization.ai
Figure 4.3
Calculation done in the Labview LFS.vi, ionization tab, and data saved in the figure folder, com-
piled with FigADK.m
I Data chapter04/ADKIonization/Single
chapter04/ADKIonization/DoubleLow
I Routine chapter04/ADKIonization/FigADK.m
I Figure chapter04/ADKIonization/ADK.ai
Figure 4.4
I Figure chapter04/Energydiagram/KrIonIIEnergyDiag.ai
Figure 4.5
Adapted from [3], data and routines to be found in the relevant archive folder.
I Figure chapter04/ATASKrII/ATASKrII.ai
Figure 4.6
Adapted from [3], data and routines to be found in the relevant archive folder.
I Figure chapter04/COMKrII/COMKrII.ai
Figure 4.7
I Figure chapter04/3levelsScheme/3levScheme.ai
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Figure 4.8
Adapted from [3], calculation routines found in the relevant archive folder.
I Data chapter04/3levels_ATAS/MapSFI_SOM
I Routine chapter04/3levels_ATAS/Plot.m
I Figure chapter04/3levels_ATAS/3levelsATAS.ai
Figure 4.9
Adapted from [3], calculation routines found in the relevant archive folder.
I Figure chapter04/ValidityLor/ValidityLor.ai
Figure 4.10
Adapted from [3], data and routines found in the relevant archive folder.
I Figure chapter04/IonizationGate/IonGate.ai
Figure 4.11
Data from collaboration with S. Pabst. For the simulation code contact him directly.
I Data chapter04/NeutralPol
I Routine chapter04/NeutralPol/FigNeutralPol.m
I Figure chapter04/NeutralPol/NeutralPol.ai
Figure 4.12
I Figure chapter04/Energydiagram/KrIonII+IIIEnergyDiag.ai
Figure 4.13
I Data chapter04/DoubleIon/Data170612_2
I Routine chapter04/DoubleIon/PLOT.m
I Figure chapter04/DoubleIon/KrIIIDI_spectrograms.ai
Figure 4.14
I Data chapter04/DoubleIon/Data170612_2
I Routine chapter04/DoubleIon/PLOT.m
I Figure chapter04/DoubleIon/KrIIIDI_Pops2.pdf
Figure 4.15
I Data chapter04/DoubleIon/Data170612_2
I Routine chapter04/DoubleIon/PLOT.m
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I Figure chapter04/DoubleIon/KrIII_Pol2.pdf
Figure 5.1
I Figure chapter05/Gating/GatingIntuitive2.ai
Figure 5.2
I Figure chapter05/Gating/GatingInst.ai
Figure 5.2
I Routine chapter05/Gating/Gating.m
I Figure chapter05/Gating/GatingInst.ai
Figure 5.3
I Routine chapter05/Gating/Gating.m
I Figure chapter05/Gating/Maps_Inst_Axes.ai
Figure 5.4
I Routine chapter05/Gating/GatingInstVSField.m
I Figure chapter05/Gating/InstVSField2.ai
Figure 5.5
I Routine chapter05/Gating/GatingFieldVaryingT.m
I Figure chapter05/Gating/Maps_FieldGateVariableT.ai
Figure 5.6
I Data measured chapter05/KrAbs/Kr Energy diagram
I Data COWAN chapter05/KrAbs/KrI3d9_np.spec
I Data TDCIS chapter05/KrAbs/res.cs-xuv.MB.dat
I Routine chapter05/KrAbs/KrAbsorption.m
I Figure chapter05/KrAbs/KrAbs_alt2.ai
Figure 5.7
I Data TDCIS chapter05/TDCISspectrogram/TDCIS_Res220meV
I Routine chapter05/TDCISspectrogram/PLOTKrTDCISSpectrogram.m
I Figure chapter05/TDCISspectrogram/KrTDCIS.ai
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Figure 5.8
I Data fit chapter05/ODFreeKrStefan
I Fitting Routine In the main analyzer VI
I Plotting Routine chapter05/ODFreeKrStefan/FigResolutionStefan.m
I Figure chapter05/ODFreeKrStefan/Resolution.ai
Figure 5.9
I Raw data In the raw data folder, Stefan1E13
I Data fit chapter05/Fits/TDCIS/Stefan1E13forplotting
I Fitting Routine In the main analyzer VI
I Plotting Routine chapter05/Fits/TDCIS/PLOTStefanFitForFigure.m
I Figure chapter05/Fits/TDCIS/TDCIS_Inst.ai
Figure 5.10
I Raw data In the raw data folder, Stefan1E13
I Data fit chapter05/Fits/TDCIS/3taus_BG0145_fullwindow.mat
I Fitting Routine chapter05/Fits/TDCIS/AttoTemporalGatingnorm_full.m
I Plotting Routine chapter05/Fits/TDCIS/PLOTStefanFitForFigure.m
I Figure chapter05/Fits/TDCIS/TDCIS_FieldGate.ai
Figure 5.11
I Raw data In the raw data folder, Stefan1E13Long
I Data fit chapter05/Fits/TDCISLongPulse/Fit3lines
I Fitting Routine In the main analyzer VI
I Plotting Routine chapter05/Fits/TDCISLongPulse/PLOTStefanFitForFigure.m
I Figure chapter05/Fits/TDCISLongPulse/TDCIS_LongPulse.ai
Figure 5.12
I Raw Data In the raw data folder, 20140219
I Data plot chapter05/ExperimentalSpectrogram/20140219
I Plotting Routine chapter05/ExperimentalSpectrogram/PLOTKrExpSpectrogram.m
I Figure chapter05/ExperimentalSpectrogram/Kr_spectrogram.ai
Figure 5.13
I Raw data In the raw data folder, 20140219
I Data fit chapter05/Fits/Experiment/Fit2Plot_20140219
I Fitting Routine In the main analyzer VI
I Plotting Routine chapter05/Fits/Experiment/PLOTKrFitForFigure.m
I Figure chapter05/Fits/Experiment/Exp_Inst.ai
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Figure 5.14
I Raw data In the raw data folder, 20130320
I Plotting Routine chapter05/HighIntensity/Plot.m
I Figure chapter05/HighIntensity/HighIntScandiff2.ai
Figure 6.1
I Figure chapter06/XAS/Principle.ai
Figure 6.2
I Data AS-1 chapter06/Synchrotron/Fits/OD20140515_3
I Data Synchrotron chapter06/Synchrotron
I Fitting routine chapter06/Synchrotron/VIsFit/FitSynchrotron.vi
I Plotting routine chapter06/Synchrotron/Extraction.m
I Figure chapter06/Synchrotron/XANESSio2.ai
Figure 6.3
I Data Wien2k chapter06/SiO2bandstructure/BandStructureSiO2_Data
I Figure chapter06/SiO2bandstructure/BandStructureDOS.ai
Figure 6.4
I Data Synchrotron chapter06/Synchrotron
I Fitting routine chapter06/Synchrotron/Extraction.m
I Figure chapter06/Synchrotron/Cristallinity.ai
Figure 6.5
I Data chapter06/SiO2Spectrogram/20140515_3
I Plotting routine chapter06/SiO2Spectrogram/PLOTSiO2Spectrogram.m
I Figure chapter06/SiO2Spectrogram/SiO2.ai
Figure 6.6
I Data chapter06/SiO2Spectrogram/20140515_3
I Plotting routine chapter06/SiO2Spectrogram/PLOTSiO2Spectrogram.m
I Figure chapter06/SiO2Spectrogram/RiseTime.pdf
Figure 6.7
I Data chapter06/SiO2Spectrogram/20140515_3_Fit3linesFromSynchFitThesis
I Plotting routine chapter06/FitSiO2Inst/PLOTSiO2FitForFigure.m
I Figure chapter06/FitSiO2Inst/SiO2FitInst.ai
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Figure 6.8
I Data Wien2k chapter06/SiO2bandstructure/BandStructureSiO2_Data
I Plotting routine chapter06/FitSiO2Inst/PlotBandStructure.m
I Figure chapter06/SiO2bandstructure/BandStructureSiO2_Data/Model6levels.ai
Figure 6.9
I Fit Data chapter06/FitAPSSSiO2Nlevels/6levelsfullfinal
I Plotting routine chapter06/FitAPSSSiO2Nlevels/PLOTFigures.m
I Figure chapter06/FitAPSSSiO2Nlevels/6levelsfullfinal.ai
Figure 6.10
I Data chapter06/IntensityScaling/20140518
I Plotting routine chapter06/IntensityScaling/DataExtractPlot.m
I Figure chapter06/IntensityScaling/scaling.ai
Figure 6.11
I Calculation chapter06/IntensityScalingNlevelsfit/Nlevels.vi
I Data chapter06/IntensityScalingNlevelsfit/6levelsFinal
I Plotting routine chapter06/IntensityScalingNlevelsfit/DataExtractPlot.m
I Figure chapter06/IntensityScalingNlevelsfit/scaling.ai
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